OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

Blues - R&B - Reggae
Christian - Gospel
Classical - Opera
Country & Western - Bluegrass
Holiday CDs & DVDs
Jazz - Big Bands
More Music

Current titles are marked with a ★

Rock - Pop

CD 3862682 BLACKFOOT: Southern Native. This 10 track collection presents the best from this Southern rock group. Includes Need My Ride; Southern Native; Everyman; Call Of A Hero; Take Me Home; Whiskey Train; Satisfied Man; Ohio; Love This Town; and Diablo Lover. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 390988 BEATLES. This four track collection includes I Saw Her Standing There; Ticket To Ride; Help; and And I Love Her. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 390989 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Greatest Hits. A collection of 14 tracks from this iconic rock band, including Roll Me Away; Night Moves; Turn The Page; You'll Accompany Me; Hollywood Nights; Still The Same; Old Time Rock & Roll; We've Got Tonight; Against The Wind; Mainstreet; The Fire Inside; Like A Rock; C'est La Vie; and in Your Time. Capital Records. $6.95

CD 679585 JOHN PRINE: The Broadcast Archive. Three CDs collect live broadcasts from the 70s; 80s; and 90s. Taking the stage in Chicago, North Carolina, and Switzerland, Prime offers cuts of Spanish Pipedream; Sam Stone; Flashback Blues and more. four; plus favorites like Hello In There and The Bottom Line. CD $19.99 $14.95

CD 3990974 AMERICAN ANTHEMS: 100 Hits. Collects 100 tracks of pop songs including Eye of the Tiger by Survivor; Hazy Shade of Winter by The Bangles; More Than a Feeling by Boston; Mr Tambourine Man by The Byrds; Before the Wind; Go Your Own Way by Fleetwood Mac; and more. Five CDs. Demon Records. $9.95

CD 3992743 THE GRASSOAK: All Time Greatest Hits. Some 16 tracks present this classic rock group. The collection includes Let's Live For Today; Where Were You When I Needed You; Things I Should Have Said; Midnight Confessions; The River Is Wide; Bella Linda; Loving' Thing; Wait a Million Years; Baby Hold On; Heaven Knows; Come on and Say It; Temptation Eyes; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ♦ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA*</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK*</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY*</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.

CD 2841223 EAGLES: Unplugged 1994. Captured across two CDs, this delightful and rare performance will prove to be a must have item for Eagles fans everywhere. Songs include Peaceful Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Desperado; Life In The Fast Lane; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 8557744 ROY ORBISON: The Complete Sun, RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62. This 58 track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orbison’s career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles. Tracks include Only The Lonely; Blue Angel; Crying; Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Made A Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Capitol Records. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

CD 2959766 CREEDEON CLEARWATER: Transmission Impossible. This three CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their dynamic tenure. Songs include Bad Moon Rising; Green River; Born on the Bayou; Put a Spell on You; Comin’ Down; Suzie Q; the Wind; Mainstreet; The Fire Inside; Like a Rock; C'est La Vie; and many more. Thirty seven tracks. Eclips the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3905926 ERIC CLAPTON: 20th Century Masters. His genius changed the guitar forever. clapton’s greatest notes come singing out in these 11 essentials. I Shot The Sheriff; After Midnight; Knockin’ On Heaven’s Door; Wonderful Tonight; Layla; Cocaine; Lay Down Sally; Bell Bottom Blues; Promises; Let Me Love You More; and more. Two CDs. Capitol Records. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

CD 2903636 THE GREAT TRAGEDY: Winter Dance Party 1959. surely the best remembered of all 1950s U.S. rock ‘n’ roll tours; for all the wrong reasons. Rock ‘N’ Roll would never be the same after the fatal plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper. this 40 track collection includes Chantilly Lace; La Bamba; Fake Out; When Sin Stops; Teen Angel; That’ll Be The Day; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

* Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/836
**Rock - Pop**

**★ CD 4664795 PETER GREEN'S FLEETWOOD MAC: Transmission Impossible.** From various live FM broadcasts and radio performances, are collected these 45 tracks on three CDs: Madison Blues; Got to Move; I Loved Another Woman; I'll Dust My Broom; Long Tall Sally; Little Miss Millie; Little Raindrops; Lucky Man; No More; Smoke on the Water; and more. To eat the Beat. Pub. at $19.99  
$14.95  
CD 3991083 80S POP. Collects 60 pop songs from the eighties by artists including Bonnie Tyler, Paul Young, Spandau Ballet, Kenny Loggins, Dead or Alive, Belinda Carlisle, KC & The Sunshine Band and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group.  
$9.95  

**★ CD 686877 CREAM: The Lost Broadcasts.** This compilation of fifteen tracks features the recordings that have come to be known as the lost BBC Sessions including Sleepy Time Time; I'm So Glad; Tales of Brave Ulysses; Blue Condition; Sunshine of Your Love; White Room; Out; Traintime; Toad; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99  
$11.95  

**★ CD 3770923 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Lost Warehouse Tapes.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Warehouse, New Orleans, September 11, 1979. These three CDs feature twelve tracks: Statesboro Blues; Trouble No More; Don't Keep Me Wondering; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out; I'm In My Own World; Elizabeth Reid; Stormy Monday; Hot Lanta; Blue Sky; Midnight Rider; Whispering Post and Revival. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99  
$11.95  

**★ CD 6940781 THE ANIMALS: Animalisms.** The third album from the grittiest British Rhythm and Blues band of the 1960s, released in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include Maudie; Outcast; Sweet Little Sixteen; Gin House Blues; I Put a Spell on You; She'll Return It; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $16.99  
$12.95  

**★ CD 4665074 VAN HALEN: Oakland 1979.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Oakland Coliseum, Oakland, California on February 7, 1977. Nine songs: Oh Yeah?; Darkness/Earth in Search of a Leaf; Nobody's Fault But My Own; Diamond Dust; and Freeway Jam. MVD Audio. Pub. at $18.99  
$11.95  

**★ CD 2811992 THE DOORS: Shot to Pieces.** On February 25th, 1969, the band members went into Sunset Sound Recorders Studio for a one night rehearsal session, which was also a sound check for the first time. Twelve tracks include Whiskey, Mystics & Men; Petition the Lord with Prayer; Love Me Tender; Rock Is Dead; Woman Is a Woman; I'll Dust My Broom; Long Tall Sally; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99  
$11.95  

**★ CD 3914534 JEFF BECK WITH THE JAN HAMMER GROUP: Brisbane 1977.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at ABC studios in Brisbane, Australia on February 7, 1977. Nine songs: Yes Yes; Rock Me; Sittin' on Top of the World; The Way I Love You; I Can't Love You; You're No Good; This Old House; Southern California; Jimmy Lee. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99  
$11.95  

**★ CD 3771172 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Lost BBC Sessions & More.** This three-CD set collects 11 tracks from some of their sevenities' favorites, including Moscow River Band: Helplessly Hoping; This Old House; Southern California; December 4th, 1988. Songs include One Way Out; In Memory of Elizabeth Reed; Hollywood Swinging; and many more. Medley. Pub. at $19.99  
$14.95  

**★ CD 3960684 THE BEST OF PROCOL HARUM.** This English rock band's music is best described as psychedelic rock and proto-prog. This CD collects five tracks from six FM live broadcasts of some of their best songs, a Whiter Shade of Pale. Also includes Limp Street Blues; Hamburg; Conquistador; A Sally Dog; and more. A&M Records. Pub. at $11.95  
$9.95  

**★ CD 3988341 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: A Bridge of Spies.** Collects fifteen tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum, Oakland, California, December 4th, 1968. Songs include Helplessly Hoping; This Old House; Southern Mar; Teach Your Children; Believe, Wonderful Day; Doo-dle; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99  
$11.95  

**★ CD 394221X TODD RUNDGREN: Global.** This CD collects 12 songs from Rundgren's 25th studio album, including Evrybody; Rise; Terra Firma; This Island Earth; Skylarger; Global Nation; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $18.99  
$14.95  

**★ CD 3982960 BADFINGER: Kansas City 1972.** Thirteen tracks are collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at Cowtown Ballroom, Kansas City, Missouri, in April of 1972. Tracks include Better Days; Midnight Sun; Sometimes; Sure Thing; Dying On The Outside; Take It All; Rip It Up; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99  
$11.95  

**Music Jam: Leftfield Media.** Pub. at $14.99  
$11.95  

**★ CD 3830394 CLASSIC 70's RADIO HITS.** Two CDs capture the 70s sound on 30 tracks. Includes hits by Chicago 25 or 6 or 4; Little River Band Lonesome Loser; Mott the Hoople All the Young Dudes; Sweet Ballroom Blitz; America The Horse with No Name; The Outlaws Green Grass and High Tide; Kool & the Gang Hide-Out; and more. Twenty-seven tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99  
$14.95  

**★ CD 4652673 DEREK & THE DOMINOS: The Unreleased Rarities.** Compiled from the tapes recorded for their later albums. This three-CD set includes studio works, live FM broadcasts recorded at Free Trade Hall, Manchester, Royal Albert Hall, London, and rehearsal sessions includes The Sound of Silence; April Come She Will, I Am a Rock; and many more. UMG Recordings. Pub. at $19.99  
$14.95  

**★ CD 3771290 THE BEST OF THE ROLLING STONES: The Lost BBC Sessions & More.** This CD collects 12 tracks from some of their sevenities' favorites, including All the Young Dudes; Four from the Sixties; Love Songs. Pub. at $19.99  
$14.95  

**★ CD 3952770 THE EDDIES OF THE EIGHTIES: The Everly Brothers.** Collects 10 songs, including Eleven; Torn Down; Here Comes The Night; Real Big; Peace 77; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99  
$9.95  

**★ CD 3770925 THE BEST OF THE DOORS: The Lost BBC Sessions & More.** This three-CD set collects 11 tracks from some of their sevenities' favorites, including Time to Go; Lady Godiva; and many more. Three CDs collect various versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99  
$14.95  

**★ CD 3976034 ROCK - POP.** This album includes two albums, one live FM broadcast recorded at Cowtown Ballroom, Kansas City, Missouri, in April of 1972. Tracks include Better Days; Midnight Sun; Sometimes; Sure Thing; Dying On The Outside; Take It All; Rip It Up; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99  
$14.95  
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**CD 3949354** THE BEST OF THE EVERLY BROTHERS: The Millennium Collection. The duo that helped lay the groundwork for early rock and roll and one of their most addictive hits. All I Have to Do Is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; Cathy's Clown; Bye Bye Love; Problems; When Will I Be Loved; Crying in the Rain; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 3905993** NEIL YOUNG: Old Ways. Collects 11 songs from the Canadian singer-songwriter, including The Wayward Wind; Get Back to the Country; Are There Any More Real Cowboys?; Misfits; Where Is the Highway Tonight?; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 388757X** THE BEST OF DR. JOHN. Thirty five great performances on two CDs, including Zu Zu Man; Bald Headed; Loser For You; In the Night; Done Come Back; Let It Striker; It's What Comes Around; and many more. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 3866608** GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings. Featuring twelve tracks recorded for BBC Night Ride and BBC Sound of the Seventies in the early 1970s, this CD includes Shepherd; Pacify; Let Us Now Make Love; Stagnation; Harold the Barrel; and more. Some songs include lead vocals by Phil Collins and drier, more electronic underpinnings. $11.95

**CD 3952789** THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Rock and Roll. With keen harmonies, good looks and youthful energy, Don and Phil burst fully onto recording and performing. Enjoy this selection of their rock 'n roll hits including Wake Up Little Susie; Bye Bye Love; Lucille (Live); Be Bop a Lula; Bird Dog; and more. Twenty tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. $12.99 $10.95

**CD 679592X** VAN HALEN: In the Wet. Get a taste of early Van Halen with 17 tracks recorded at Star Lake Amphitheater, Pittsburgh, PA, in June of 2000. Contains such hits as The Wrong Heartbeat; Man in Need; Midnight Moonlight; and more. Available in two CDs, or as a digital download. $11.95

**CD 391965X** THE BEST OF CINDERELLA: 20th Century Masters. Collects 11 songs from the popular hard rock band, including Rock Me Like a Rolling Stone; Shake 'Em on Down; Somebody Save Me; Gypsy Road; The Last Mile; Don't Know What You Got (Till It's Gone); Hot and Bothered; and more. Mercury Records. $6.95

**CD 3887170** SIMON & GARFUNKEL: Green Leaves & Yellow Skies. Collects 24 tracks from the iconic duo, recorded from a live FM broadcast at Hollywood Bowl, Los Angeles, California on August 23, 1968. Includes Mrs. Robinson; Homeward Bound; April Come She Will; America; Bye Bye Love; Old Friends; and more. HOB0. $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3982793** THE WHO: Magic Bus. The definitive recording of the 60s. Let the Who take you on a Magic Bus Tour: Presents eleven songs including Magic Bus; Run Run Run; Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde; I Can't Reach You; Our Love Was, is; Call Me Lightning; Magic Bus; Someone's Coming; and Pictures of Lily. MCA Records. $6.95

**CD 3717402** JETHRO TULL: Skating on Thin Ice. This two CD set features a dynamic show from the band's 1977 tour, recorded at the Capital Centre in Landover, Maryland. Includes Welcome to the Machine; Set the Controls for the Heart of the Sun; Wish You Were Here; The Gunner's Dream; They Were Traveling Abroad; and more. Thirty tracks in all, Gossip. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3960935** THE KINKS: Transmission Impossible. This three CD, 65 track set combines live FM broadcast performances from 1964 to 1982. Includes Little Queenie; Cadillac; You Really Got Me; Good Luck Charm; Give My Love to Rose; Mr. Pleasant; All Day and All of the Night; and more. Includes Peel Sessions and much more. Eat to the Beat. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3874826** DON HENLEY: The End of the Innocence. Ten songs are collected here, including The End of the Innocence; The Heart of the Matter; How Bad Do You Want It?; New York Minute; Gimme What You Got; and more. Geffen. $6.95

**CD 3794784** QUEEN: Mannheim. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Mannheim, Germany in 1986. Twenty-six tracks on two CDs include One Vision; Tie Your Mother Down; Under Pressure; Love of My Life; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Radio Ga Ga; We Are the Champions; and more. Zip City. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4664122** JIMMY PAGE: Ohio. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Public Auditorium, Cleveland, OH in October 1988. Whoso's To Blame; Prelude: Over the Hills and Away; Midnight Moonlight; Wasting My Time; Stairway to Heaven; and more. Fourteen tracks. GoldFish. $14.99

**CD 466437X** DAVID BOWIE: At the Arena. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Wembley Arena, London, England on May 22nd, 1978. Features 25 tracks, including Under Pressure; Tear it Up; Another Ones Bites the Dust; We Will Rock You; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; and more. Two CDs. Smokin'. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4653114** QUEEN: Sun City 1984. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Superbowl, Sun City, South Africa on October 19, 1984. Twenty-two tracks, including Under Pressure; Don't Stand Too Close to Me; Radio Ga Ga; We Are the Champions; and more. On two CDs. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3988449** THE FIRM: At the Arena. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Wembley Arena, London, England on May 22nd, 1978. Features 25 tracks, including Under Pressure; Tear it Up; Another Ones Bites the Dust; We Will Rock You; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; and more. Two CDs. Smokin'. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3906000** STEVE MILLER BAND: Fly Like an Eagle. Collects 12 songs, including Fly Like an Eagle; Wild Mountain Honey; Take the Money and Run; The Window; Dance, Dance, Dance; and more. Capital Records. $6.95

**CD 3889372** STEVIE NICKS: Beauty and the Beast. Recorded from a live FM radio broadcast at the Cuyahoga Fairground in Westsport, New York. Includes Ladies and Gentlemen: The Traveling Wilburys; Mr. Blue Moon; and more. Two CDs. Christmas Tree. $14.95 $11.95

**CD 3975199** RICHARD THOMPSON BAND: Live at Rockpalast. This wonderful set includes two DVDs (over three hours) and three CDs (34 tracks) of two performances in Hamburg (December 10, 1983) and in Copenhagen (January 26, 1984). Songs include The Heartbeat; Man in Need; Night Comes In; Two Left Feet; Can't Sit Down; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. $25.99 $19.95

**CD 3866254** SANTANA: Warszawa. Collectes here are eighteen tracks taken from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hala Sportowa, Warsaw, Poland in October 1994 including: Angels All Around Us; Yaleo/Hannibal; Maggot Brain; Black Magic Woman; and more. Leftfield Media. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 685772X** ROGER WATERS: Pros & Cons of New York. This two CD collection, recorded on September 2nd, 1982 in New York, collected four songs from his 1984 album, including Welcome to the Machine; Set the Controls for the Heart of the Sun; Wish You Were Here; The Gunner's Dream; They Were Traveling Abroad; and more. Thirty tracks in all, Gossip. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3754014** THE WHO: Old England, New England. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on July 7, 1970. Twenty-three tracks, including Heaven and Hell; I Can't Explain; Don't Even Know Myself; We're Not Gonna Take It; Pinball Wizard; Acid Queen; and more. Universal Music. $14.99 $11.95
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Down; and many more. Etc. CD

TOM PETTY: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set presents a number of broadcast recordings from the early career of Tom Petty and his memorable Heartbreakers. A total of 43 songs are collected, including Free Fallin' The Waiting; Should I Stay or Should I Go; Anyway You Want It; I Won't Back Down on the Believe record. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3998734 THE BEST OF ROB STEWART: 20th Century Masters. Twelve tracks are collected here from the rock legend, including Maggie May; You Wear It Well; Twisting The Night Away; Every Picture Tells a Story; True Blue; Country Comforts; Angel; Gasoline Alley; and more. PolyGram Records. $6.95

CD 3797183 PABLO HILTON. On her début album, Paris captures the sound of summer—a mix of pop, hip-hop and reggae, of bargin 'beats, sexy lyrics and infectious melodies. Eleven songs include Turn It Up; Stars Are Blind; I Want You; Turn You On; Do Ya Think I'm Sexy? and more. Also includes a bonus DVD. Warner Bros. Records. $5.95

CD 4664906 ROGER WATERS: Here in the Flesh. From a live FM broadcast at Blockbuster-Sony Music Entertaiment Centre, Camden, NJ in August 1989. Twenty-nine tracks include: In the Flesh; The Thin Ice; Another Brick in the Wall Part 1; Pigs on Par; Shine On You Crazy Diamond; 2 CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3988325 CHUCK BERRY: Rockin' Rollin' New Year's Eve. Collects 17 tracks from Berry's performance recorded in New York City on New Year's Eve, 1968 including Roll over Beethoven; Sweet Little Sixteen; Mojo Hand; Nadine; Wee Wee Hours; Reelin' and Rockin'; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3914623 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Couldn't Stand the Weather. Twelve songs are collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Majestic Theatre, San Antonio, Texas on February 1, 1997. Tracks include: Scuttle Buttin'; Say What!; Lookin' Out the Window; Love Struck Baby; Look at Little Sister; and more. Polydor. $6.95

CD 3935404 NEIL YOUNG: Live at the Summit, Houston, Texas 1976. Recorded on a FM broadcast at The National Tennis Centre, Melbourne, Australia, in February 1978 this 66 track, two CD set comprises the A and B sides of Rydell's singles for the Veko and Cameo labels during this era, an homage to the cultural components of the Chico movement of the fifties, today as up to date in terms of border walls as it was then. Thirty-seven track CD along with a 36 page booklet. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

CD 3866246 ROBERT PLANT: Live Principles. Collects sixteen tracks on two CDs from a live FM broadcast at Hammersmith Odeon, London, in December of 1983 including In the Mood; Pledge Pin; Messin' with the Moon; Whole Lotta Love; Down On The Dirt Road Again; Straight from the Heart; and more. Unicorm Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

CD 6961460 GRIEFFUL DEAD: Pirates of the Deep South. An obscure event and a rare recording, this brief performance was recorded in a Florida amusement park in Dania, Florida, is a legendary one. Thirteen tracks include Morning Dew; Mama Tried; Good Lovin'; Don't Ease Me In; Cold Rain and Snow; High Time; Dark Star; The Other One; St. Stephen; drums; Turn of the Year; Turn on Your LoveSpots; and Me and My Uncle. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3807474 COMMANDER CODY AND HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN. Berkeley, California based Commander lived at the Keystone in Berkeley, California in July of 1975, these 16 tracks of the country rock band include Tequila; The Shadow Knows; Seeds and Sweets; Cajun Baby; Honey in My House; High Rollin'; Hot Rockbeat Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3771113 NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Roskilde Festival. Collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Roskilde Festival, Roskilde, Denmark in June of 2001 these eighteen tracks include Don't Cry no Tears; I've Been Waiting for You; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; Hey Hey My My; Rockin' in the Free World; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3753859 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Meet on the Ledge. This CD collects 11 tracks from a live FM broadcast at Convention Hall in Asbury Park, New Jersey in 1977. Songs include Ain't the One; Saturday Night Special; Sweet Home Alabama; Free Bird; What's Your Name; and more. SonyBloom. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

CD 3776069 JANE'S ADDICTION: Alive at Twenty-Five. The legendary band performs their double platinum alt-rock album, along with the band's biggest hits, at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater during the 2015-2016 Silver Silver Tour. Includes the titles from their albums including Stopt; No One's Leaving; Ain't No Right; Obvious; Jane Says; and more. Also includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $31.99

CD 3821978 RAINBOW: Tafts and Tofis. On September 14, 1983 the band put on a stunning show in Cardiff, Wales that remains a fan favorite to this day. Recorded for live FM radio broadcast, the full concert is available here. Twenty-five songs, including Spotlight Kid; Miss Mistreated; Fool for the Night; All Night Long; Long Live Rock 'n' Roll; and more. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3826181 THE KINKS: Soap Opera Live. Collects eleven tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at New Victoria Civic Center, London, UK, in June of 1975. Includes Everybody's a Star; Ordinary People; Rush Hour, I Know You; Like to See the Wall; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4664892 THE RIGHT TO ROCK: The Mexican and Chicoan Rock 'n Roll Rebellion 1955-1963. A compilation of Mexican and Latin American artists from between 1955 and 1963, an homage to the cultural components of the Chico movement of the fifties, today as up to date in terms of border walls as it was then. Thirty-seven track CD along with a 36 page booklet. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

CD 3866142 AC/DC: Johnson City 1988. Features 13 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Freedom Hall Civic Center, Johnson City, TN, in October 1988 including Heatseeker; Shoot to Thrill; Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap; Back in Black; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3988163 AC/DC: On the Highway to Melbourne. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The National Tennis Centre, Melbourne, Australia, in February 1988 these fourteen tracks include Who Made Who; Shoot to Thrill; Back in Black; You Shook Me All Night Long; High Voltage; and more. Hobo. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3887405 BOBBY RYDELL: The Singles & Albums Collection, 1959-62. This 60 track two CD set comprises the A and B sides of Rydell's singles for the Veko and Cameo labels during this era, plus the titles from his albums Get Love; Bobby Sings, Bobby bamboo; Hollywood Rolls; Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $12.95

CD 6855232 BUDDY HOLLY & THE CRICKETS: The Complete US & UK Singles A & B Sides, 1955-62. This 66 track, two CD set includes features Blue Days; Black Nights; Love Me; Modern Don Juan; You Are My One Desire; That's Be the Day; I'm Lookin' for Someone to Love; Raining in My Heart; Love's Made a Fool of You; True Love Ways; Understand; Look at Parisian Girl; Hollywood Girl; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3950379 THE EAGLES: Live at the Summit, Houston, 1976. Collects 18 tracks on two CDs from a live broadcast recorded at The Summit, Houston, Texas, in November of 1976. Hotel California; Take It to the Limit; Turn To Stone; Witchy Woman; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 3931536 CHICAGO: Transmission Impossible. From three live FM Broadcasts recorded at Tanglewood, MA in 1970; Freedom Hall, KY, 1974, and The Nassau Coliseum, New York, 1977; these thirty-eight tracks include “In the Country,” “Call on Me; Anyway You Want; Beginnings;” and includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95


★ CD 3887790 ROY ORBISON: Only the Lonely. Orbison’s music will surely be enjoyed by many years to come. This collection of early material is the first chapter of a rock ‘n roll foundation on which his legend was built. Includes “Only the Lonely;” “Devil Doll;” “Ooby Dooby;” “Tryin’ to Get To You;” and many more. No New Music. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95


★ CD 3887219 TOM WAITS: Storytellers. In the same year Waits released Mule Variations, V111 broadcasts an episode of their popular Storytellers series with Waits himself. This CD set features the entire show and three cuts recorded in rehearsal. Nineteen tracks, including House Where Nobody Lives; Chocolate Jesus; Get Behind the Mule; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 3896620 THE BEST OF R.E.M. AT THE BBC. This two CD collection presents 38 tracks by this unforgettable band. Included is World Leader Pretend; Half a World Away; Radio Song; Losing My Religion; Lotus; At My Most Beautiful; Electrolyte; Perfect Circle; Daysleeper; Garden; Distant Days; Driver; Radio Free Europe; What’s the Frequency, Kenneth?; Drive; and more. Craft.


★ CD 384790X LIONEL RICHIE: Dancing on the Ceiling. In the 1980s Richie was one of the biggest recording artists in the world. This CD collects 13 songs from the legend, including “Dancing on the Ceiling;” “Se La;” Say You, Say Me;” “Don’t Stop;” “Ballarena Girl;” and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Motown. $6.95


★ CD 2925842 DICKIE BETTS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Live at Rockpalast 1978 and 2008. Featuring three CDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes on CD One Way Out; Jessica; Having a Good Time; In Memory of Elisabeth Reed; and more. The DVDs are live concerts at Rockpalast in 1978, and 2008, over four hours total and include Statesboro Blues; You Can Do Blue; Sky Get Away; No One To Run With; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $22.99

★ CD 377838X JIMMY PAGE & FRIENDS: Tribute to Alexis Korner. From a live broadcast recorded June 16 of 1964 at The Palace, Birmingham, comes these 22 tracks, including Sweet Home Chicago; When It All Comes Down; Early Morning Groove; Bring It on Home; Let the Good Times Roll; King of All I Survey; and more. Two CDs. The Store For Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★ CD 465286X THE BALLARDS OF JERRY LEE LEWIS. Collects 27 tracks from the rock ‘n’ roll legend, including Crazy Arms; Born to Lose; Cold Cold Heart; I Can’t Seem to Say Goodbye; Sail Away; Fools Like Me; Goodnight Irene; It Hurts Me So; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

★ CD 3991113 THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN. Collects 56 heavenly classics of the ‘50s and ‘60s by artists like Buddy Holly, Eddie Cochran, Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, Brenda Lee, and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95


★ CD 3887146 RY COODER: The Complete Bottom Line Broadcast 1974. Recorded in the same year, a live FM broadcast from Bottom Line, New York City on May 16, 1974. This 18 track acoustic performance includes Too Tight Blues No. 2; F.D.R. in Havana; Cruisin’; Firing Away; an Automobile City; and more. HOB. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 3887138 ROGER WATERS: Live Radio–Quebec Broadcast 1987. Any fan of this progressive rock star will not be disappointed with the tracks collected here. Songs include "Living with the Machine" and "Walls and Bridges." This recording is a live performance from Radio-Quebec in 1987.


CD 3736695 VAN HALEN: Transmission Impossible. This live CD set collects 20 songs from concerts including "Jump," "Panama," " geg Geddy"

CD 3988155 100 HITS: The Best Rock & Power Ballads. This live CD set collects 100 hits recorded by artists such as AC/DC, Bon Jovi, Bon Jovi, Ozzy Osbourne, and many others. Sony Music. Pub. at $25.99.


Rock Pop

★ CD 3886948 LITTLE FEAT: Hellzapoppin’. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Orpheum Theater, Boston, Massachusetts on October 31, 1975. This double CD collection includes 12 tracks, including Three Pumps, Heartbreaker, Fat Man in the Bathtub, Spanish Moon; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.95.

★ CD 3875121 JACK BRUCE: The 50th Birthday Concert. Bruce and a few guests got together for a very special Paul McCartney concert. This issue contains two concert DVDs (over three hours) and a bonus CD (13 tracks) of “The Lost Songs.” Music includes Can You Follow?, As You Said Life on Your Side, Whole Time Room; Sitting in the Corner; Whole Time Room; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $26.99.

★ CD 3567036 DUANE EDDY: The Complete US & UK Singles and EPs As & Bs. Perhaps the most important artist in the genre of rock instrumentalists that burgeoned in the wake of the rock ‘n’ roll explosion, Eddy’s career is celebrated in this 66-track collection. Some of his most beloved hits join material from B-sides and EPs, from Soma Fountain Girl (1955) to Lisa Jane (1962). Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

★ CD 6972903 THE GRASS ROOTS: The Complete Original Dunhill/ABC Hit Singles. This collection offers the truest essence of the band whose hook-filled tracks punched through 60s and 70s AM radio. This 24 track album from one of the great singles bands includes all of their original and hit singles like Heaven Knows; Baby Hold On; Sooner or Later; Glory Bound; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98.

★ CD 6887090 STEVIE NICKS: On Yasgur’s Farm. Recorded for live FM radio and TV broadcast, this two CD set features the entire recording of this spectacular show. These nineteen tracks include Outside the Rain; Dreams; Enchanted; Gold Dust Woman; After the Glitter Fades; Stand Back; Rhythm; Whole Lotta Trouble; Edge of Seventeen; I Need to Know; Landslide; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99.

★ CD 2955798 JACKSON BROWNE & DAN LACY: Palm Meadows Benefit 1978. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1978. The whole concert was recorded for live FM Broadcast and this two CD set includes the entire concert. Eighteen tracks, including Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies; Take it Easy; Cow on the Cradle; For Everyman; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $9.99.

★ CD 3955554 MARK LINDSAY: The Complete Columbia Singles. A collection of 24 singles released during Lindsay’s Columbia period includes Peace to Believe; Arizona; Miss America; Silver Bird; Problem Child; Sweet Baby; Something Better; Sing Me a Simple Song; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 3961001 SANTANA: The Broadcast Archives. This boxed set includes three CDs: Santana: Bill Graham Memorial 1991; Santana: Independence Day 1981; and Santana: The Golden Child. Twenty-three tracks are collected from various live FM performances recorded between the years 1975 and 1991 in the U.S., including Black Magic Woman; All I ever Wanted; Spirits Dancing in the Flesh; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99.


★ CD 3704556 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Into the Great Wide Open. Released in 1991, this classic album collects 12 songs from the American rock band, including Learning to Fly; Out in the Cold; Kings Highway; Into the Great Wide Open; All or Nothing; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $11.95.

★ CD 3726431 JERRY GARCIA BAND: La Palmera Theater 1976. Recorded live at La Palmera Theater, Encinitas, CA in February of 1976 come nineteen tracks on 3 CDs, including Second That Emotion; They Love Each Other; Friend of the One I Call John; Harder They Come; Moonlight Mile; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99.

★ CD 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off. A 60s performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don’t Let Me Down; Somebody; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

★ CD 2903741 PAUL SIMON: Transmission Impossible. Comprising Simon’s legendary radio broadcasts from the 1970s, this set provides an incredible time capsule of his solo work. This CD collection includes: The Leaves That Are Green; A Most Peculiar Man; Benedictus; A Church Is Burning; Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; One-Tick Pony; Loves Me Like a Rock; Red Rubber Ball; American Tune; and more. Two CDs. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99.

★ CD 6883752 LITTLE FEAT: Transmission Impossible. These 41 tracks recorded live, capture perfectly the mightyFeat at its height. From FM broadcast recordings from the years 1973, 74 and 75 they include Two Trains; Got No Shadow; The Fun; Face to Face; Hellzapoppin’. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99.

★ CD 4569452 LYNRYD SKYNYRD: Live in Europe. Collects eight songs from the southern rock band - Ain’t One the One; Tuesday’s Gone; Gimme Three Steps; Simple Man; Things Goin’ On; Mississippi Kid; Poison Whiskey; and Free Bird. MCA Records. Pub. at $8.95.

★ CD 2997291 MIKE OLDFIELD: Adventures in Hannover. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Eilenriedehalle, Hannover, Germany on April 2, 1981. Thirteen tracks, including Taurus; Mirage; Conflict; Anakaduki; and more. Universal. Pub. at $19.99.

★ CD 3778312 THE BEST OF GROOVE ARCADE Hits. Collects 100 top hits by the original artists from the eighties on five CDs including such greats as I Wanna Dance with Somebody by Whitney Houston, Automatic by The Pointer Sisters, Let’s Go by Earth, Wind & Fire, Who’s Zoomin’ Who? by Aretha Franklin and many more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99.

★ CD 3774120 SPRINGSTEEN ON BROADWAY. An album of music and stories by Springsteen, and the soundtrack to the hit Broadway show, this three CD box set features 48 tracks including many much, much more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99.

★ CD 2989035 SANTANA: Tanglewood 1970. Recorded at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on August 18, 1970. Songs include Bahatuka/Sea Cabo; Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Gumbo; Evil Ways; Treat; and more. HBO. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 3821870 FRANK ZAPPA: Big Time. This recording is from a live FM broadcast at Parc de Penfotel, Brest, France on March 19, 1979. Nineteen tracks on two CDs, including Mother; persona Non Grate; Dancin’ Pixies; Just Another Beat; Doo Wop, and more. Atavistic Records. Pub. at $14.95.

★ CD 3960978 QUEEN: Tokyo 1985. Features 24 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Yokoyu Daishi Taikanen, Tokyo, Japan, in May, 1985. Songs include Tie Your Mother Down; Under Pressure; Somebody to Love; Keep Yourself Alive; It’s A Hard Life; Dragon Attack; Love of My Life; and more. Two CDs. HOB. Pub. at $19.99.
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Chinese Democracy; Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3887421 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND 1978: Passaic NJ. The show presented on this three-CD set was performed in Passaic, New Jersey on September 19, 1978. In addition, a handful of songs included on disc three are from a 1978 show in Los Angeles. Thirty-four tracks, including Bands: Jangaland; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3995538 ELECTRIC PRUNES: The Complete Reprise Singles. Collects 24 hit singles on one CD including Ain't It Hard; Little Olive; Wind-up Toys; Shadows; The Abortion; Violent Rose; Love Grows and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3771199 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: My Kinda Town. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Vic Theatre, Chicago, IL. April 3, 2004. This 31-track collection includes You Don't Know How It Feels; Little Red Rooster; Done Somebody Wrong; I'm Crying; I Got A Woman; Wake Up Time; I'm Moving On; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 2927403 EDDIE COCHRAN: The Complete Releases 1955-62. His career was tragically short, but Cochran still made a significant contribution to the rock 'n roll explosion of the 1950s. The teenage heartthrob shines in 57 tracks, including landmark hits like C'Mon Everybody; Twenty Flight Rock; Summertime Blues; Three Steps to Heaven; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3821900 J.J. CALE: After Hours in Minneapolis. The 1988 show featured on this release is the first live radio broadcast at the Fine Line Music Cafe on May 9. Seventeen tracks, including After Midnight; Old Man; Deep Dark Dungeon; Cocaine; Hot Time; Lies; Everybody Makes Me Blue; Paradise; I Walked On Water; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3704580 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Long After Dark. You'll find ten songs collected here from the American rock band, including One Story; Don't Want To Miss This; You're My Angel; West Coast Town; You Got Lucky; Deliver Me; Straight into Darkness; We Stand a Chance; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

★ CD 3887686 FRANK ZAPPA: Austin 1973. Recorded on a live FM broadcast at Armadillo World Headquarters, Austin, Texas on October 26, 1973. Ten tracks, including Cosmik Debbie; Inca Roads; The Idiot Bastard Concept; Fantastic Feline; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3887473 THE ROLLING STONES: Sympathy for the Devil Remixed. This unique CD collects seven versions of Sympathy for the Devil. Includes radio and full length remixes from The Neptunes, Fatboy Slim and Full Phatt. The seventh track is an original recording from the Sheffield Arndley Red Studios. $5.95

★ CD 3945561 JACKSON BROWNE: Stony Brook. Collects 14 tracks, including Take It Easy; Jamaica Say You Will; Colors of the Sun; Something Fine; Corrina Corrina; These Days; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3945456 DAVID BOWIE: 50th Birthday Broadcast. Recorded from a live FM broadcast on BBC Radio on January 8, 1997. Collects 15 tracks which include several interview segments along with songs like Hanging On Your Head; The Supermen; Andy Warhol; Lady Stardust; Aladdin Sane; and more. AcroBath. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 3937577 LITTLE JUNIOR PARKER: UK Hits, 1945-61. His career during this era, Songs include; Ain't It Hard; You Don't Need nobody; Feelin' Good; Backtracking; Pretty Baby; Mystery Train and more. AcroBath. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 3931749 RUSH: An Evening with 1987. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Molson Amphitheater, Toronto, in June 1997. Twenty-six tracks include Dreamline; Limelight; Stick It Out; Driver; Roll the Bones; Resist; The Spirit of Radio and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3888750 DICK DALE: King of the Surf Guitar. Dick Dale, best known as guitarist in The Mamas & The Papas, brings his famous guitar chops to the Big Apple in this rare concert capturing his solo band live as he rocks through classic hits. Two CDs collecting 23 songs, including Hammer; To Cry You a Song; Crossroads; Love Story; and more. Also includes a concert DVD. Cleopatra Records. Pubs at $24.99

★ CD 3889222 BOB DYLAN & THE BAND'S BASEMENT TAPES INFLUENCES. The recordings collected here took place during 1967 in the quiet backwaters near the town of Woodstock. Songs include These Trees They Do Grow High; I Don't Hurt Anymore; A Fool Such as I; Big River; and more. Twenty-six tracks, Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3842424 NAZARETH: Live from Classic T Stage. Presents Scottish hard rockers Nazareth, performing a live session which include many of their greatest hits on 19 tracks. Selections include; Hold On; Love Hurts; Love Hurts Again; Moonchild; Saturday Night's Alright For Fighting; Love Hurts; Love Hurts Again; The Star People; 7 Seconds Out; and more. 36 tracks, including Seasons in the Sun; Immigrant Song; I Wanna Be Your Dog; Bad Moon Rising; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3577333 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: The Complete US & UK Hits, 1945-61. An eclectic 55-track collection captures the collaborative early careers of these musical legends. Featuring all of Les’s solo chart entries from the 1940s as well as their hits as a duo. It is an incredible showcase of the legendary guitarist’s groundbreaking recording and instrumental trickery, and of the glowing vocals of Ford. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 3717258 THE BEACH BOYS: Transmission Impossible. This triple album features the group in various live settings during different eras of their splendid career. Sixty-seven tracks, including California Girls; Wouldn't It Be Nice; Help Me Rhonda; Surfin USA; Aren't You Gonna Tell Me About It; and more, and multiple versions of some songs. The album is a must. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 2972263 DICK DALE: King of the Surf Guitar. If you love surf music, then you have to have Dick Dale in your collection. Twenty classic songs are compiled here, including Misunderstood; King of the Surf Guitar; Let's Go Trippin'; Tidal Wave; Surfing Duments; Surfing Rebel; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99
**Rock - Pop**

**CD 3875024 BIG STAR: South West.** The full 1975 WLKY radio broadcast from Southwestern University, Tennessee. Eight tracks. **$11.95**

**CD 4652746 ELVIS COSTELLO & FRIENDS: Village Music 21st Birthday Party.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Sweetwater Music Hall in Mill Valley, California on April 29, 1989. Seventeen tracks, including Accidents Will Happen; Deep, Dark, Truthful Music; Dance; Poisonous Rose; You Are the One; And More. **$19.95**

**CD 4652533 AEROSMITH: Japan Calling.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Tokyo Dome, Tokyo Japan, November 28, 2011. Twenty-six songs, including Drawing the Line; Live in Tokyo; Live on the Edge; Janie’s Got a Gun; Dream On; Walk This Way; and more. Two CDs. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3968070 IRON MAIDEN: A Quiet Night In.** Ten tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at De Vereening, Nijmegen, Netherlands in April of 1981. **$11.95**

**CD 3918068 ALANIS MORISSETTE: The Last Broadcast.** These fifteen tracks from a live FM broadcast in Los Angeles on July 2, 1996 include All I Really Want: Right Through You; Not the Doctor; Hand in My Pocket; You Learn; Your House and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3875016 THE BEST OF ROLL AND ROLL HALL OF FAME + MUSEUM LIVE.** Includes one of the most important performances in the history of rock, more than 2 minutes in length, with The Bob Dylan & The Band. **$11.95**

**CD 5970857 THE BEACH BOYS: Independence Day Party 1981.** All five original Beach Boys—joined by early recruit Bruce Johnston—give a laid back July 4th show. They remind us why they stand out as legends like Chuck Berry, Jeff Beck, Mick Jagger, and more. **$9.95**

**CD 2898681 BAD COMPANY: The Northern Lights.** Recorded from a live performance at Newcastle Civic Hall on March 9, 1974. Songs include Little Miss Fortune; Rock Steady; Oh She’s Enough; Ready for Love; Movin’ On; and more. Eleven tracks. **$11.95**

**CD 6815014 NEIL YOUNG: Under the Covers.** This CD collects together 16 startlingly different incarnations of The Byrds in 1968, 1971 and 1978. These 50 tracks provide an excellent showcase of the group’s live work. **$11.95**


**CD 3735879 KISS: Hot in the Shade.** The legendary and most extreme of all rock bands features in this fabulous 15 track CD. Also includes: Love Me like a Sister; I Was Made for Lovin’ You; and more. **$9.95**

**CD 2871130 URIAH HEEP: The Magician’s Birthday Party.** This 12 track CD features some of Uriah Heep’s best hits. **$9.95**

**CD 2965301 THE SUPER DREAD WOP BOX.** A stunning boxed set with a thirty-two page informational booklet featuring 101 tracks of sublime Doo Wop music by groups including The Larks, The Crichts, The Magic Tones, The Five Echoes, The Cadillacs, Nicky & the Nobles, the Little Jimmy & the Tops, and more. **$9.95**

**CD 2986041 SPIRIT: Live at Rockpalast 1978.** Spirit’s complete Rockpalast Eurovision broadcast in March 1978, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1917 to 1976). **$9.95**

**CD 3931692 PEARL JAM: Under the Covers.** Twenty tracks from live FM broadcasts recorded at various venues include Searcher; Wild flowers; Destroy; Swallow My Pride; Everyday People; Throw Your Hated Down; After Hours; Mother; Masters of War; Love Reign O’er Me and more. **$9.95**

**CD 2888327 STEPHEN STILLS: Transmission Impossible.** Having embraced his rich vocal and music career, Stephen Stills remains a stunning musician. This three CD, 46 track collection celebrates his career, featuring tracks like Change Partners; Love the One You’re With; Midnight Rider; Born Under A Bad Sign; Everybody’s Talkin’; Woodstock; and more. **$9.95**

**CD 2818989 DAVID GILMOUR: The Stockholm Syndrome.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Johannesbios Lidal, Stockholm, Sweden, April 8th, 1984, this two CD collection showcases the band’s very best work. **$9.95**

**CD 3753778 FLEETWOOD MAC: At the Other End.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Maine Road, Manchester, England on August 25, 1980. Twenty tracks from live FM broadcast, including The Chain; You Make Loving Fun; Everybody’s Dream; Gold Dust Woman; Landslide; Stop Messin’ Around; and more. **$11.95**

**CD 6587531 THE BYRDS: Transmission Impossible. Features three full length FM broadcasts of performances from different incarnations of The Byrds in 1966, 1971 and 1978. These 50 tracks provide an excellent showcase of the group’s live work. **$11.95**


**CD 2965301 THE SUPER DREAD WOP BOX.** A stunning boxed set with a thirty-two page informational booklet featuring 101 tracks of sublime Doo Wop music by groups including The Larks, The Crichts, The Magic Tones, The Five Echoes, The Cadillacs, Nicky & the Nobles, the Little Jimmy & the Tops, and more. **$9.95**

**CD 2986041 SPIRIT: Live at Rockpalast 1978.** Spirit’s complete Rockpalast Eurovision broadcast in March 1978, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1977 to 1986). **$9.95**

**CD 3931692 PEARL JAM: Under the Covers.** Twenty tracks from live FM broadcasts recorded at various venues include Searcher; Wild flowers; Destroy; Swallow My Pride; Everyday People; Throw Your Hated Down; After Hours; Mother; Masters of War; Love Reign O’er Me and more. **$9.95**

**CD 2888327 STEPHEN STILLS: Transmission Impossible.** Having embraced his rich vocal and music career, Stephen Stills remains a stunning musician. This three CD, 46 track collection celebrates his career, featuring tracks like Change Partners; Love the One You’re With; Midnight Rider; Born Under A Bad Sign; Everybody’s Talkin’; Woodstock; and more. **$9.95**

**CD 2818989 DAVID GILMOUR: The Stockholm Syndrome.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Johannesbios Lidal, Stockholm, Sweden, April 8th, 1984, this two CD collection showcases the band’s very best work. **$9.95**

**CD 3753778 FLEETWOOD MAC: At the Other End.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Maine Road, Manchester, England on August 25, 1980. Twenty tracks from live FM broadcast, including The Chain; You Make Loving Fun; Everybody’s Dream; Gold Dust Woman; Landslide; Stop Messin’ Around; and more. **$11.95**

**CD 6587531 THE BYRDS: Transmission Impossible. Features three full length FM broadcasts of performances from different incarnations of The Byrds in 1966, 1971 and 1978. These 50 tracks provide an excellent showcase of the group’s live work. **$11.95**

**CD 3736415 GENE CLARK & FRIENDS: Live at the Three T’s.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Three T’s, Evansville, Indiana, May of 1985 come these fourteen tracks including It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue; Just an Arrow; Honest I Do: The Rumor; The Shape I’m In; and more. **$9.95**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/836
Twenty-six songs, including live FM broadcast at the Supper Club, New York City on May 22, 1996. Tonight's the Night; Don't Be Denied; When You Dance I Can Really broadcast. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

is that fact more evident than on this three-CD set, collecting an 18-track *versions of some songs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $18.99

Tears; Miserlou; Shake 'n' Stomp; Secret Smile; American rock band, including much more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99


and 1969. This compilation of 19 songs will just About Glad; Starting to Come to Me; The Old Oaken Bucket; Spanish Coquita; Ring My Phone; Hawaiian Rock; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.99

and 54 tracks include some multiple versions of *Blues, and the Lancashire County Cricket Ground archive from recordings at The Shoreline Broadcast Archives.

were cut for Scepter Without a Song; I Can't Help Myself; I'm His Girl; I'm Falling in Love; Younger Than Yesterday; and more. Warner Bros. Records.

Sold Out

Military Man; and Dedicated S.S. Song Room. At $14.99

only. Lick it Up; Psycho Circus; Black March 2001 include

Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99

Cry; Candy Baby; Bring Back the Time; Long Ago Tomorrow; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $32.99

Girls gave us "girl power" the Bangles gave

This two CD set collects 36 tracks, including *this pop rock sensation. Their music consisted of Boogie, Rock 'N' Roll and Country, albeit the latter

This CD features seven tracks recorded between 1982 and 1969. This compilation of 19 songs will delight fans of Idle Race, of Jeff Lynne and of *which remains quite staggering and is not of the "perfect world" variety. Seventeen tracks include:

by the original artists including *by Elvis Presley; I'm Love in Again by Fats Domino; In the Still of the Night by The Five Satins; The Great Pretender by The Platters; and much more. Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $19.99

and Denny Doherty, from "girl power" the Bangles gave

THE TOMMY SANDS HEARTBREAK HOTEL: Rock 'n' Roll–Early Years. Features 75 hits by the original artists including Earth Angel by The Penguins; Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis Presley; I'm Love in Again by Fats Domino; In the Still of the Night by The Five Satins; The Great Pretender by The Platters; and much more. Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $19.99

Try to Remember; You Made Me Realize; Go to Hell; Hot Rod Lincoln; and more. CBS. Pub. at $14.95

by The Four Freshmen; and more. Mono Records. Pub. at $19.99

of Morning Little Schoolgirl, I'm Going Home; Hobbie; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

so many. Miami Rock; Super Hit Parade; Midnight Special; and more. MCA. Pub. at $12.95

by Fats Domino; In the Still of the Night by The Five Satins; The Great Pretender by The Platters; and much more. Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $19.99

and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

by Brian Setzer. The Stray Cats were a rockabilly force to be reckoned with. Nowhere is that fact more evident than on this three-CD set, collecting a 18-track performance in Toronto (1983) and a 12-track show in New Jersey (1992), as well as a third CD of more than 20 numbers from a decade of TV broadcasts. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95

and more. Elektra. Sold Out

CD 2979828X AMERICA: The Archives. This fifty track, 4 CD set features a collection of live FM Broadcast performances including from Springfield, Illinois in 1972; TV Studio 5, Baden-Baden, Germany, 1996; and Universal Amphitheater, Los Angeles, 1978. Songs include Ventura Highway; Riverside; You Can Do Magic; Submarine Lagoon; House with No Name; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

The Old Oaken Bucket; Spanish Coquita; Ring My Phone; Hawaiian Rock; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

by John Lennon & Yoko Ono; I Don't Want to Be a Soldier; The End; Hey Bulldog; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $11.95

by Beach Boys; Surfin' Safari; Fun, Fun, Fun; Surfin' USA; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $11.95

by the Beach Boys; Surfin' Safari; Fun, Fun, Fun; Surfin' USA; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $11.95

with Me with by Bobby Darin; Good Luck Charm by The Marvelettes; Are You Lonesome Tonight? by George Jones and Morgan Marilyn; and more. Acoustik. Pub. at $19.99

by Eubie Blake; I'm Just Wild About Harry; Enjoy Yourself; and more. Decca. Pub. at $11.95

of Morning Little Schoolgirl, I'm Going Home; Hobbie; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

by the Beach Boys; Surfin' Safari; Fun, Fun, Fun; Surfin' USA; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $11.

and more. The Old Oaken Bucket; Spanish Coquita; Ring My Phone; Hawaiian Rock; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

by Fats Domino; In the Still of the Night by The Five Satins; The Great Pretender by The Platters; and much more. Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $19.99


by the Beach Boys; Surfin' Safari; Fun, Fun, Fun; Surfin' USA; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $11.95


by the Beach Boys; Surfin' Safari; Fun, Fun, Fun; Surfin' USA; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $11.95

by the Beach Boys; Surfin' Safari; Fun, Fun, Fun; Surfin' USA; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $11.95


by the Beach Boys; Surfin' Safari; Fun, Fun, Fun; Surfin' USA; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $11.95


**CD 3893549 FLAMENCO GROTESQUE: Now.** Collects 14 songs from the British rock band, including Feel a Whole Lot Better; Between the Lines; Up's and Down's; Take Me Back; Yeah My Baby; All I Wanted; There's a Place; and more. Liberation Music. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3900045 ATMOSPHERES: Featuring Cock Sparrer & Friends.** This is the result of a super session of the highest level with Rick Laird, Billy Cobham, Steve Khan, John Abercrombie, Ralph Towner and Harry Wilkinson. Six tracks: Earth Spirit; Nova 72; Yesterday, today Tomorrow; Astral Dreams; All Day Next Week, and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3904982 ROCK & POP: Unfinished Business.** This three CD set includes tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Waldrock Festival, Burghem, Netherlands, in June of 1980: Courage. Tracks include Blowing in the Wind; In the Air Tonight; Feel a Whole Lot Better; Between the Lines; It Don't Matter Much; We Got It; Got to Get You Into My Life; and many more. Also includes two DVDs of these performances, totaling over three hours. **$21.95**

**CD 3899636 WE WILL ROCK YOU: A Musical.** From the Aliens; The Time of Your Life; Keep Your Head Up; Flash; Love; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3921089 FRANKIE MILLER: Live at Rockpalast 1976, 1979 and 1982.** This compilation of three live recordings from Germany with a total of 43 songs on three CDs. Tracks include Ain’t Got No Money; Zap Zap; Drunken Nights in the City; Be Good to Yourself; Let’s Get It On; A Fool for Love; and more. **$15.95**

**CD 3959240 EPITAPHE: Five Decades of Classic Rock.** The best version of their songs has been compiled from past albums, live recordings, demos and once-lost tapes for this three CD, 43 track collection. Songs include Stop, Look and Listen; Elysian Fields; Woman; Big City; In Your Eyes; Wendy City; Good Times; Are You Ready; and more. **$13.95**
**Rock - Pop**

**CD 3880728 VITESSE: Live at Rockpalast 1979.** This CD collects twenty-four tracks, including First Train Home, Mumbo Jumbo, Scream, Stewed, Blearred and Tattooed, Midnight Oil, Springtime Contention, You Can't Beat Me, Goin' Down; and more. Also includes a DVD of the live performance. Pub. at $17.95.

**CD 3886972 MALT SHOP MEMORIES.** This collection includes 10 CDs of the greatest pop/rock hits from the '50s and Doo Wop songs of all time, for a total of 150 hits! Featuring all-time artists such as: Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons, Dion and the Belmonts, Neil Sedaka, The Everly Brothers, The Beach Boys, TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99

**CD 4652967 LUCKY IN LOVE: The Best of Rick Vito.** Collects 19 tracks from the American guitarist and singer, including Mr. Lucky; Walk Another Mile; Desire; Blues Town; I Do Believe; Talk That Talk; A Change Is Gonna Come; and more. Hypertension. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 3950385 FRANKENSTEIN: Intermediary Stage.** Acting as a junction between all these various tracks and the bridge for Funk Rock fans to traverse: US Blues; Green Shirt; No Big Deal; Black Matt; The Red Telephone; Let It All Ride; No Sugar Tonight; Another Way; I Believe; Keep the Ecstasy alive; and more. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 4678435 BEE GEES: Transmission Impossible.** This three-CD set features any live and studio recordings made for radio and TV broadcast throughout the 1960s, '70s, '80s and '90s. Sixty-six tracks, including My Own Time; One Minute Woman; New York Mining Disaster '41; Run Me: Massachusetts; and much more. Includes multiple versions of Cucumber Castle; and some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 2926415 YOU'RE KILLIN' ME.** Collects 25 rockin' fifties hits by the original song writer and musician Richie Kotzen. The 3 CD box set contains the albums. Break It All Down 14 tracks; Something to Say 14 tracks; and What Is 14 tracks. Plus bonus tracks from the albums. The Store For Music. Pub. at $22.99

**CD 3875067 EUROPE: Live at Sweden Rock.** Recorded at Sweden Rock Festival on July 7, 2013. This must-have two CD set collects 28 tracks, including Riches to Rags; Firebox; Sign of the Times; Start from the Dark; Jailbreak; Superstition; The Final Countdown; and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 2798552 THE DOORS: Radio Collection.** This collection of twelve performances features all the best television appearances that the Doors made during their short and chaotic career. Tracks include Five to One; Mack the Knife; Alabama Song; Back Door Man; You're Lost Little Girl; Love Me Two Times; and more. Pub. at $10.99

**CD 3887214 THE NOTORIOUS BURRITO BROTHERS.** Features nine tracks from this ever-changing group: Bring It; Sometimes You Just Can't Win; Love Is a River; Dark End of the Street; Do Right Man; Acapulco; and Woman of Fire. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. The Store For Music. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 3771045 YES: Live at Glastonbury Festival 2003.** Collects fourteen tracks on 2 CDs including Siberian Khatru; Magnification; Don't Kill the Whale; We Have Heaven; Awake; Rats Don't Quit; Show Me; Tiger Rag; and more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 3857515 BUCKINGHAM NICKS: Alabama 1976.** This 20-track collection is a live FM broadcast recorded at the Morgan Auditorium, Tuscaloosa, AL in 1974 and '75. Songs include Lola; Chat; Monday Morning; I Don't Want to Know; Never Going Back Again Instrumental); Rural Suicide; Run; You Want It All; Love Is Only Love; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3885427 UFO: The Misdemeanour Tour.** This superb concert performance was recorded at the Apollo Theater, Oxford in 1985 as part of UFO’s Misdemeanour Tour. Enjoy on 10 tracks an evening of rock from one of the world’s greatest bands. Includes Heaven's Gate; The Chase; This Time; Meanstreets; and more. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 3918165 QUEENSRYCHE: Storming Detroit.** These thirteen tracks are FM radio broadcast from HBO’s Detroit Rock City in Michigan in December 1984. Nighthawks; Prophecy; Deliverance; Child of Fire; Before the Storm; The Lady Wore Black; Warning; Take Hold of the Flame; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3889066 JOE COOPER: El Paso Country Classic.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast on June 4, 1980. Twenty songs are collected here, including Grim Facts; Go to Hell; Guilty; Pan; Gun. Collector's CD. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3691500 DAVID BOWIE: Under the Covers.** This collection features 19 live recordings featuring Bowie covering an eclectic selection of tunes by writers as diverse as Kurt Weil, Pete Townshend, Lou Reed and many others. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 6738648 JOE WALSH: The Broadcast Archive.** Three CDs collect classic radio transmissions from the 1960s and 1970s. The “Clown Prince of Rock” performs live for All Night Long and The King of Country (14 tracks); and I If I Was the President (16 tracks); offering multiple renditions of In The City, The Bomber; Meadows and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 394957X JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP: The Belmont Mall Studio Session 1987.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Belmont Mall Studio, Indiana on July 10, 1987. Sixteen tracks, including Smack Town (acoustic), Hard Times for an Honky Man; Paper in Fire; Empty Hands; R.O.C.K. in the U.S.A; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $14.99


**CD 3916491 FRANK ZAPPA: Radio Show 1979.** Twelve tracks on 2 CDs including Gene Vincent & His Blue Caps; You're Killin' Me by Milt Tremier & His Solid Six; Do You Love Me by Eddy Arnold & Jaye P. Morgan; She Would Be My Way-Me; trio and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 2926202 NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Santa Cruz 1964.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Catalyst, Santa Cruz, CA on May 23, 1964. This three-track collection includes Rock, Rock; So Tired; Violent Side; I Got a Problem; Stand by Me; Your Love Is Good to Me; Name of Love; The Only Ones; Wreckless; Night Run; Only You Can Rock Me; and Doctor Doctor. The Store For Music. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 3952472 UFO: The Misdemeanour Tour.** This superb concert performance was recorded at the Apollo Theater, Oxford in 1985 as part of UFO’s Misdemeanour Tour. Enjoy on 10 tracks an evening of rock from one of the world’s greatest bands. Includes Heaven's Gate; The Chase; This Time; Meanstreets; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3840859 LOU REED: Dusseldorf 2000.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Doon Festival on June 8, 2000. Twenty songs are collected here, including Grim Facts; Go to Hell; Guilty; Pan; Gun. Collector's CD. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2998011 FRANK ZAPPA: Goblins, Witches & Kings.** This gig was recorded for live FM broadcast from in Vienna on June 28, 1978, as Zappa and his band toured Europe during the summer of ’82. Twenty-one tracks are collected here, including Strictly Gentile; Gobblin Girl; Sinister Footwear; Marqueson’s Chicken; Envelopes; Bomber. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 2002202 RICHIE KOTZEN: Rock - Pop**
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COLLECTS 18 SONGS FROM THE ROCK 'N' ROLL LEGEND, INCLUDING
CD

AROUND; RHONDA; CALIFORNIA GIRLS; WOULDN'T IT BE NICE; LUCILLE; SURFIN' USA; GET

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: CHAPTER AND VERSE. HANG UP MY ROCK 'N' ROLL SHOES.

YOU; RUNNING SCARED; I WAS A FOOL; CHICKEN WALK; BIG HEADED BABY; LOVIN' UP A

LONELY; I CAN'T STOP LOVING YOU; COMMIT A CRIME; I CAN'Tquin YOU BABY; ALL OF

ROCK 'N' ROLL POWERHOUSE'S GREATEST HITS INCLUDING WHOLE LOT OF SHAKES

GOING ON; REAL WILD CHILD; GREAT BALLS OF FIRE; BREATHLESS; HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL; YOU WIN AGAIN; WHAT'S I'D SAY; INVITATION TO YOUR PARTY;

BREAK-UP; AND HANG UP YOUR TIERS IN KAY'S.

ELTON JOHN: GOODBYE, YELLOW BRICK ROAD. AN EIGHTEEN TRACK COLLECTION OF ELTON JOHN’S BEST INCLUDING FUNERAL FOR A FRIEND; CANDLE IN THE WIND; BENNIE AND THE JETS; GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD; THIS SONG HAS NO TITLE; GREY SWEET; PAINTED LADY; DIRTY LITTLE GIRL; ROY

RODGE.R; SOCIAL DISEASE; AND MORE. MUSICGARDEN.

RODGER'S; SOCIAL DISEASE;

HOT TO TOUCH; CALIFORNIA GIRLS; WOULDN'T IT BE NICE; LUCILLE; SURFIN' USA; GET

ROCK 'N' ROLL'S GREATEST HITS INCLUDING WHOLE LOT OF SHAKES GOING ON; REAL WILD

CHILD; GREAT BALLS OF FIRE; BREATHLESS; HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL; YOU WIN AGAIN; WHAT'S I'D SAY; INVITATION TO YOUR PARTY; BREAK-UP; AND HANG UP YOUR TIERS IN KAY'S.

ELTON JOHN: GOODBYE, YELLOW BRICK ROAD. AN EIGHTEEN TRACK COLLECTION OF ELTON

JOHN’S BEST INCLUDING FUNERAL FOR A FRIEND; CANDLE IN THE WIND; BENNIE AND THE

JETS; GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD; THIS SONG HAS NO TITLE; GREY SWEET; PAINTED LADY; DIRTY LITTLE GIRL; ROY RODGERS; SOCIAL DISEASE; AND MORE. MUSICGARDEN.

RODGER'S; SOCIAL DISEASE;

HOT TO TOUCH; CALIFORNIA GIRLS; WOULDN'T IT BE NICE; LUCILLE; SURFIN' USA; GET

ROCK 'N' ROLL'S GREATEST HITS INCLUDING WHOLE LOT OF SHAKES GOING ON; REAL WILD

CHILD; GREAT BALLS OF FIRE; BREATHLESS; HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL; YOU WIN AGAIN; WHAT'S I'D SAY; INVITATION TO YOUR PARTY; BREAK-UP; AND HANG UP YOUR TIERS IN KAY'S.

ELTON JOHN: GOODBYE, YELLOW BRICK ROAD. AN EIGHTEEN TRACK COLLECTION OF ELTON

JOHN’S BEST INCLUDING FUNERAL FOR A FRIEND; CANDLE IN THE WIND; BENNIE AND THE

JETS; GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD; THIS SONG HAS NO TITLE; GREY SWEET; PAINTED LADY; DIRTY LITTLE GIRL; ROY RODGERS; SOCIAL DISEASE; AND MORE. MUSICGARDEN.

RODGER'S; SOCIAL DISEASE;

HOT TO TOUCH; CALIFORNIA GIRLS; WOULDN'T IT BE NICE; LUCILLE; SURFIN' USA; GET
**CD 6992242 STEELY DAN: Transmission Impossible.** This unique three CD set features a collection of live material from the 70s and 80s. Songs include Bodhisattva; The Boston Rag; King of the World; *Rikki Don’t Lose That Number*; Barrytown; Green Eyeshadows; Hey Nineteen; and more. Forty-three tracks across the three CDs. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

**CD 2980993 ELTON JOHN: The Complete Thom Bell Sessions.** Six songs are collected from the music icon; Nice and Slow, Country Love Song; Shine on Through; Mama Can’t Buy You Love; Are You Ready for Love; and three Way Love Affair. MCA Records. $3.95

**CD 298086X THE BLACK CROWS: Three Snakes and One Charm.** The band’s fourth studio album collects 12 songs, including Under a Mountain; Good Friday; Bring On, Bring On; Let Me Share the Ride; Better When You’re Not Alone, Evil Eye; and American Image. Universal Music. $3.95

**CD 2993910 THE STROKES: Comedown Machine.** Eleven songs are compiled here from the American rock band, including Tap Out; All the Time; One Way Trigger; Slow Animals; Partners in Crime; Chances; and more. Rough Trade Records. $3.95

**CD 2980827 THE BEST OF THE BELL S: The Millennium Collection.** Chronicles the recording story of one of Canada’s most enduring and successful groups. Songs include Rain; Moody Manitoba Morning; Fly Little White Dove; Fly; Stay Awake; Oh My Love; Rich Man; Poor Woman Poor Me; and more. Capitol. $3.95

**CD 3777783 DOKKEN: From Conception Live 1981.** This collection of songs is from one of the band’s first live recordings—before they saw success. Ten tracks: Paris; Goin Down; In the Middle; Young Girls; Hip and Run; Night Rider; You Go to Rock; Breakin Down; The Chains; and Liar. Rhino. $3.95

**CD 287749X THE CLASH: Hits Back.** Two CDs present this influential British punk rock group in this 32 track collection. Includes London Calling; Safe European Home; Know Your Rights; White Man in Hati; London Calling Time; Stay Free; I Fought the Law; While White; Complete Control; Clash City Rockers; Revolution; London Calling; and more. Sony. $5.95

**CD 3757375 DAVID BOWIE: Unplugged & Slightly Phased.** The collection of songs was recorded from two performances in 1986 at the Bridge School Festival in San Francisco, California on October 19th and 20th. Tracks include Aladdin Sane; The Jean Genie; I’m a Young Man; Heroes; I Can’t Read; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**CD 377841X SUNSHINE OF YOUR LOVE: A Concert for Jack Bruce.** Collects 22 tracks from the tribute concert performed October 24th, 2015 at London’s Roundhouse, along with a DVD of the performance (122 minutes). Tracks include Hit & Run; I Feel Free; Don’t Look Now; Keep It Down; Not So Surrender; How’s Your Chicken? Sunshine of Your Love; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**CD 3869008 SLY & THE FAMILY STONE: Back on the Right Track.** Released in 1979, this album features several of the original Family Stone members—a comeback of sorts. Eight tracks include Stoned; One P.M.;就 (on the Right Track); If It’s Not Addin’ Up; Shine It On; Sheer Energy; more. A&M. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3770982 DAVID BOWIE: Outside in Budapest.** Collects 16 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Obuda-Sziget, Budapest in August 1997 including I’m in Trouble; I’m Waiting for the Man; I’m Afraid of Americans; Seven Years in Tibet; Little Wonder; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $5.99 $11.95

**CD 3719132 TWIST AND SHOUT.** Features five tracks of original twist and shout hits by the original artists including Mama Said by The Shirelles; Little Pretty One by Thuston Harris, Twist and Shout by the Isley Brothers; Down in the Boonocks by Billy Joe Royal; and Sixty Minute Man by Billy Ward & His Dominoes. Gusto. $5.95

**CD 6682222 FRANK ZAPP A: Puttin’ on the Ritz.** One of the most eclectic and daringly original musicians of his time. Zappa performed a set at the Ritz in New York City in this 1981 performance. Two CDs offer 30 tracks, including Treacherous Cretins; Montana; Easy meat; Dumb All Over; Singer Footwear; Whipping Post and more. Gold Fish. $5.95

**CD 3771504 ARIANNA GRANDE: Sweetener.** Collects 15 songs from the pop star, including Raindrops (Are Falling); Blains; This Is Me (featuring Pharrell Williams); R.E.M.; Breathin’; Get Well Soon; Sweetener; Everytime; and more. Republic Records. $5.95

**CD 3702790 DAVID BOWIE: Black Tie White Noise.** Presents David Bowie at his best in this track collection. Includes I’ve Been Around; I Feel Free; Black Tie Noise; Jump They Say: Nite Flights; Falls Athena; Miracle Goodnight; Don’t Let Me Down; Looking for Lester; For I Know Its Going To Happen; and The Wedding Song. Rhino. $3.95

**CD 3820548 BEDLAM: Live in Binghamton 1974.** Collects seven songs from their live performance. I Believe in You; The Beast; The Great Game; Set Me Free; Interview; The Fool; and The Beast (studio remix). Angel Air. $3.95

**CD 3747177 MARILYN MANSON: Sweet Dreams Baby.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Big Day Out Festival, Sydney, Australia. January 1999 compile these eleven tracks including Great Big White World; Cake and Sodomy; Rock is Dead; The Beautiful People; and more. Smokyo. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 3746984 PAUL YOUNG & THE ROYAL FAMILY: Live at Rockpalast 1985.** Recorded from a live performance on March 30th, 1985 in Essen, Germany, this CD compiles many of the band’s hit songs. Three discs, including Tomb of Mementos; Love Will Tear Us Apart; Oh Women; Sex; Broken Man; ‘Everytime You Go Away’ and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (91 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $7.95

**CD 3585959 COUNTING CROWS: Zurich 2006.** From a live FM broadcast recorded in Zurich, Switzerland in March of 2006. This collection is collected here in these 15 tracks including I Wish I Was a Girl; Mr. Jones; All My Friends; High Life; Omaha; Four Days; A Long December, and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 3591756 STARRY EYED AND LAUGHING: Live at Rockpalast 1976.** The legendary German WDR TV show Rockpalast remains the only video recorded performance ever of the band. Some songs performed on this set have never been previously heard or recorded. Songs include You Ain’t Goin Nowhere; Never Say Too Late; Money is No Friend of Mine; Fool’s Gold; Good Love; and more. Thirty-one tracks on 3 CDs. Multiple versions of songs. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $11.95

**CD 3875908 THE BEST OF EDWIN MCCAIN.** Collects 16 songs from the singer-songwriter, including Beautiful Life; Darwin’s Children; Walk with You; I Could Not Ask for More; I Want It All; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 3794741 NEW MODEL ARMY: Live at Rock City, Nottingham.** This concert was recorded in Nottingham, England in 1989, collecting 21 tracks on two CDs including The Hunt; The Charge; Drag It Down; Family Life; I Love the World; Great Expectations; White Goats; and more. SFM. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**CD 3753697 BILLY FURY: Wondrous Place, Vol. 2.** This wonderful collection in 1984 includes ten songs from the British rock star. Ten tracks: You Gonna Type a Letter; Baby How I Cried; Comin’ Up in the World; Don’t Leave Me; Poor Man; Dove, Fly; Stay Awhile; Oh My Love; Rich Man; and Montana; Easy meat; Dumb All Over; Singer Footwear; Whipping Post and more. Gold Fish. $5.95

**CD 3696871 ELVIS’ 30 #1 Hits.** This collection presents 30 tracks of the King of Rock & Roll’s greatest hits. Includes Heartbreak Hotel; Don’t Be Cruel; Hound Dog; Love Me Tender; All Shook Up; Jailhouse Rock; Don’t; Hard Headed Woman; One Night; Are You Lonesome Tonight? Sunburn; Can’t Help Falling in Love; Return to Sender; and lots more. REPRISE. $9.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 684863X THE EVERLY BROTHERS: 100 Hits. The 100 songs collected here span country, folk, and rock ‘n’ roll and demonstrate just how influential the Everly Brothers were on popular music. Includes Wake Up Little Suzie; Bye Bye Love; I All Have To Do Is Dream; Walk Right Back; Cathy’s Clown; When Will I Be Loved; and many more. Four CDs. Not Now Music. 4CD NOS.

CD 2888319 STEPHENILLS & MANASSAS: Live Treasure. This two CD, 29 track album features a plethora of hits, including cuts from Stills’ solo records. Featuring hits like Rock and Roll Woman; Bound to Fail; Hide It So Deep; Song of Love; The Treasure; Move Around; Four Days Gone; Sugar Babe; Blues Man; Love the One You’re With; and more! Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95.

CD 661342 FRANK ZAPPA & THE MOTHERS OF INVENTION: The New Maternity. This live recording remains the only one available of the band from 1970. This CD collects 14 tracks including Wonderful Wino; Concentration Moon; Mom & Dad; The Air; Dog Breath; Mother People; and more. Lefthanded Media. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 6760112 THE DOORS: The TV Collection. Thirteen tracks collect audio extracts from unforgettable TV appearances, including performances on The Ed Sullivan Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Features Doors favorites like The End; Moonlight Drive; Build Me A Woman; Wild Child; and many more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $11.95.

CD 6799477 STEPHENILLS & MANASSAS: Winterland. Comprises 18 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Winterland Ballroom, in October of 1973, one of the last performances of Manassas. Songs include Song on the Water; Tell Me, Tell Me, Tell Me; Johnny’s Garden; You’re Still on My Mind; The Treasure/Carry On; and more. Lefthanded Media. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 6760376 PAUL SIMON: Complete Unplugged. Two CDs present the legendary singer-songwriter performing some of his best songs, recorded in a 1992 broadcast at Kaufman Astoria Studios in New York. Includes acoustic versions of Born at the Right Time; The Boy in the Bubble; Mrs. Robinson; Scarborough Fair; and many more. Thirty-two tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $11.95.

DVD 3800814 AC-DC-NO BULL: The Directors Cut. Renowned director David Mallet captures all the ferocity of AC/DC’s 1996 Ballbreaker tour, unfolding live at the Plaza De Toros De Las Ventas bullfighting arena in Madrid, Spain. Completely re-edited in HD, it features performances of Back in Black; Thunderstruck; You Shook Me All Night Long; Highway to Hell and more. 123 minutes. Columbia. $39.95.

DVD 6938663 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: The Rare Video Broadcast Collection. Fullscreen. With performances of this occasional quartet given in the 1960s, ’70s, ’80s and ’90s, this film is an exceptional collection of twentieth-century rock and roll appearances across their career. 95 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95.

DVD 3960919 JIMMY PAGE: The Rare Broadcasts. Fullscreen. Featuring 23 tracks of Jimmy Page with his various cohorts recorded for TV broadcast during the 50 or so years since his TV debut, illustrating just what a musical wizard the man became soon thereafter. 119 minutes. Jimmy Page. Pub. at $19.95.


DVD 3988317 CHUCK BERRY: Brown Eyed Handsome Man. Fullscreen. This program is a historic record of the decades long and continuing impact of the father of rock ‘n roll and is a collection of performances by the greatest rock icons in history performing their favorite songs by Chuck Berry, including The Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Springsteen, Tom Petty, Jimi Hendrix and more. 54 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95.

DVD 3918181 YES: The New Director’s Cut. widescreen. Two full length concert performances featuring the classic line-up of YES, recorded at the N.I.A., Birmingham and Glastonbury Festival during the 35th Anniversary World Tour. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. MVD Visual. $19.99.

DVD 3709795 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: Back to Basics–Live and Down Under. Aguilera’s biggest hits are made bigger and better than ever with this spectacular-filled live performance DVD. She lights up the stage in Australia with 21 songs including Come Back Over; Still Dirty; What a Girl Wants; Lady Marmalade; Beautiful; Fighter; and more. 130 minutes on two DVDs. MVD Visual. $19.95.

DVD 3802841 DAMN YANKEES: Upping Live. Fullscreen. Features live performances of Uprising: High Enough; Don’t Read on Me; When You Goin’ Now; Fifteen Minutes of Fame; Come Again; Coming of Age; Renegade; Cat Scratch Fever; and Rock in America from the Rocky Mountain Jam in Denver, Colorado. Includes behind the scenes rehearsal of a tornado-breaking session, 79 minutes. Warner Bros. Records. $3.95.

DVD 6857809 TOM PETTY: The Television Collection. widescreen. Features more than 100 minutes of live Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers performances, all recorded for television broadcast and taken from across Tom’s extraordinary career. Twenty-four tracks in all. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95.

DVD 2788284 THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas ’78. widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978/19 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the greatest tours ever presented on both a DVD and a Blu-ray. In this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of such iconic classics as Honky Tonk Women; Imagination; and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes, 79 minutes. Eagle Vision. $39.95.

DVD 3942201 TODD RUNDGREN: Global. Collects 12 tracks from the American rock musician, including Everybody; Flesh & Blood; Rise; Global Nation; Skyscraper; This Island Earth; and more. Also includes a DVD of a performance recorded at the City Winery in New York City on March 7, 2012. The performance includes songs like Lynyrd Skynyrd: 96 Years; I Saw the Light; One World; and more. 33 minutes. Cherry Red. Pub. at $27.99.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/836
Rock - Pop

★ DVD 6887104 TOM WAITS: The Television Collection. Widescreen. With lengthy shows from 1981, 1986 and 1992, this film includes solo acoustic piano and guitar selections, and full band renditions which together make for one of the finest solo collection to ever emerge. 125 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 2975561 KYLIE MINOGUE: Kiss Me Once Live at the SSE Hydro. An incredible performance from the pop star. live from the SSE Hydro. The show and the music was treated to an exclusive live performance from Kylie. For the first time, the Yessastic line up of Jon Anderson, Steve Howe, Chris Squire, Alan White and Rick Wakeman, performed “live and unplugged.” Includes eight tracks. 67 minutes. Classic Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 6792526 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Classic Television Collection. Fullscreen. Features over 100 minutes of live television broadcast material from the boss, recorded during the 1980s and 1990s, with clips that include solo-acoustic versions of BS classics, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a variety of unexpected guests, 102 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 464817X YES ACOUSTIC. Following the live broadcast of Yesaspeaking in theatre-the show had fans in the crowd treated to an exclusive live performance from Yes. For the first time, the Yessastic line up of Jon Anderson, Steve Howe, Chris Squire, Alan White and Rick Wakeman, performed “live and unplugged.” Includes eight tracks. 67 minutes. Classic Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 3950077 QUEEN: Live at Wembly Stadium. Fullscreen. One of the greatest acts in rock history lights up the stage with this mesmerizing and theatrical show, recorded at front man Freddy Mercury’s prime. Twenty-eight enthralling performances include Another One Bites the Dust; Under Pressure; We Will Rock You; and, of course, Bohemian Rhapsody 111 minutes. Eagle Vision. $7.95

★ DVD 3755290 ROLLING STONES: The Biggest Bang. This is the exclusive video chronicle of the Rolling Stones’ 2005 tour. Includes over 4 hours of concert footage, including full-length concerts in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and Austin, Texas. Also includes highlights of concerts in Argentina, Japan, and China. Features over 100 minutes of live television broadcast material from the boss, recorded during the 1980s and 1990s, with clips that include solo-acoustic versions of BS classics, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a variety of unexpected guests, 102 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 672583X ALAN MORISSETTE: Live at Montreux 2012. Widescreen. On July 2, 2012, Alanis Morisissette, one of the most successful female artists and songwriters of all time, returned to Montréal as part of her tour of Computer Age Tour in support of her album Havoc and Bright Lights. Twenty live recordings include You Learn, Hards Cold; Hand in My Pocket, Thank U; and, more. 98 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. $6.95

★ DVD 6887103 DREAM THEATER: Live at Luna Park. Filmed in Buenos Aires during 2011-2012’s “A Dramatic Tour of Events,” this fierce live show captures one of metal’s most epic modern bands at their peak. Includes a Blu-ray of the show, plus three CDs featuring performances of Bridges in the Sky, The Root of All Evil; War Inside My Head; These Walls; Far from Heaven; Pull Me Under; and, more. Eagle Vision. $3.95

★ Blu-ray 3942269 JONAS BROTHERS: The 3D Concert Experience. Widescreen. Kevin, Joe, and Nick invite you inside their personal world for an all-inclusive look at the band. Secure your backstage pass to this once in a lifetime 3D experience complete with exclusive bonus features like unseen performances, additional songs, and more. INCLUDES BOTH A DVD VERSION AND A 3D BLU-RAY VERSION WITH FOUR PAIR OF 3D GLASSES. English SDH, 69 minutes. Disney. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

★ Blu-ray 280849X YESSONGS. Fullscreen. Filmed in 1972 at London’s Rainbow theatre, this feature was released theatrically in the UK the following year. Yes has been at the forefront of progressive rock and became a major force in popular music selling over 30 million albums. 70 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

★ Blu-ray 2975718 TONY BENNETT: Duets II. 119 full-song performances include full-song performances as they were recorded live in the studio with some of music’s biggest stars. Songs include The Way You Look Tonight with Faith Hill; The Lady Is A Tramp with Lady Gaga; It Don’t Mean A Thing If You Don’t Have That Swing with Andrea Bocelli; and many more. 89 minutes. Cirque Musica. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

★ Blu-ray 3771067 HUMBLE PIE: Life & Times of Steve Marriott + 1973 Complete Winterland Show. Featuring a DVD and Blu-ray version of Humble Pie, that includes a rockumentary, full version songs including Tin Soldier; Lazy Sunday; Paradise Lost; and, interviews, rare footage, and an interactive photo gallery. 67 minutes. Includes a CD that collects eleven tracks featuring Up Your Sleeves; Honky Tonk Woman; Halaljulah; and, more. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

★ Blu-ray 3907172 WOLF Trouser: A Very Special Show. Features 55 songs, including most of their biggest hits. Seven hours on 4 DVDs. CPI. $9.95

Oldies - Easy Listening

★ CD 5878756 FRANKIE LAINE: Sings ‘I Believe’ and Other Great Hits. Standing alongside Sinatra and Crosby as one of America’s greatest singers, Laine performs tracks: Mule Train, Jezebel; Jealousy; High Noon; I Believe; Moonlight Gambler, Love Is a Golden Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rareide; Answer Me; It’s A 声、Stronger Than Paradise and Ande Bocelli; and many more. 89 minutes. Sold Out. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 3990982 AMERICAN SONGBOOK: 100 Hits. Collects 100 timeless tracks from the legends, including Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Nat King Cole, Judy Garland, Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire, Louis Armstrong, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

★ CD 3874796 THE BEST OF THE RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS: 20th Century Masters. Collects 14 songs from the iconic duo, including Little Latin Lupe Lo; Koko Joe; You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feelin’; Unchained Melody; Ebb Tide; Rock and Roll Heaven; and, more.Universal SOLD OUT

★ CD 5908864 SPIKE JONES & HIS CITY Slickers: Clink Clink Another Drink. With his concoction of humor and musical brilliance, the drummer and bandleader intoxicates in 20 tracks. The title song joins By The Beautiful Sea; I Wanna Be Back Vordermorgen; and, more. Acrobat. $4.95

★ CD 6578780 FREDDY FENDER: On the Border. Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Be-Boppin’ The Next Trip Falls; What’s Days and Wasted Nights; Since I Met You Baby; The Wild Side Of Life; You’ll Lose A Good Thing; Talk to Me, La Bamba; She’s About A Mover; Money; Mean Woman Blues; Good Thing; Talk to Me; La Bamba; Stranger in Paradise; and many more. Columbia. $4.95

★ CD 3991024 LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR: 100 Hits. Collects 100 classics of the ‘50s and 60s. Artists include Buddy Holly, Chuck Berry, Connie Francis, Bill Haley and His Comets, Fats Domino, Peggy Lee, Dinah Washington, Patsy Cline, Patsy Cline, Patsy Cline, Patsy Cline, and many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

Worm: That Old Black Magic; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

★ CD 5878780 FREDDY FENDER: On the Border. Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Be-Boppin’ The Next Trip Falls; What’s Days and Wasted Nights; Since I Met You Baby; The Wild Side Of Life; You’ll Lose A Good Thing; Talk to Me, La Bamba; She’s About A Mover; Money; Mean Woman Blues; Good Thing; Talk to Me; La Bamba; Stranger in Paradise; and many more. Columbia. $4.95

★ CD 3991024 LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR: 100 Hits. Collects 100 classics of the ‘50s and 60s. Artists include Buddy Holly, Chuck Berry, Connie Francis, Bill Haley and His Comets, Fats Domino, Peggy Lee, Dinah Washington, Patsy Cline, Patsy Cline, Patsy Cline, and many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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The woman John Lennon credited with having “the greatest voice of them all.” Lee gives her finest recordings in 50 tracks. Includes Sweet Nothin’s; Emotions; Speak to Me Pretty; Heart in Hand; You Always Hurt the One You Love; Ring-A-My-Phone. £9.95

CD 3887839 THE VERY BEST OF BOBBY VEE. Collects original recordings by the artist, digitally remastered for a new audience. Two CDs. £7.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 385390X HIT PARADE 1944. Beloved recording artists usher us back to a simpler time with their most beloved releases of 1944. Twenty-five tracks include I Couldn’t Sleep a Wink Last Night by Frank Sinatra; Long Ago (And Far Away) by Jo Stafford; The Trolly Song by Judy Garland; Amor by Andy Russell; and more. £5.95

CD 3853896 HIT PARADE 1943. These are the songs that had you on the dance floor in 1943, and they’re sure to put a smile on your face today. Enjoy Paper Doll by The Mills Brothers; For Me and My Gal by Judy Garland; April in Paris by Kelly. £5.95

CD 3691519 DORIS DAY: The Hit Collection, 1943-62. Day was one of the most universally popular entertainers of the post-war era. This 59-track, three-CD set features a multitude of hit songs, including Sentimental Journey; My Dreams Are Getting Better All the Time; I’ve Got My Love’s I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Bing Crosby; and more. Dynamic. £5.95

CD 395729X VERA LYNN: We’ll Meet Again. An English singer/songwriter, Lynn was known as the “Forces Sweetheart” for her contribution to morale during WWII and her best known songs from that era including We’ll Meet Again. This CD compiles 18 tracks of some of her best including The Bell of St. Mary; Over The Rainbow; The London I Love; Over the Hill; Coming Home; When They Sound the Last Clear and more. £7.99

CD 3855916 THE ANNETTE FUNKINCEL COLLECTION, 1950-62. This two CD, 65 track set comprises the A & B sides of Annette’s singles on the Disneyland and Buena Vista labels dating 1950-62 and includes Ball Paul or Crazy Place from Outer Space; I Love You Baby; Laua Cha Cha Cha; O Dio Mio; Blue Mou Mou; My Little Black Dress; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at £16.99

CD 385874X THE VERY BEST OF BRENDA LEE. The woman John Lennon credited with having “the greatest voice of them all.” Lee gives her finest recordings in 50 tracks. Includes Sweet Nothin’s; Emotions; Speak to Me Pretty; Heart in Hand; You Always Hurt the One You Love; Ring-A-My-Phone. £9.95

CD 2926008 JIMMY DURANTE: In Person & at the Piano. Features 27 tracks of the comedian, actor, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include; Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; In the Mood; My Mood’s Bending; The Day Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Man Year; Mad Bird Melody; Inka Dinka Doo; Good Night; A Handful of Rain. £9.95

CD 3957888 NO. 1 HITS OF THE 50’S. Includes some take you down memory lane with this collection of melodies from the 50’s. Sit back and listen to Patti Page sing The Tennessee Waltz; Frankie Lane I Believe; Pat Boone Ain’t That a Shame; The Platters Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; Floyd Cramer’s Jitterbug; Dean Martin’s Walkin’ in the Rain; and many more. £9.95

CD 3808440 MANTOVANI: All-Time Love Themes. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at £15.99

CD 3807939 THE MOUNTIES: Rose Marie; The Mounties; Rose Marie; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. £4.95

CD 3913864 1960S PSYCHEDELIC RADIO COMMERCIALS. Much of what you will hear are ads created at hip ad agencies and DIY, underground FM radio stations. Includes some very established companies like R. B. D. Hampton & Company; Popular payable pop sounds into their ads–Rice Krispies, Revlon, Ban Deodorant, Pepsi, Levis, Gillette, to name a few. Collects 62 tracks, RockBeat Records. Pub. at £9.99

CD 3794555 FRANK SINATRA: Triple Gold. This collection is prime Sinatra, at the peak of his powers, taking hold of songs and investing them with a weight of emotional and musical gravity that leaves you breathless with admiration. Sixty tracks include Come Fly With Me; All or Nothing at All; Melancholy Mood; The Lady Is A Tramp; Do I Worry? and more. Three CDs. Start. Pub. at £19.99

CD 3840700 SAM COOKE: Greatest Hits. He brings his dulcet tones to twenty nostalgic hits including You Send Me; (I Love You) for Sentimental Reasons; You Were Made for Me; Mister Sandman; Susie Q; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! (That Cigarette) and many more. £12.95

CD 3910849 THE VENTURES COLLECTION, 1960-62. Sixty-four tracks offer a comprehensive overview of the initial era of the Ventures’ career. Comprising their A & B sides during the period, as well as the complete content of their first four albums–Walk Don’t Run, The Ventures, Another Smash, and The Ventures. Sold Out. £12.95

CD 388906X WILLIE NEAL & JEANETTE MACDONALD: Musical Favourites. Sixteen digitally enhanced tracks highlight a belov ed musical duo. Includes Ah! Sweet Mystery of Life; I’m Falling in Love with Someone; Tramp! Tramp! Tramp!; Italian Street Song; When I Grow Old I’ll Go to Dreamland; and many more. £7.95

CD 3854624 THREE CD'S. Start. Pub. at £19.99

CD 3887389 THE Mounteds; Joe Marie; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. £4.95

CD 3888457 JIMMY DURANTE: In Person & at the Piano. Features 27 tracks of the comedian, actor, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include; Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; In the Mood; My Mood’s Bending; The Day Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Man Year; Mad Bird Melody; Inka Dinka Doo; Good Night; A Handful of Rain. £9.95

CD 399868X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 395729X VERA LYNN: We’ll Meet Again. An English singer/songwriter, Lynn was known as the “Forces Sweetheart” for her contribution to morale during WWII and her best known songs from that era including We’ll Meet Again. This CD compiles 18 tracks of some of her best including The Bell of St. Mary; Over The Rainbow; The London I Love; Over the Hill; Coming Home; When They Sound the Last Clear and more. Sound and Music. Pub. at £7.99

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! That Cigarette. £5.95

CD 399867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Baleri...
Heard That Song Before; with the Orchestras of Artie Shaw, Benny Goodman, and Harry James and Me and My Gal; group whose sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic CD Dead Man's Curve George Benson, and more. CD Nova Time; Together!; and Guitar/Guitar. Sixty-nine tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 CD 3853950 HIT PARADE 1949. Rediscover the sounds of your youth with 25 of the greatest songs released in 1949, as recorded by the original artists. Includes Baby It's Cold Outside by Dinah Shore & Buddy Clark; Mule Train by Frankie Laine; You're Breaking My Heart by Vic Damone; Careless Hands by Mel Torme; One Fine Day by George Benson; and more. Dy- Kay. CD 3867589 UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT: Jump to the Beat. Thirty tracks to keep your night bumping 'til the sun comes up! Includes I'll Take You There by The Staple Singers; Move Me No Mountain by Dionne Warwick; I Want Your Love by Chic; I Can't Wait by Nu Shooz; Turn Your Love Around by more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $3.95 CD 3804467 RARE JUKEBOX HITS OF THE 60's. No coins needed to play these jukebox hits in this big 50-track collection. I Can't Stop Loving You.by Ray Charles; Mash Potato Time by Dee Dee Sharp; Johnny Angel by Shelby Faboraes; Hey Paula by Paul and Paula; It's My Party by Leslie Gore; Jan and Dean; The House Of The Rising Sun by more. Sony Music. $5.95 CD 3790452 FRANKIE LAINE: Hits. Features twenty-six tracks from the hit vocalist who topped the charts in the fifties including: Rawhide; Train; The Cry of the Wild Goose; Cool Water; The Rock of Gibraltar; Where the Winds Blow; and more. Sony Music. $5.95 CD 4654676 JIM REEVES: Gold. Collects 60 tracks from the smooth vocalist featuring: Cold doorway Four Walls; F.D.R. I Have to Go; Am I Losing You; Welcome to My World; Right as the Rain; September in the Rain; I Only Care. Miss You; Without You; I'll Never Know and more. Two CDs. Midder Music Records. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95 CD 3937569 LINDA PURL: Midnight Caravan. Fifteen tracks of glamorous nightclub music performed by Purl including: I Feel a Song Coming On; Let Me Love You; Autumn in New York; I Thought About You; You Can't Hurry Love; My Romance; and more. U.M.L. Music Pub. at $7.99 $5.95 CD 385387X HIT PARADE 1940. An amazing year in music is revived with these 25 beloved tracks. Includes I'm Nobody's Baby by Judy Garland; Say It So by The Andrews Sisters: Only Forever by Benny Goodman; Pots Rush In (Where Angels Fear to Tread) by Glenn Miller with Ray Eberle; and more. Dynamic. $5.95 CD 398690X HIT PARADE 1955. Venture back to an era that saw the birth of rock 'n' roll with this 25-track assembly, bringing together the best from 1941. Includes Stardust by Artie Shaw; Take The A Train by Duke Ellington; Dolores; Bing Crosby; Yes, My Darling Daughter by Frank Sinatra; and much more. $5.95 CD 3887626 THE CHORDETTES: Greatest Hits. The female vocal group whose sound made the 1950s dances, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 hits. Kicking off with one of the biggest songs of the century—Mr. Sandman—it also features Never on a Sunday; Pink Shoe Laces; Lollipop; For Me and My Gal; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95 CD 3853969 HIT PARADE 1941. Some of the biggest hits of the 1940s are again with this 25-track assembly, bringing together the best from 1941. Includes Stardust by Artie Shaw; Take the A Train by Duke Ellington; Dolores; Bing Crosby; Yes, My Darling Daughter by Frank Sinatra; and much more. $5.95 CD 3886816 THE HELEN FERROST HITS COLLECTION 1938-46. This 48 track, two-CD set comprises her chart hits as vocalist with the Orchestras of Artie Shaw, Benny Goodman, and Harry James and in Duets with Dick Haymes as well as her solo numbers. Songs include Time Waits for No One; Million Feet on the Hard Credad Dream; I've Heard That Song Before; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95 CD 3995783 ETHEL MERMAN: I get a Kick Out of You. Presents the unforgettable voice and style of Ethel Merman on 22 tracks. Shake Heel Before Using; Marching Along with Time; This Is It; An Earful Of Music; Heat Wave; He Reminds Me of You; It's De Lovely; It's Just a Spanish Custom; I'm Crying De Heo; I Get a Kick Out Of You. A 2CD collection. $17.95 $9.95 Right to Sing the Blues, and many more. Pegasus Entertainment. CD 3868076 THE GORDON MACRAE COLLECTION, 1945-62. Comprising the singles and album tracks with eight of his solo charts entries, and 10 duet hits with Joe Stafford during this era, including his number one My Darling. Four CDs and 101 tracks also include Love is the Sweetest Thing; Ol' Man River; Empty Arms; Brotherly Love; Mornin' Moon; and so many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95 CD 3840887 MARIO LANZA: Classics. This 23 track CD brings together Lanza's most popular recordings, including his three million-selling singles, his Top 20 chart successes, and the highlights from his best-selling albums. Includes Granada; Be My Love; Because; The Lord's Prayer; Serenade; Ave Maria; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95 CD 3840735 AL JOLSON: The Kraft Music Hall Shows. A special collection from Jolson's Kraft Music Hall shows, these over 80 tracks on four CDs were performed live. Songs include Almost Like Being in Love; Hello, Tuck!; My Gal Sat; I Can't Give You Anything but Love; You're Bringing Me Down; and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $17.95 $9.95 CD 3937615 NANCY LA MOTT: Ask Me Again. A special private collection of twenty unreleased recordings from this American singer including You and I; Ask Me Again; Killing Time; Right as the Rain; September in the Rain; I Only Have Eyes for You; The Wind Beneath My Wings; The Music: That Makes Me Dance; You'll Never Know; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95 CD 5878853 THE INK SPOTS: Greatest Hits. All the top-tiers treasures of this four-man vocal group come together in 18 tracks. If I Didn't Care; Address Unknown; When the Swallows Come Back to Cassipitive; Whispering Grass; Where in the World; Prisoner of Love; Surrender; Some Enchanted Evening; No Other Love Wanted; Catch a Falling Star; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95 CD 6878202 THE CLASSIC SONGS OF COLE PORTER. Collects 50 Porter songs, some by artists who were legendary interpreters of his work, like Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Nat King Cole, Fred Astaire and Dinah Washington, along with others who simply fell in love with Porter's rich catalog of lyrics. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95 CD 4664783 THE PERRY COMO HITS COLLECTION 1942-1962. This 126 track, five CD set comprises Billboard and UK chart hits from this era, including duets with The Fontane Sisters, Jave P. Morgan, Eddie Fisher and Betty Hutton. Songs include: Til the End of Time; Prisoner of Love; Surrender; Some Enchanted Evening; No Other Love Wanted; Catch a Falling Star; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95 CD 3958627 THE VERA LYNN SINGLES COLLECTION 1936-62. This commemorative 144 track, six CD set comprises a special 1940's and 1950's collection selected a & B sides from Forces Sweetheart's singles on the Crown, Decca, London, MGM and HMV labels. Tracks include: Where in the World; In My Room; September in the Rain; My Heart Belongs to Only You; Wake Up; I'll Never Be the Same Again; We Three (My Echo, My Shadow, My Me); To Each Own; Blueberry Hill: I Can't Give You Anything But Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95 CD 1849672 RICKY NELSON: The Definitive Collection, 1957-62. A comprehensive 108-track collection featuring the A and B sides of all of Nelson's U.S. and U.K. singles up to 1962, and all the tracks on the seven LPs he released in that same period. Includes: I'm Walkin'; A Teenager's Romance; Poor Little Fool; Travlin' Man; I'm Gonna Be Strong; You're Breaking My Heart all Over Again; The Anniversary Waltz; Be Careful, It's My Heart; White Christmas; and so much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95 CD 3920327 JACKIE GLEASON PRESENTS RIFF JAZZ AND LAZY LIVELY JAZZ. The great comedian also loved music, and in the 1950s and '60s he had a secondary success as producer of a series of best-selling "moody music" albums. Collected here are 31 tracks from two collections including: Toulpe Beat; Sawmill Slide; Pesky Skele; Pea Home Swine; It Had to Be You; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95 and enter the item number in the search box.  
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★ CD 3937410 THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY VE DAY COLLECTION. May 8, 2020 marked the 75th anniversary of VE Day and this collection of fifty tracks commemorates that historic day with songs like ‘We’ll Meet Again’ by Vera Lynn; Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller Orchestra; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy by the Andrews Sisters; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

★ CD 4652568 ANDRE PREVIN/DAVID ROSE: Like Blue & Like Young. The two albums collected here combine the piano magic of Andre Previn along with the luscious strings of David Rose and his orchestra. Thirty-six tracks, including ‘Let’s Start the Dance’, ‘Goodnight My Baby’, ‘I’m in Love with a Wonderful Guy’, and ‘Body and Soul’. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95


★ CD 4665015 THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRETT: Mexican Leather and Spanish Lace and Maria Elena. Written by Glenn Miller and surf bands’ favorite composer Jack Lawrence, this double album’s feature: A Day in the Life of a Fool; Delicado; Lo Mucho Que Te Quiero; The Moon Was Yellow; Jungle Drums; Taboo; Brazil; The Breeze and I; Anything; and many more. Garrett Music. Pub. at $11.99

★ CD 4653149 THE SHADOW KNOWS MORE. This Halloween-themed compilation is the perfect soundtrack for all your scary shenanigans, guaranteed to shock, titillate, and amuse you. Thirty-four tracks, including ‘Fiddler on the Roof’, ‘Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer’, ‘Mr. Sandman’, ‘I’m in the Mood for Love’, and so many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99

★ CD 3957799 THE BEST OF BILLY REID & THE LONDON PIANO-ACCORDION BAND. Join Billy Reid and his Piano-Accordion Band as they take you on a nostalgic musical tour on 23 tracks. Includes Old Fashion Sweethearts; In the Valley On the Moon; Moonlight On The Prairie; There’s a Home In Wyoming; There’s Something in Your Eyes; For You, The Echo Waltz; Cuban Love Song; It Was a Tango; Play Me Gypsy; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $4.95


★ CD 4658300 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1937-47. Judy Garland remains one of the enduring icons of show business. This 76 track, three CD set, includes hits such as ‘Over the Rainbow’, ‘I’m Nobody’s Baby’, ‘Meet Me In St. Louis’, ‘Louis, Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas’, ‘This Heart Of Mine’, ‘On the Atchison’, ‘Topeka and the Santa Fe’, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3840743 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1946. An intriguing and entertaining musical snapshot as the world dealt with the aftermath of WWII, this collection of 98 tracks on four CDs gathers every record which peaked in the Top 10 space in 1946 including Symphony by Artie Shaw & His Orchestra at $4.95, ‘I’ll Be Seeing You’ by Bing Crosby; ‘Victory Polka’ by The Andrews Sisters; ‘Candy’ by the Nat King Cole Trio; ‘Something to Remember You By’ by Dinah Than; and so many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $21.95

★ CD 3736102 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1953-62. This six CD, 122 track set presents Judy’s fabulous recording career. It includes Without a Memory, The Man That Got Away and The Star Is Born soundtrack. This set also has all the 9 albums she released Miss Show Business; Judy, Alone; Judy in Love, Judy Garland at the Grove; The Letter; That’s Entertainment; The Garland Touch; and Judy at Carnegie Hall. Acrobat. Pub. at $23.99

★ CD 3988244 THE LUNA LUNA COLLECTION 1941-59. This 2 CD, fifty-one track set features all his 10 career chart entries, including the number one Mam’selle, the number 4 Peg O’ My Heart and the top twenty hits And Mimi; Hair of Gold, Eyes of Blue; On a Slow Boat to China; and Mona Lisa; plus three top 20 hits with Benny Goodman, including the number five Blue Skies. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99


★ CD 3950417 THE JUPP HUTTON COLLECTION 1945-55. This 50 track, two CD set comprises the Top 10 hits Hutton had as the top female member of The Tijuana Pipers, along with most of her A & B sides for Decca and Capitol. Tracks include Dream; My Sweeie Went Away; My Kinda Love; Bye, Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas, and so much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 3873689 AUTUMN LEAVES. Twenty-nine gems for the golden season of Indian Summer. Songs include ‘Stormy Weather’ by Ella James, ‘Rain, Rain, Go Away’ by Bobby Vinton, ‘Walking for Fall’ by Tab Hunter, ‘September in the Rain’ by Jo Stafford, and many more. Pegasus Entertainment. Pub. at $11.99

★ CD 3988481 I LEFT MY HEART AT THE STAGE DOOR CANTEEN: Essential Collection. This three CD collection of essential songs from the WWII era with 74 tracks by the original artists that include such memorable songs as ‘I’ll Be Seeing You’ by Bing Crosby; ‘Victory Polka’ by The Andrews Sisters; ‘Candy’ by the Nat King Cole Trio; ‘Something to Remember You By’ by Dinah Than; and so many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $21.95


★ CD 3988244 THE LUNA LUNA COLLECTION 1941-59. This 2 CD, fifty-one track set features all his 10 career chart entries, including the number one Mam’selle, the number 4 Peg O’ My Heart and the top twenty hits And Mimi; Hair of Gold, Eyes of Blue; On a Slow Boat to China; and Mona Lisa; plus three top 20 hits with Benny Goodman, including the number five Blue Skies. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99


★ CD 3950417 THE JUPP HUTTON COLLECTION 1945-55. This 50 track, two CD set comprises the Top 10 hits Hutton had as the top female member of The Tijuana Pipers, among the top $40 hits with Benny Goodman, including the number five Blue Skies. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 3988481 I LEFT MY HEART AT THE STAGE DOOR CANTEEN: Essential Collection. This three CD collection of essential songs from the WWII era with 74 tracks by the original artists that include such memorable songs as ‘I’ll Be Seeing You’ by Bing Crosby; ‘Victory Polka’ by The Andrews Sisters; ‘Candy’ by the Nat King Cole Trio; ‘Something to Remember You By’ by Dinah Than; and so many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $21.95
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 3937704 THE TAB HUNTER COLLECTION 1956-62.** Comprises most of his A & B sides for DOT and Warner Brothers during this period plus the titles from the movie, When I Fall in Love and R.F.D. Tab Hunter. Sixty-one tracks including Young Love; Red Sails in the Sunset; Jealous Heart; Time After Time; But More; Me; Fly Me to the Moon; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 387812 THE SMOOTH VOICE OF AL MARTINO.** The Italian-American pop crooner offers 50 tracks including Here, in My Heart; Wanted; The Man from Laramie; Because You're Mine; No More; The Loveliest Night of the Year; Take Me in Your Arms, Love Is Eternal; My One and Only Love; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 2947331 BOBBY DARIN: THE COMPLETE US & UK A & B SIDES, 1956-62.** This 60-track collection features every A and B side released by Darin during the first seven years of his career, including such landmark hits as Splish Splash; Queen of the Hop; Dream Lover; Mack the Knife; Beyond the Sea; Lazy River; Random Gardenia; It's Not for You; Love Letters; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 464493 THE GAYLORDS CD.** 1953-65. This two CD set contains 44 tracks including: As Time Goes By; You're Luvin' Me; Dondi; It's Time to Go Home; La Bamba; You're Lucky to Be Mine; Doncha Know; Hang a Little Closer; You Don't Know Me; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $12.95

**CD 3959589 ROD MCKUEN: GREATEST HITS, Features twenty of McKuen's greatest hits including Stylan Street; The Lovers; Lonesome Cities; If You Go Away; Seasons in the Sun; Kaleidoscopes; The Marvelous Clouds and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3737071 A KISS IS STILL A KISS.** Great Romantic Memories in Song. This two-CD set contains 35 tracks including: As Time Goes By; I Can't Help Myself; I Kiold You; I Who Have Nothing; Lullaby of Birdland; One for My Baby; All the Things You Are; The Most Beautiful Girl; Don't Give up Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me; and many more. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 3960692 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1950, VOLUME 1.** One hundred and four tracks performed by the original artists on 4 CDs include I Can Dream Can't I; by the Andrews Sisters; Mule Train by Bing Crosby; Johnny Ray by Jack Teter Trio; Ray Mop by Ralph Flanagan; Candy and Cake by Mindy Carson; Thinking of You by Frank若; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3958570 THE MINDY CARSON COLLECTION.** 1945-60. This two CD set comprising selected A & B sides from her singles on the Signature, Musicraft, RCA-Victor, Columbia and Jay labels from this era and including her 9 career chart entries including My Foolish Heart, and the top twenty hits Rumors Are Flying; Candy and Cake; and Wake the Town and Tell the People. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 396083X BEAUTIFUL.** by Eddie Fisher; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 3959007 THE ANDREWS SISTERS IN HOLLYWOOD.** They are one of the most consistent hit makers of the '50s. One of the most consistent hit makers of the '60s. Gene Pitney established an idiosyncratic pop style with his trademark melodramatic vocals. This two CD collection brings together all his biggest hits, including: Something's Gotten Hold of My Heart; Lonelyman Who Shook Liberty Valance; Town Without Pity; I'm Gonna Be Strong; and many more. Forty tracks. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3792374 JOHNNY MATTHIS: Different Kinda Differ.** A collection of more than 22 tracks from the singer's standards include: With You I'm Born Again; Never Givin' On You; The Lights of Rio; Wondrin' Why; Three Times a Lady; The Way You Look Tonight; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 465451 THE CROONERS: Essential Collection.** Sixty-four tracks on 3 CDs bring you the ultimate collection of crooners. If you love Cole; There! I've Said It Again; Vaughn Monroe. Because of you by Tony Bennett; Because You're Mine by Mario Lanza; Mona Lisa by Nat King Cole; A Summertime by Mel Torme; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3762653 AL JOLSON: THE DELUXE YEARS, 1945-1950.** This three-CD set is accompanied by a 24-page booklet which contains an illustrated biography of Jolson, using photographs and illustrations. The collection includes the classic hits, Yesterday You Cried; Have You Met Miss Jones; and many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**CD 466504X UNCHAINED MELODY: Fifties Forever.** This essential collection of fifties music includes: Earth Angel by The Penguins; If I Give My Heart to You by Doris Day; Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me by Karen Chandler; Indian Reservation by The Ames Brothers; Unchained Melody by Al Hibbler, and much more. Seventy-five tracks on 3 CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 4664531 THE HAL KEMP HITS COLLECTION 1930-41.** This 46 track, 2 CD collection includes: You've Got Me Crying Again; Inconsistent; Dinner for One; Please Miss Jones; The Touch of Your Lips; Pennies from Heaven; Whispers in the Dark; Gloomy Sunday; Goodnight, My Love; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3937492 AMANDA MCBROOM: Portraits.** Compiles eighteen of McBroom's top recordings including The Rose; Dreaming; Emo Flynn; Hit in Here; Crimes of the Heart; Ship in a Bottle; Here and Now; A Timeless Thing. Also more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Gecko Records. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 3821919 THE LEO REISMAN HITS COLLECTION 1921-40.** Three CD set compiles sixty-five recordings which before 1940 were credited with a Top 20 chart position in Joel Whitburn's "Pop Memories" or on the "Your Hit Parade" chart. Seventy-two titles including: The Wedding of the Painted Doll; I'll See You Again; Paradise; Night and Day; Stormy Weather; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 466504X UNCHAINED MELODY: Fifties Forever.** This essential collection of fifties music includes: Earth Angel by The Penguins; If I Give My Heart to You by Doris Day; Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me by Karen Chandler; Indian Reservation by The Ames Brothers; Unchained Melody by Al Hibbler, and much more. Seventy-five tracks on 3 CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 3945871 SONGS FROM THE VERA LYNN SHOW.** Here, the listener has the opportunity to hear Lynn in peak performance, in hundreds quality tracks recorded by a majestic concert orchestra. Twenty-seven tracks, including I Love to Sing: In the Middle of an Island; Mr. Wonderful; With All My Heart; I’ll Be Seeing You; and monophasic. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3937506 THE JUNE VALLI SINGLES & EPs COLLECTION 1951-62.** This 83 track, three CD set comprises most of her A & B sides for RCA, Mercury and United Artists during the fifties, and some tracks from the EPs All Alone. The Torch, and Body and Soul. Songs include So Madly in Love; Love and Hate; Crying in the Chapel; Don’t Tell Me Not to Love You; From the Wrong Side of Town; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99. **$19.99**

**CD 3960101 THE EVELYN KNIGHT COLLECTION 1944-54.** Comprises selected A & B sides of Knight’s Decca releases during the years 1944 to 1954, including duets with Dick Haymes, Bing Crosby, Hoagy Carmichael & Red Foley. Fifty-two tracks include A Little Bird Told Me; Powder Your Face with Sunshine; Dance with a Dolly; Chickery Chick; Brush Those Tears from Your Eyes; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3960727 ANDY WILLIAMS: Gold.** A compilation of sixty tracks that include Can’t Get Used to Losing You; Music to Watch Girls By; For the Good Times; Fly by Night; Moon River; Born Free; Ave Maria; Bye Bye Blues; It’s So Easy; and much more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99. **$17.95**

**CD 5880939 THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62.** With over 30 chart entries to his name, pianist Roger Williams had success during the years 1944 to 1954, including duets with Dick Haymes, Bing Crosby, Hoagy Carmichael & Red Foley. Fifty-two tracks include I’ll Be Seeing You; 2970599; Everything I Do; I Love to Sing; In the Middle...; You Never Caught Me; Don’t Tell Me Not to Love You; From the Wrong Side of Town; and Hate; Crying in the Chapel; Don’t Tell Me Not to Love You; From the Wrong Side of Town; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99. **$19.99**

**CD 585768X NINA SIMONE: The Definitive Collection 1958-62.** This 79 track, four CD set comprises most of Simone’s albums: Little Girl Blue; Nina Simone and Her Friends; The Amazing Nina Simone; Nina Simone at Town Hall; Nina Simone at Newport; Forbidden Fruit; Nina at the Village Gate; and Nina Simone Sings. Ellington plus tracks released on Bluebell and Columbia singles not included on albums. Acrobat. Pub. at $49.99. **$19.99**

**CD 3920402 UTE LEMPER: Rendezvous with Marlene.** Collects twenty tracks from the German actress and singer including: One for My Baby; Love Me On; Blooming in the Wind: Ruins of Berlin; Want to Buy Some Illusions; Falling in Love Again; Dejeuner Du Matin; Ich Hab’ Noch Einen Koffer; Palisades Park, and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $19.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3936364 FRANCK POURCEL AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Poutecl Portraits.** For those who’ve not yet been to Paris, Franck POURCEL provides an agreeable substitute—portraits of Paris by an orchestra of parnasian strings. Twenty-eight tracks include I Will Follow You; If It Saut!; J’Aime L’Artiste; You Don’t Know; Love Time; Ton Adieu; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3553620 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs & EPs 1956-62.** One of the most distinctive rock acts of the era, the Everly Brothers are celebrated like never before in this massive 75-track set, comprising all of their singles in the U.K. and the U.S. from the period, as well as all the tracks from their EPs and the 1960 LP It’s Everly Time. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 2870940 MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: Essential Collection.** This three CD collection features 79 tracks that welcome you to sing along! Mitch Miller explores the songs You Are My Sunshine; Don’t Fence Me In; Till We Meet Again; That Old Gang of Mine; Carolina in the Morning; Home on the Range; On Top of Old Smokey; Goodnight Irene; Tiptoe Through the Tulips with Me; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99. **$21.95**

**CD 2972344 SURF-AGE NUGGETS: Trash & Trang Instrumentals 1959-1966.** Over 100 cool songs are compiled on four CDs. Tracks include Dotenry Run by the Velvet tones; Sheba by the Shan-tones; Misierou by the Emotionalists; King of the Stomp by the Hollywood Surfers; King, I Love by the Satalars; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $39.99. **$24.95**

**CD 3950476 UNITED WE STAND.** Bluegrass artists from across the U.S. have recorded new songs highlighting love for our country at an opportune time when the world is currently embroiled in the COVID 19 lock-down. Eighteen tracks include: Another Soldier by Carolila Road; Women in Uniform by Daughters of Bluegrass; Somebody Run by Clay Hess; I Will Follow You; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**CD 5846550 THE WAY IT WAS: Let’s Dance the 60’s.** It won’t be easy to stay off the dance floor with these 75 classics. Three CDs offer up many of your boogie-woogie favorites. Who Put the Bomp by Barry Mann; Venus in Blue Jeans by Jimmy Clanton; Palisades Park by Freddy Cannon; The Twist by Chubby Checker; The Dynamic; Pub. at $29.99. **$24.95**

**CD 3736504 MEL TORME: The Early Years, 1944-47.** Comprises Torme’s recordings for Decca featuring the Mel-Tones as they recorded both under their own name and as Torme and his brother, Eddie. Acrobats. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 4848129 LUCIE ARNAZ: Latin Routes.** Features fourteen tracks from the Latin vocalist including You and the Night and the Music; I’ll See You In C-J-B-A; Rumba Malumpa; Promises; Fools Rush In; Babalu;La Copa De La Vida; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

**CD 3840719 1953 BRITISH HIT PARADE: The B Sides.** Featuring some of the illustrious names from what was often called the golden age of popular music, this three CD set collects 74 tracks including Because You’re Mine; Stay with Me, King Cole. Any Old Time by Irving Berlin; Lady of Spain by Eddie Fisher; After All by the Mills Brothers; Moon Above Malaya by Jimmy Young; and more. Includes a 39 page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3959457 ANDY WILLIAMS: Emperor of Easy.** Collects twenty of the “Empire of Easy”‘s best including: The Swinger; Bonita; A Question of Love; Midnight Sun; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3900207 KING SIZE TAYLOR: Feelsgood, Vol. 3.** Collects 31 tracks, including Heby Jeffies; All Around the World; Feelgood; She Said Yeah; Hippie Shake; I’m Late; Good Golly Miss Molly; Matchbox; Sippin’ and Sildin’; Whole Lot of Lovin’; Sweet Little Sixteen; Long Tall Sally; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $19.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3886700 DORIS DAY, 1947-1950: It’s Mamma.** This set covers Day’s early Columbia recordings. includes hits like Love Somebody. It’s Magic; Again; Let’s Take An Old Fashioned Walk; and Bewitched. There are movie songs, as well as some duets with Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore and Frank Sinatra. This set includes a page–full–color–coverbook. The six–CD set collects 146 tracks. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $199.99. **$149.95**

**CD 4648056 GLORIA LORING: By Request.** Here are ten tracks of the most requested songs by Loring’s fans that include I Gotta Kick It Out; Someone To Put Me In Love; You For You; Here, There and Everywhere; If I Never Entered My Mind; Cady’s Song, As Time Goes By; and more. Silva Park. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**CD 393764X RAY JESSEL: The First Seventy Years, Recorded live at Tom Rolla’s The Garden Street. California 1933-2003. Eighteen tracks include I’m A Genius; I’m All Right Now; The Things You Do; Moonlight, Whatever Happened to Melody and many more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**CD 4625754 KATHLEEN EE GIFFORD: My Way Home.** This is Gifford’s first CD of all original songs. Collects 12 tracks, including Everyone Has A Story; An Old Friend; This Time I’ll Blame It On Love; Only My Pillow Knows; Stillin’ It; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 3853993 HIT PARADE 1952.** All the joy of mid-century America is packed into this 25-track selection, featuring some of the most beloved numbers by the biggest stars: You Belong to Me by Jo Stafford; Kiss of Fire by George Shearing; Georgia; Benny Goodman; A Guy in a Guy by Doris Day; and more. Dynamic. $39.95

**CD 3853926 HIT PARADE 1946.** Here are the 1946 classics you've carried in your heart throughout decades. Twenty-five nostalgic recordings include Prisoner of Love by Perry Como; Symphony by Freddy Martin; The Old Lamp-Lighter by Sammy Kaye with Billy Williams; Day by Day by Frank Sinatra, and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 3853918 HIT PARADE 1945.** Thirty-five tracks represent the best of 1945 music. Revisit the charms of such hits as Till the End of Time by Perry Como; A Cottage for Sale by Billy Eckstine; Rum and Coca Cola by The Andrews Sisters; Candy by Dinah Shore; Dream by Bing Crosby; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 3853888 HIT PARADE 1942.** Big stars and bigger songs populate these 25 hit recordings. Enjoy the sounds of 1942 all over again with Jersey Bounce by Benny Goodman; Blues in the Night by Duke Ellington; White Cliffs of Dover by Kate Smith; Just As Though You Were Here by Tommy Dorsey with Frank Sinatra; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 3853942 HIT PARADE 1948.** Twenty-five hit recordings from the original artists, representing the best that 1948 had to offer! Includes It's Magic by Doris Day; Nature Boy by Nat King Cole; Buttons and Bows by Dinah Shore; You Were Only Fooling by Ink Spots; Because by Bing Crosby and Dinah Shore. SOLD OUT.

**CD 3887715 GENE PITNEY: The Collection 1959-1962.** Two CDs compile the early singles of a great singer/songwriter of the 20th century. Thirty-seven remastered tracks, including Only Love Can Break a Heart; Mr. Moon; Mr. Cupid & I; Cry Your Eyes Out; Town Without Pity; and Sure Fire Bet; plus bonus tracks from other Pitney efforts. Not Now Music.


**CD 3878004 THE RUNAWAY” HITS of DEL SHANNON.** These 36 original classics, originally released between 1960-1965, represent the best of Del Shannon’s career. Includes Runaway; Little Town Flirt; Hats Off to Larry; Do You Want to Dance; Don’t Gild the Lily; Cry Myself to Sleep; Hey! Little Girl; Beautiful Noise. SOLD OUT.

**CD 3853937 FRANK SINATRA: Icon.** Features eleven tracks of this music icon’s hits including Come Fly with Me; Young at Heart; I’ve Got a Kick Out of You; All the Way; I’ve Got Under My Skin, One for My Baby; Fly Me to the Moon; That’s Life, Strangers in the Night; My Way and Theme from New York, New York. Universal Music. $8.95

**CD 390402 ROSEMARY CLOONEY: Greatest Hits.** Fifty tracks digitally remaster all of Clooney’s best, featuring appearances by Perry Como, Prade Marlene Dietrich, Jimmy Boyd and others. Includes This Ole House; Mambo Italiano; In the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening; When You Wish Upon a Star; I’ve Grown Accustomed to Your Face; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

**CD 3878795 PERRY COMO: Greatest Hits 1943-1953.** Presents a comprehensive selection of Como’s pre-rock n’ roll hits. Fifty tracks include 10 number ones and half of all his top 10 hits, including Long Ago (and Far Away); Lili Marlene; I dream of You; I’m Always Chasing Rainbows; Winter Wonderland; I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now; Bushel and a Peck; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $9.95

**CD 2821435 THE ESSENTIAL FRANK SINATRA: The Columbia Years.** The Columbia years (1943-1952) represent the singer’s formative era. These 15 songs capture the essence of this time period. Songs include I’ve Got a Guy On You; Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night In the Week); Someone to Watch Over Me; Day by Day; Oh, What It Seemed to Be; and more. Sony. SOLD OUT.

**CD 6908764 GREAT AMERICAN SONGBOOK: Ladies of Song.** An essential collection of songs from legendary female performers, including Rosemary Clooney, Sarah Vaughan, Lena Horne, Dinah Washington, Dinah Shore, Peggy Lee, Billie Holiday, Judy Garland, and many more. Sony. SOLD OUT.

**CD 3853861 HIT PARADE 1939.** Collects 25 tracks that seized the public imagination and climbed to the top of the charts in 1939, including Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; Woodchippizer’s Waltz by Woody Herman; Hail to the Sun by The Andrews Sisters; Cherokee by Charlie Barnet; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 3853877 HIT PARADE 1950.** These are the 25 classics that made 1950 a year to remember. Revisit mid-century America with essentials like To the Tennessee Waltz by Patti Page; Mona Lisa by King Cole; Can You Can’t? by The Andrews Sisters; There’s No Tomorrow by Tony Martin; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 3853897 HIT PARADE 1940.** Collects 25 tracks that seized the public imagination and climbed to the top of the charts in 1940, including Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; Woodchippizer’s Waltz by Woody Herman; Hail to the Sun by The Andrews Sisters; Cherokee by Charlie Barnet; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 3887804 THE RUNAWAY” HITS of DEL SHANNON.** These 36 original classics, originally released between 1960-1965, represent the best of Del Shannon’s career. Includes Runaway; Little Town Flirt; Hats Off to Larry; Do You Want to Dance; Don’t Gild the Lily; Cry Myself to Sleep; Hey! Little Girl; Beautiful Noise. SOLD OUT.

**CD 3878004 THE RUNAWAY” HITS of DEL SHANNON.** These 36 original classics, originally released between 1960-1965, represent the best of Del Shannon’s career. Includes Runaway; Little Town Flirt; Hats Off to Larry; Do You Want to Dance; Don’t Gild the Lily; Cry Myself to Sleep; Hey! Little Girl; Beautiful Noise. SOLD OUT.

**CD 3878004 THE RUNAWAY” HITS of DEL SHANNON.** These 36 original classics, originally released between 1960-1965, represent the best of Del Shannon’s career. Includes Runaway; Little Town Flirt; Hats Off to Larry; Do You Want to Dance; Don’t Gild the Lily; Cry Myself to Sleep; Hey! Little Girl; Beautiful Noise. SOLD OUT.

**CD 3878004 THE RUNAWAY” HITS of DEL SHANNON.** These 36 original classics, originally released between 1960-1965, represent the best of Del Shannon’s career. Includes Runaway; Little Town Flirt; Hats Off to Larry; Do You Want to Dance; Don’t Gild the Lily; Cry Myself to Sleep; Hey! Little Girl; Beautiful Noise. SOLD OUT.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/836
New Age - Nature - Relaxation

★ CD 3854256 RICK WAKEMAN: Classic Tracks. Let the mystical and magical sounds of Rick Wakeman surround you and fill you with inspirational feelings. Four tracks include Journey to the Center Of The Earth; Catherine Howard, Umberto Il; and Merlin the Magician. The Store for Music. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

★ CD 4652576 ANDREAS VONDELLEN: Down to the Moon. Collects 12 tracks from the Swiss harpist, including Down to the Moon; Moon Dance; Steam Forest; Water Moon; Three Silver Ladies Dance; La Lune et l'Enfant; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95

★ CD 597770 STEVEN HALPERN: Optimal Health at the Speed of Sound. Listening to the music on this album provides an easy, effective, and enjoyable way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halperton’s multi-modal program combines Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic entrainment tones and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 4652592 ANDREAS VONDELLEN: White Winds (Seeker’s Journey). Vollenlen’s fourth studio album, released in 1984. Collects 10 tracks, including The White Winds/The White Boat (First View), The Woman and the Stone; Flight Feet & Root Hands; Brotherhood; and more. $13.95

★ CD 3943453 MORPHEO: In the Garden of Peace. Relax your mind and body with the sounds on this CD. In the Garden of Peace you are free of noise, there are birds and a little stream—soon all the world is forgotten. 56 minutes running time. Oreade Music. Pub. at $9.99. SOLD OUT

★ DVD 3957217 ZEN GARDEN: The Art of Relaxation. Take a peaceful retreat to the far East with this collection of soothing world flutes and calming soundscapes. Includes a 60 minute DVD that transforms any room into a peaceful water garden set to relaxing Asian inspired music. Lifescapes. $4.95

★ DVD 4653009 MY FIREPLACE GIRL: Beauty in Black. Widescreen. Come get comfortable, with a roaring fire and a beautiful young woman to keep you company. Watch as the fire roars and keeps her warm while she relaxes, knits you a sweater and sends you sweet kisses. Starring Instagram sensation, Model Angelica. 61 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ DVD 371165X MODERN ART DECO FIREPLACE VISION! For those who long for a winter night in New York, sitting by the fire with friends and family or a romantic evening for two, now you can enjoy the same luxury as one would expect in a new ultra modern home. Lux, sit back and relish in the mesmerizing glow and warmth of a modern fireplace anytime of year. Includes a version with soothing music. 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

World - Folk

★ CD 3801094 BEST OF BAGPIPES. The epic sound of bagpipes breathes life into this two-CD set of traditional favorites. Bagpipe Classics includes 10 tracks including Amazing Grace and She Moved Through The Fair, while Piper’s Companion contains 12 tracks including A Drop of Blood to Ireland and Toss the Feathers. Sometime. $3.95

CD 3887596 BOB DYLAN & JOAN BAEZ: Voices of a Generation. Compiled into one set are the hit albums of two folk legends who changed music forever. Includes all 13 tracks of Bob Dylan, plus two bonus tracks, Mixed-Up Contusion and Comina, as well as all 13 tracks of Joan Baez, Vol. 1, plus four bonus tracks like Pretty Boy Floyd. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

★ CD 587890X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit. Tom Dooley; Greensback Dollar; The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You’ve Been On My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travellin’ Rowlr’ Gambler; When the Saints Go Marchin’ In. Lifescapes. $11.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 3958477 SPANISH GUITAR. Forty two tracks on this 2 CD collection presents the lush, graceful, and lyrical sounds that only the Spanish guitar can provide. Selections include Gypsy Theme; Buena Vista; Danse de Manitas; Rumba D’España; On the Road to Romance; Tango El Chico; Spanish Fantasy; Amante Da La Noche; Amor Gitano; Spanish Fantasy; and many others. Sonoma Enter. $11.95

CD 3956987 THE BEST OF WORLD TRAVELS. Thirty two tracks on this world collection of world flutes. Begin your journey with relaxing melodies from all reaches of the globe, then escape to the far East with the soothing sounds of Bansuri Bamboo flute and lastly explore the healing nature of the native American flute. Mood airs. $11.95

★ CD 2928156 MITCH MILLER: Folk Songs/March Along. A great selection of 28 folk songs to sing along with Mitch! Includes Oh! What a Beautiful Morning; Red River Valley; Danny Boy; Yesterdays; My Bonnie Lassie Go; Liverpool Lou; The Old Gray Mare. BBQ Music. $11.95

★ CD 3958533 LES PAUL ‘LIVE’ Czar of the Guitar. Features 24 tracks that include All of Me; Honeysuckle Rose; Danger, Men at Work; Dark Eyes; How High the Moon; Sweet Georgia Brown; Fine and Dandy; The Caravan; Love for Sale; The Blues When The Clouds Roll By; and many more. Lifescapes. $9.95

★ CD 3982750 THE BEST OF THE IRISH ROVERS. 20th Century Masters. Join the Irish Rovers in this hand clapping, foot stomping, collection on 12 tracks. Includes The Biplane; Ever More; Years May Come, Years May Go; The Orange and The Green; The Black Velvet Band; Liverpool Lou; My Old Man’s a Dustman; Mrs. Crandall’s Boarding House; Whiskey on a Sunday (The Puppet Song); Somerset. $11.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 3919714 THE IRISH ROVERS. Sixteen tracks encompass the career of this Irish folk outfit: The Unicorn; Liverpool Lou; The Orange and the Green; Lily Lily Lily and She Moved Through My Name; The Rover; Whiskey on a Sunday (The Puppet Song); Mrs. Crandall’s Boarding House; Moments; Irish Rover; Whiskey on a Sunday; The Best Of Irish Rovers. Ballys. $11.95

★ CD 395711X IRISH CELEBRATION: 30 Traditional Pub Songs. Raise a glass and celebrate the Irish spirit with this 30 track collection of traditional pub favorites including Bringham Phillips on two CDs. Includes When Irish Eyes Are Smiling; The Wild Rover; My Wild Irish Rose; Will Ye Go Lassie Go; The Orange and the Green; Rallitig’ Bot; Fiddler’s Green; Star of the County Down; The Rake; and more. $11.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 3959174 THE IRISH ROVERS. Sixteen tracks encompass the career of this Irish folk outfit: The Unicorn; Liverpool Lou; The Orange and the Green; Lily Lily Lily and She Moved Through My Name; The Rover; Whiskey on a Sunday (The Puppet Song); Mrs. Crandall’s Boarding House; Moments; Irish Rover; Whiskey on a Sunday; The Best Of Irish Rovers. Ballys. $11.95

★ CD 4659368 GORDON LIGHTFOOT: Classic Masters. Lightfoot is often referred to as Canada’s greatest songwriter. This collection collects 12 songs, including Early Mornin’ Rain; Ribbon of Darkness; For Lovin’ Me; Leaves of Grass; Black Day in July, and more. BBQ Music. $11.95

★ CD 3957195 SPIRIT EARTH: Relaxing Native Flute. Captivating the serene, these Native flute melodies on 12 tracks, gracefully give voice to an ancient spirit. Tracks include Morning Sky; Wandering; Prayer for the Elders; Relaxation; The Healing Path; Sun Showers, and much more. Somerset Entertainment. $4.95

CD 3957039 CELTIC MYST. Escape to the mystical lands of the Emerald Isle and get lost in this relaxing and ethereal Celtic flute collection. Thirty tracks feature traditional and original melodies including Down by the Sally Gardens; Fiddler’s Green; Meadowlands; Cliffs of Doneen; Fiddler’s Green; Another Time; Willow; and more. Lifescapes. $4.95
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**CD 388774X JOHNNY CASH VS BOB DYLAN:** The Singer and the Song. Collects 50 legendary recordings from these two icons, offering a glimpse of how the worlds collided in the '60s. Includes: *Walk the Line; Five Feet High and Rising*; and *In These Old Cottonfields Back Home* by Johnny Cash and *Blowin' in the Wind* by Bob Dylan and many more by both singers. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 3931560 EMMYLOU HARRIS: Here and There.* From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Hammershmidt Odeon, London in 1976 are collected these 16 tracks that include Cash on the Barber Shop. In *I'm So Blue* Coat of Many Colors; *The Race Is On; Country Baptizing* and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3888546 LEONARD COHEN: Tel Aviv 1972.* From a live FM broadcast recorded at Yadi Elihu Sports Palace, Tel Aviv, Israel, on April 19th, 1972 are collected these 10 tracks that include Famous Blue Raincoat; *Sisters of Mercy; Avalanche; We Shall Not Be Moved* and a two part interview with Leonard Cohen. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3887618 BOB DYLAN: Venture back to the very beginnings of folk music’s greatest influencer in this unique two-CD set, collating mono and stereo versions of his historic debut album, plus two bonus tracks. Thirteen songs include *Talkin’ New York; House of the Rising Sun*; Man of Constant Sorrow; and more. Not Now Music. $16.95


**CD 3913791 PHIL OCHS: The Best of the Rest.* This CD collects 17 songs plus three bonus tracks (all previously unreleased) from the folk singer, including *In the Heat of the Sun; What the War Is Over; Bracero; Sailors and Soldiers*; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5717484 BY COODER & THE MOLLA BANDA RHYTHM ACES: Santa Cruz.* This CD contains a recording from a performance on March 23rd, 1967 in Santa Cruz, California. Songs include *Let’s Have a Ball; Jesus on the Main Line; Down in Mississippi; Goodnight Irene; Crazy Bout an Automobile*; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3887877 THE FOLK BLUES OF DAVE VAN RONK.** Two original albums by the folk performer who inspired a generation of singer-songwriters. Includes: *Dave Van Ronk Sings Ballads, Blues & a Spiritual* and all 15 of *Dave Van Ronk Sings: In the Pines; Backwater Blues; Dink’s Song; Village Life* and more. Sonictoon. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**CD 3884892 HARRY CHAPIN: Some More Stories Live.* Recorded live on April 11th, 1977 at The Post-Aula in Bremen, Germany, this CD features fifteen tracks from this folk singer including *Shooting Star; Blues Man; Corey’s Coming; Midnight Rider; Treetop Flyer; Through the Years* and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 3713999 JERRY GARCIA: The Broadcast Archives.* This triple CD collection celebrates Garcia’s solo work with a trio of live recordings from the great man’s golden era. Shows are from February 1978 at Winterland, New York, Santa Cruz, California in 1985, and San Francisco in early 1991. Twenty-nine tracks, including *How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved By Me); Little Sadie; The Thrill Is Gone*; and more. The Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**CD 3987058 ELLEN MCLWAIANE: The Real/Everybody Needs It.* Gathers 23 tracks from this singer-songwriter and guitarist including *I Want Whatcha Got; Say a Single Word; Everybody Needs It; Come Sit Down and Tell Me; Crawling Kornings*; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 5934737 THE CARTER FAMILY: 1927-1934.* A.P., Sara, and Maybelle—they were the family that transformed American folk music into a genre that would have an outsized influence on the world. This two-CD set features over 30 of their most celebrated recordings, each of which has been beautifully remastered. $21.95 $25.95

**CD 3985111 JONI MITCHELL WITH HERBIE HANCOCK: Live at the Breid & Roses Festival, 1978.* From a live radio broadcast and benefit gig in Berkley, California, 1978—are collected nine tracks including *Furry Sings the Blues; A Chair in the Sky; Goodbye Pork Pie Hat; The Circle Game; and more*. Equinox. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3653625 THE CLANCY BROTHERS COLLECTION 1956-62.* The Clancy Brothers brought traditional Irish folk music to a wide audience during the late '50s and early '60s. This 62-track set includes all of the tracks from their three LPs for their Tradition label. Features *Donnollan Aboo; The Foggy Dew; Paddy Doyle’s Boots; South Australia*; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 3900347 SONGBIRDS: Albanian Music from 70s, 1924-1948.* A wonderful set consisting of 84 tracks on four CDs! Songs include *Islam Jonuzi and Sabri Fatim; Xhemal Asllani and Sabri Fehimi; Selim Asllani and Haleze Asllani; Riza Bylbayli*; *Mati Kola*; and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3991764 STEPHEN STEILLS & DAVID CROSBY: Cowboys for Indians.** On February 5, 1978, Steills and Nash performed in Austin Texas at a benefit gig. They both performed dynamic solo sets and then collaborated for the final half hour or so, during which David Lindley joined the duo. This two CD set features the entire performance. Seventeen songs, including *Midnight Rider; Freedom* For Free; *Cary Me*; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3889300 PETE SEEGER: Live at Mandell Hall 1957.** Collects 36 songs from the American folk singer, including *Arkansas Traveler; You’re Ready; Line ’Em Up; Sweet Baby James; The Rest* and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3959570 ROBBIE BASHO: Songs of the Great Mystery.* The never before issued studio album collects ten tracks including *A Day in the Life of Lemuria; Night Way; Thunder Sun; Death Song* and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3985836 JUDY COLLINS & JONAS FIELD: Winter Stories.** Fifteen tracks feature Mountain Girl; Winter Stories; Wildwood; River; Angels from Montgomery; The Strange Case of Miss West; *Now; Amazing Gracie*; and more. Includes DVD of the performance, live from the Oslo Opera House. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**CD 3778401 KLAUS SCHULZE: La Vie Electronique 1.* A collection of three CDs, with 27 tracks exploring the music of the German electronic music pioneer, composer and musician, includes *I Was Dreaming I Was Awake; The Real McCoy; Time Never Dies; Feed Me Anytime* and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

**CD 3960897 JAMAICA JOHNNY & HIS MILAGRO BOYS: Trinidad, the Land of Calypso,* Two CDs with 28 tracks featuring Trinidad, Land of Calypso; Donkey City; Celebrate Mother and Wife; *Papa Wai Wai Soyata; Divorce by Television; Fifty Women to One Man*; and more. Packaged in cardboard slipcase. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**CD 3846886 COURTNEY MARIE AND THE WOMEN’S HONEST LIFE.** Ten tracks featured by this folk artist including *Rookey Dreaming; Not the End; Irene; How Quickly Your Heart Mends; Let the Good One Go; Honest Life; Table for One; Put the Fire Out; To High Chrome Lines*; and More. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 3963146 THE NEW RESO GATHERING.* Tim Graves brought together some of today’s brightest ResoGrapher players to gut each of their talents and in this 25 track CD. Titles by various artists include *Lilly Dale; Fireball; Pickaway; Happy Times* and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $8.95
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**CD 3914550 JOE NOLAN: Drifters.** Eleven tracks are collected here from the Canadian singer-songwriter, including Kisses in the Dark, Terminal, Maybe We Didn’t Get Our Timing Right, How I Used to Be; Missing; and more. Fallen Tree Records, Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3887391 BOB DYLAN: Constructing the Legend.** Released March 19, 1982, Dylan’s first album is a curious affair. The album contains only two original compositions. However, much of Dylan’s fledgling talent is revealed on this record. Twenty-six tracks, including You’re No Good; She’s About a Mule; Johnny Winter; I’m Not the Only One. Baker, In My Time of Dying, Take Me to the River. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 593432X IAN & SYLVIA: The Beginning of the End.** Reissues the rarest—and final—studio recordings of these pioneer Canadian folk singers. Tracks include More Often Than Not; Creases of Rain; Summer Visions; Midnight; Barney; Some Kind of Fool; Shark and the Cockroach; Last Lonely Eagle; Needle of Death; Everybody Has to Say Goodbye; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3887588 THE BEST OF HARRY BELAFONTE.** Two complete albums by the artist who helped bring about the “Caribbean Crazie”—the first calypso, with timeless classics like Day-O (Bamboo Boat Song), and 11 Songs of the Caribbean, with Scratch, Scratch, Island in the Sun; Lead Man Holler; Golden Slippers; Banana Boat Song; and more. plus eight bonus tracks. Two CDs. LEFTFIELD MEDIA. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6791832 AMERICAN FOLK: Milestones of Legends.** A snapshot of folk music’s trailblazers, presenting the debut albums of Dylan and Peter, Paul and Mary; the first four LPs by Joan Baez; two LPs by Burl Ives; four LPs by the Kingston Trio; and the first four albums by the Brothers Four. Those masters and more. plus ten bonus tracks. Two CDs. LEFTFIELD MEDIA. Sold Out.

**CD 696303X THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS: Gold.** One of the most popular 1960s groups, this American folk rock band produced an array of hits. Among the 32 tracks compiled on this two CD set are Monday Monday, Good to Be Feelin’, California Dreamin’, Do You Wanna Dance, Dedicated to the One I Love, and more. BDA. Sold Out.

**CD 6814867 BOB DYLAN: Under the Covers.** This CD collection brings together 20 splendid live covers spanning 30 years, performed by classics from Lonely Eagle; Needle of Death; Everybody Has to Say Goodbye; and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6908845 LEONARD COHEN: Austin City Limits.** This CD collection contains nineteen tracks from Cohen’s October 1988 live performance in Austin, Texas. Songs include First We Take Manhattan; Tower of Song; Everybody Knows; Ain’t No Cure for Love; The First We Take Manhattan; Tower of Song; and more. TIME LIFE. Sold Out.

**CD 2841207 BOB DYLAN: The Unplugged Rehearsals.** Collects 11 tracks from Dylan’s 1994 rehearsal sessions performed for MTV’s Unplugged series. Songs include I Want You (To Want Me); Blonde Babes; I Want You (Take 2); Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right; Hate; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**CD 3810917 CIVIL WAR & OTHER LOVE SONGS.** Features twelve tracks including: When I Grow Up; All Over Morocco; It’s Over; Rainbow Baby; I Don’t Care; I’m featuring but Here; The Junction; and more. Packaged in a cardboard Magnetalone Music, Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**CD 3848884 ELMO WILLIAMS & THE WILD CATS: Under the Grow One.** Collects ten tracks, recorded at various locations including: Mother’s Dead; Insane Instrumental; Blue Jumped the Rabbit; Boozer; Nothin’ Man; Hoopin’ and Hoorie’in; Rosin’ Here and Gone; Natchez Fire; Do Your Thing; and Let It All Go. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

**CD 3746143 RICHARD DURAND: In Search of Sunrise 10.** This three CD, 44 track set, a trance music mix-compilation, is mixed by Dutch producer Richard Durand. Tracks include Velvet; Paint the Sky; Sunrise; Gone; Paradise; In Motion; and more. Black Hole. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**CD 487877 A.A. BONDY: American Hearts.** Includes 12 tracks from this alternative folk artist, recorded in The Red Barn. Palenville, NY. How Will You Meet Your End, There’s a Reason; Black Rain, Black Rain; Rapture; American Hearts; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

**CD 3706524 LEONARD COHEN: The Lost Sessions.** Collects 15 BBC recordings on this superb CD, providing fans the opportunity to hear what has been kept in the vaults for more than 50 years. Songs include You Know Who I Am; Bird on a Wire; The Stranger Song; So Long Marianne; Hey that’s No Way to Say Goodbye; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

**CD 3918149 JOHN MARTYN: Live from the Camden Palace.** Fullscreen. When John Martyn performed at the Camden Palace in 1984 as part of the “Live from London” series, he was already considered a great. Accompanied by Foss Paterson, Jeff Allen and Danny Cummings, this concert goes to highlight the remarkable skills of a man who is too soon. Tracks include Lookin’ On; Sweet Little Mystery; Root Job; Love John; Wayne; and more. 60 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 3950484 WEATHER REPORT: Live in Cologne 1983.** Fullscreen. Recorded live in Cologne at the Sartory Sale, Germany, in May of 1983. This CD showcases 11 performances from this Jazz Fusion/World Music band. Titles include: Fast City; The Peasant; D Flat Waltz; Blue Note Sound 3; Duet Jose Rossy & Omar Hakim; Two Lines; Plaza Real and more. 108 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 3875180 POP GOES THE ‘70S: Sky High.** Thirty classics, including A Horse with No Name by America; You’re So Vain by Carly Simon; Carl’s in the Cradle by Harry Chapin, The Lion Sleeps Tonight by Robert John; It’s a Heartache by Bonnie Tyler; and more. Two CDs. StarVista. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**CD 373708X LORETTA LYNN: All Time Gospel Favorites.** A must-have CD for any fan of the legendary singer, Thirty tracks are compiled here, including How Great Thou Art; I Feel Like Travelling; Joy to the World; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 387527X THE WOODSTOCK COLLECTION: Let’s Work Together.** Collects 30 songs on two CDs, including Do Wah Diddy Diddy by Manfred Mann, Time Won’t Let Me by the Outsiders, Smoke on the Water by Deep Purple, Money by Bon Jovi, Collins, Jingle Bell Rock by the Archies, and more. StarVista. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3084914 50 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION.** Featuring 50 tracks on two CDs, these classics include works by Massenet, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Bach, Brahms, Mozart, Stravinsky, Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Ravel, Dukas, Tchaikovsky, and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 3875188 RICHARD DURAND: Rock & Romance Collection.** I’d Do Anything for Love. You’ll love the 34 songs collected here, including Sweet Home Alabama by Lynyrd Skynyrd, You’re The One That I Want by the Outsiders, How Sweet It Is by Chicago, Hot Blooded by Foreigner, Baby Come Back by Player; Show Me the Way by Arlo Guthrie, I Just Died Today; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95
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**CD 3701433**  ‘70S COUNTRY: Behind Closed Doors. Collects 34 songs from many of the decade’s biggest country stars. Tracks include George Jones’ “He Stopped Loving Her Today,” Merle Haggard’s “I Sang In The Shower,” and more. Time Life. Pub at $129.99. **$29.95**

**CD 3737020**  ‘70S COUNTRY: Southern Nights. Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Johnny Cash, Hound Dog by Elvis Presley, and more. Time Life. Pub at $129.99. **$21.95**

**CD 3874982**  ‘70S COUNTRY. Collects 137 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Charley Pride, George Jones, Charlie Daniels Band, Tanya Tucker, and John Denver. The Statler Brothers, Hank Williams Jr; Linda Ronstadt; Kenny Rogers; and more. Eight CDs. Time Life. Pub at $129.99. **$99.95**

**CD 3875105**  **THE HEART OF CLASSIC ROCK: Don’t Stop Believin’**. Thirty-two classic rock tunes on two CDs, including Ramones’ “I Wanna be Seduced,” The Allman Brothers Band’s “Don’t Stop Believin’,” Journey’s “Smokin’ in the Boy’s Room,” Brownsville Station’s “Sunday Morning Coming Down,” and more. Great American Performances, Inc. Pub at $29.99. **$19.95**

**CD 3900491**  **THE BRITISH INVASION: Feeling by Boston.** and more. Feeling by Boston; and more. Time Life. Pub at $29.99. **$19.95**


**CD 3875253**  **THE Sock Hop Collection: Save the last Dance for Me.** A fun collection of classics, including Let’s Hang On! by Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons; Stand by Me by Ben E. King; Up on the Roof by The Drifters; and many more. Time Life. Pub at $129.99. **$29.95**

**CD 3875259**  **ROCK & ROMANCE COLLECTION: The Best of Times.** These love songs might be the best yet. Thirty-four tracks, including Hit Me With Your Best Shot by Pat Benatar; Addicted to Love by Robert Palmer; You Are So Beautiful by Joe Cocker; Your Song by Elton John; Some Kind of Wonderful by Grand Funk Railroad; and more. Thirty-four songs on two CDs. Star Vista. Pub at $29.99. **$21.95**

**CD 3875156**  **LEGENDARY VOICES: I’ll Be Seeing You.** The three CDs collected here compile classic songs from legends of yesteryear. Artists include Andy Williams, Dino Shore, Eddie Fisher, Elvis Presley, The Everly Brothers, Perry Como, Nat King Cole, Ricky Nelson, Peggy Lee, Brenda Lee, and more. Time Life. Pub at $29.99. **$19.95**

**CD 3873994**  **A TRIBUTE TO THE BAKERSFIELD SOUND LIVE!** This tribute CD collects 16 tracks, including Buck Owens’ Streets of Bakersfield; I’ve Got A Tiger By The Tail; Swinging Doors; Cryin’ Time; and more. Among the artists performing are Chuck Mead, Wade Hayes, Johnny Lee, Rudy Gallin, among others. Time Life. Pub at $129.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3701506**  **EASY LISTENING CLASSICS: Everything Is Beautiful.** Collects 30 songs from many of your easy listening favorites. Includes Georgia on My Mind by Ray Charles; My Girl by the Temptations; Sweet Dreams (of You) by Patsy Cline; Fever by Peggy Lee. That’s Amore by Dean Martin; and more. Four CDs. Time Life. Pub at $129.99. **$99.95**

**CD 3900398**  **TIME LIFE MUSIC LIVES THE ‘70S.** Collects 151 tracks on nine CDs. Songs include New Sensation by INXS; Love Shack by the B-52s; Addicted to Love by Robert Palmer, Walk Like an Egyptian by the Bangles; Don’t Stop Believin’ by Journey, Dangereuse by Kenny Loggins and many more. Time Life. Pub at $129.99. **$99.95**

**CD 3875148**  **LEGENDARY VOICES: Magic Moments.** Includes music from all your favorites and true legends of the pop world. Artists include Andy Williams, Bobby Vinton, Johnny Mathis, Tony Bennett, Elvis Presley, Perry Como, Rosemary Clooney, Doris Day, Frank Sinatra, and more. Two CDs. Star Vista. Pub at $29.99. **$19.95**

**CD 3875383**  **GREATEST LOVE SONGS OF THE ‘70S.** Nineteen tracks on eight CDs. Nineteen songs on eight CDs. Nineteen songs from the decade’s biggest stars. Songs include You’re The Inspiration by Chicago; Say You Love Me by Fleetwood Mac; Mandy by Barry Manilow; You Are So Beautiful by Joe Cocker; Breakin’ Up Is Hard to Do by the Association; I’ll Be There by the Jackson Five; and many more. Time Life. Pub at $129.99. **$99.95**

**CD 3875474**  **‘60S COUNTRY.** Collects 136 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Eddy Arnold, Jim Reeves, Johnny Cash, Dolly Parton, Willie Nelson, Tammy Wynette, Floyd Cramer, Chet Atkins, Ray Price, Marty Robbins, and more. Eight CDs. Time Life. Pub at $129.99. **$99.95**

**CD 3876168**  **‘60S COUNTRY: Cryin’ Time.** A collection of some of the best country music from the ‘60s including I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; Witchita Lineman by Glen Campbell; Together Again by Buck Owens; Tender Years by George Jones; Success by Loretta Lynn; and more. Thirty-four tracks on two CDs. Time Life. Pub at $29.98. **$13.95**

**CD 3870704**  **‘60S COUNTRY: Sweet Dreams.** This CD set contains 30 songs from country music legends like Johnny Cash, The Statler Brothers, Jim Reeves, Hank Snow, Porter Wagoner, Elvis Presley, Jimmy Dean, Tammy Wynette, Ray Price, and more. Two CDs. Time Life. Pub at $29.98. **$17.95**

**CD 3701492**  **COUNTRY MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE: For the Good Times.** If you like country music, you’ll love this collection of 30 songs from some of the genre’s biggest stars. Includes Back In Love Again by Tammy Wynette; Are You Lonesome Tonight? by Elvis Presley; Amanda by Waylon Jennings; Islands in the Stream by Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers; and more. Two CDs. Star Vista. Pub at $29.99. **$17.95**

Twenty-nine tracks on this two-CD set put a spotlight on some of the soul genre’s biggest stars. Songs include The Tears of a Clown by Smokey Robinson & the Miracles; Our Girl by Natalie Cole; Lean on Me by Bill Withers; Jungle Boogie by Kool & the Gang; Mercy Mercy Me by Marvin Gaye; and more. Ten CDs. Time Life. Pub at $169.99. **$129.95**
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**6584918** PATSY CLINE: The Complete Releases 1955-62. One of the most revered female artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 2-CD track collection. It includes every record Cline released between her debut on Corral, through her Four Star and Decca years until the end of 1962—just months before her tragic death. Includes Winter's After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She's Got You; and much more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3821862** EMILY HARRIS & LINDA RONSTADT: Girl’s Night Out. Collects 29 songs from a live FM broadcast at the Herbst Theatre, San Francisco, CA on September 10, 1999. Tracks include Loving the Highwayman; For a Dancer; Hello Stranger; Sweet Spot; He Was Mine; Tellin’ Me Lies; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 7615191** HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1948 through to 1962, including 39 of the 40 top ten hits he had during his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 465935X** GEORGE STRAIT: Icon. Collects 11 songs from the country icon, including Amarillo by Morning; Ocean Front Property; Any My El’s Live in Texas; Living and Living Well; River of Love; and more. Universal Music. $16.98

**CD 4552911** JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbia Singles, 1955-62. One of the greatest figures of American music, Johnny Cash gets a fitting tribute in this 82-track collection. An overview of his early career, it assembles all his tracks with the Sun label, plus the A and B sides of his singles for Columbia during the same period. Three CDs. Favorite features from Folsom Prison Blues to I Can’t Help It. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.93 $13.95

**CD 9059442** HUMBLE PIE: Smokin’. A collection of nine songs: Hot N’ Heavy; The River Is Free; Is This Good for Me; Country Girl; Blues For My Man; Old Time Feelin’; 30 Days in the Hole; Road Runner; Wonder; and Sweet Peace and Time. A&M Records. $6.95

**CD 3887685** FRANKIE LAINE: Greatest Cowboy Hits. Fifty of Lainé’s western-themed classics on two CDs, including Rawhide; Watch That Duck at the O.K. Corral; The 3-10 to Yuma; Wanted Man; (Theme From) Gunsmoke; El Diablo; Call of the Wild; The Hard Way; Jezabel; Granada; High Noon; and many more. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 5008112** HANK SNOW: The Definitive Collection. Collects 50 original cowboy songs on two CDs, including South of the Border; Tumbling Tumbleweeds; Back in the Saddle Again; Home on the Range; Riders in the Sky; Bluebeauty; You Are My Sunshine; and more. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 3949389** HANK WILLIAMS: Icon. Eleven tracks from the country great feature Hey Good Lookin’; Jambalaya; Your Cheatin’ Heart; Move It On Over; I’ll Never Get Out Of This World Alive; I Could Cry; Why Don’t You Love Me; Long Lonesome Blues; Honky Tonkin’; I Saw the Light and Lovesick Blues. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 3874934** GLEN CAMPBELL: By the Time I Get to Phoenix. A biography of the country superstar, glazier, and car painter who made Campbell a star. Twelve songs are compiled, including By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Homebound; Tomorrow Never Comes; My Baby’s Gone; Love Is a Lonesome River; and more. Capital Records. $6.95

**CD 3906017** THE FLOYD CRAMER COLLECTION 1953-62. Comprises the A & B sides of Cramer’s famous MGM and RCA labels during these years, on two CDs with 62 tracks that include: Dancin’ Diane; Little Brown Jug; Jolly Cholly; Sunshine; Dokie; Rumpus; The Last Days; Stain; Run; and many more. Imperial. $6.95

**CD 3808416** COUNTRY’S GREATEST MALE SINGERS. This 20 track CD presents country music’s all-time great male performers. Includes Cool Cold Heart by Hank Williams; The Same Old Me by Ray Price; Welcome to My World by Jim Reeves; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash; It’s Only Make Believe by Conway Twitty; Half by Jim Reeves; Act Naturally by Buck Owens; and many more. Imperion. $5.95

**CD 3988406** THE DILLARDS: Old Road New Again. Features eleven tracks from the bluegrass band including Earthbound: Common Man; Sweet Companion; My Last Sunset; Take Me Along for the Ride; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 7615072** TUMBLEWEEDS: Songs of the Golden West. A wonderful collection of 75 classic songs from country and western legends, including Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Tex Ritter, Eddy Arnold, Bing Crosby, Jimmie Rodgers, The Sons of the Pioneers, and many others. $21.95

**CD 5909686** JIMMIE RODGERS: Blue Yodels. He is a founding father of country music whose influence is incalculable. Here, 20 tracks spanning some of his most famous recordings, remind listeners why his name is etched in the annals of music history. Includes TheSoldier’s Sweetheart; Train Whistle Blues; Hobbi’s Last Ride; and more. Acrobat. $21.95

**CD 3821811** BUCK OWENs: The Capitol Singles & Albums 1957-62. This 47 track CD collects the A & B sides of Owen’s Capitol singles from his debut for the label in 1957 through 1962, along with all the tracks previously released on singles albums released during this period. Tracks include Kickin’ Our Hearts Around; Above and Beyond; Foolin’ Around; Under Your Spell Again; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3987116** IAN & SYLVIA: The Lost Tapes. This three disc collection presents 26 tracks from this Canadian folk and country music duo including Keep on the Sunny Side; Darcy Farrow; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Sweet Dreams; Dream on in My Kitchen; Silver Threads and Ivory Needles; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Story Plain Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 5878624** THE CARTER FAMILY: Greatest Hits 1927-1934. Collects 18 classics of early country from the genre’s pre-eminent originators, Wildflower; My Chlorin Mountain Home; The Foggy Mountain Top; Keep on the Sunny Side; I’m Thinking Tonight of My Blue Eyes; Jimmy Brown the Newsboy; Johnny Hardy Was Bangin’; Wabash Cannonball; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 3889880** MARK KNOPFLER & EMILY HARRIS: Ballad of Love. Recorded from a live performance at Arena Di Verona, Verona, Italy on June 3, 2003. Nineteen songs, including Right Now; Red Staggersing; Belle Star; This Is Us; All the Road Running; So Far Away; Why Try; and more. Possum Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 3947459** TOWNSIE VAN ZANDT: Live at the Old Quarter, Houston, Texas. Collects 27 tracks on two CDs from the country/folk singer that include: Announcement; Panchito & Lefty; Two Girls; To Live Is to Fly; Re’s Blues; Kathleen; Townes Song; and much more. Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 6700810** THE JOHN HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by J. H. Horton and rockabilly star, including all his post-country hits and many songs from the U.S. and the U.K.: The Battle of New Orleans; North to Alaska; When It’s Springtime in Alaska; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2763792** BUCK OWENS: Live from Austin, TX. Recorded on October 23, 1988. Eleven songs from the country music legend, including: I Can’t Help It; Lefty’s Birthday; Foolin’ Around; Foolin´ Around; Under Your Spell Again; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

**CD 3864067** REAL COUNTRY LEGENDS: Best Of. Twenty-one tracks of Country Gold, including: 420; Lita Ford; Eddy Arnold; The Righteous Brothers; Candy by Jim Reeves; Back Street Affair by Webb Pierce; Why Baby Why? by George Jones; The Wild Side of Life by Hank Thompson; Goin’ Steady by Faron Young; and If You’ve Got a Name for Me by Porter Wagoner. ACM. $4.95

**CD 4656692** JOHNNY CASH: Transmission Impossible. Sixty-seven tracks on 3 CDs are collected from live FM Broadcasts from various locations between 1958 and 1994. Songs include Folsom Prison Blues; Get Rhythm; Country Style USA Outro; A Boy Named Sue; Jesus Was a Carpenter; Don’t Take Your Guns to Town; and many more. Acrobat. $4.95
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**CD 3959481 ARTHUR FIEDLER & THE BOSTON POPS/CHET ATKINS.**
A country-western great is backed by one of the country’s most renowned orchestras in two 12-track collections. First, Fielder joins the Pops and Chet Atkins for songs like Country Gentleman and Orange Blossom Special. Then, Fielder sings for songs like Deep in the Heart of Texas and Don’t Fence Me In. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.99

**$12.95**

**CD 3886662 CRYSTAL GAYLE: Live in Tennessee.** This concert, recorded at the Renaissance Center in Tennessee in 2005, stars Gayle at her very best. She performs all her hits, including Singing in Your Sleep; Why Have You Left the One; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Blue; and many more. Twenty tracks. Also includes a DVD of the performance (91 minutes). Wienerworld. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 4654785 TAMMY Wynette: Gold.** Sixty tracks on 3 CDs collect Wynette’s top hits including Stand By Your Man; Lonely Street; Golden Ring; Woman to Woman; You and Me; Startin’ Over; Run, Woman; Run; The Ceremony; and more. Packaged in a tri-fold cardboard sleeve. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99

**$17.95**

**CD 3987124 IAN TYSON: One Jump Ahead of the Devil.** Eleven tracks from this Canadian folk and country musician included What Does She See; Beverly; Turning Thirty; One Too Many; Texas; I Miss You; Freddie Hall; Half Mile of Hell; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99

**$11.95**

**CD 3805031 WAYNE JENNINGS: Go Down Rockin; The Last Recordings.** Just prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these songs with nothing more than his guitar and Robert’s Turner’s bass. A decade later, Turner finally felt ready to flesh out these recordings and released this full-length “live” CD. Eleven of which Jennings wrote, include Goin’ Down Rockin’; Belle of the Ball; If My Harley Was Runnin’; I Do Believe; Never Say Die; Whast Time; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99

**$12.95**

**CD 5878713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy.** Twenty tracks bring Don’s true country style to your collection: You’re My Best Friend; When I’m With You; Some Broken Hearts Never Mend; I’m Just a Country Boy; It Must Be Love; Where Are You; All I’m Missing Is You; In This Time; Time; Endless Sleep; I’m Getting Good; and more. Acrobat.

**$4.95**

**CD 3878162 THE SHE WOOLEY COLLECTION, 1946-62.** This 60 track, two-CD set collects 94 tracks from this time period. Songs from The Stanley Brothers include That’s My Pa; The Purple People Eater; Don’t Go Near The Eskimos; Oklahoma Honky Tonk Gal; Let the Big Wind Blow; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$12.95**

**CD 4652630 CHRISTMAS ON THE RANGE.** Collects 25 festive and swingin’ country tunes from many of your favorites, including Here Comes Santa Claus by Gene Autry; White Christmas by Ernest Tubb; Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer by Red Foley; Christmas Carol by the Old Country Band; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99

**$9.95**

**CD 3905950 JIMMY BUFFETT: Coconut Telegraph.** This CD collects nine songs from the “gulf and western” singer, including Coconut Telegraph; Island; It’s My Job; The Weather is Here, Wish You Were Here; You’re a Better Man Than I; O Boy; I Saw the Light; and many more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99

**$11.95**

**CD 4640829 ERNEST TUBB: The Complete US Hits 1941-62.** This 71-track collection comprises every Ernest Tubb record that featured in the U.S. country or pop charts over more than two decades, including hit duets with Red Foley and Merle Travis. A definitive snapshot of the hit career of one of country’s most beloved singers. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 3997072 TANYA TUCKER: My Turn.** From one of the greatest country music voices comes twelve tracks that make Wine; Me; Up; Lovesick Blues; Love; Gonna Live Here You; Crazy Arms; After The Fire Is Gone; Is Anybody Goin’ To San Antonio; I Love You A Thousand Ways; Big, Big Love; Walk Through the Shadow; I’ll Never Miss You; and Ramblin’ Fever. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $17.99

**$13.95**

**CD 3736462 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1961-1963.** Featuring hits from eight of Robbins’ albums, this 107 track, four-CD collection includes such tunes as A Little Sentimental; Hurt; To Each His Own; Unchained Melody; I’m in the Mood for Love; All the Way; In The Morning; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 4664639 THE JOHNNIE & JACK COLLECTION, 1945-62.** Comprises selected A & B sides on the Apollo, RCA & Decca labels during the years 1945-1962 including: Long, Long Ago; You’ve Got to Go; She Went With a Smile; Smut; Poison Love; Gone and Done It Again; Private Property; Cryin’ Heart Blues; and more. Twenty-six tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$12.95**

**CD 5878002 HANK SNOW: We’ll Never Say Goodbye from the Montreal sessions, recorded between 1937 and 1948, here are 22 tracks from the yodeling country great. My San Antonio Mama; The Hobo’s Last Ride; Lonesome Blue Yodel; Was There Ever A Pal Like You; You’re a Little Lil; Someone Else’s Joe; I’ll Never Care; We’ll Never Say Goodbye; and more. Acrobat.

**$4.95**

**CD 3849082 TOWNES VAN ZANDT/DELTA MMM BLUES.** Collects 10 tracks from this country-blues performer including FFY; Only Him or Me; Tower Song; Come Tomorrow; Where I Lead Me; Make; Noltnin; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99

**$9.95**

**CD 3987256 SUE FOLEY: The Ice Queen.** Features twelve tracks from Canadian blues singer and guitarist including Come to Me; Run; The Lucky Ones; Gals; Death of a Dream; Cannonball Blues; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Sony Music. Pub. at $15.99

**$11.95**

**CD 295978X EMMYLOU HARRIS & SPYBOY: Bottom Line, New York 1998.** The ensemble at New York’s legendary Bottom Line club, a gig that was recorded for live FM broadcast. This CD collects 18 tracks, including Wrecking Ball; Pancho and Lefty; Two More Bottles of Wine; Born to Run; Little 215 Waters; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**CD 3889181 DON WILLIAMS: The Journey.** The 14 tracks collected here span over 30 years of songwriting. Songs include Leaving for the Flattlands; I Need You Now; Oh Misery; Fly Away; Running in the Waters; Property; Cryin’ Heart Blues; and many more. MRW Bros. Records. Pub. at $13.99

**$9.95**

**CD 388939X LESTER FLATT & EARL SCRUGGS AND THE STANLEY BROTHERS: Selected Sides 1947-1953.** This four-CD set collects 94 tracks from this time period. Songs from The Stanley Brothers include Molly and Tenbrooks; The Rambler’s Blues; The Girl Behind and some of the tracks showcased from Flatt & Scruggs are God Loves His Children; I’m Going to Make Heaven Run; We’ll Go Again Sweetheart; Baby Blue Eyes; JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**$21.95**

**CD 3905851 THE BEST OF HANK WILLIAMS, JR: 20th Century Masters.** This CD collects 12 songs from the country music icon, including Long Gone Lonesome Blues; I Saw the Shadow in the Shadows; Living Proof; I’ll Think of Something; Elvis Presley tribute; and many more. UMG Recordings.

**$6.95**

**CD 3960927 JOHN PRINE: New York, 1978.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Bottom Line, New York, in July of 1978 come three tracks. Songs from The Stanley Brothers include Molly and Tenbrooks; Illegal Smile; There She Goes; Chinatown; Paradise; Treat me Nice; and more. Two CDs. HOBQQ. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 465305X THE PEE WEE KING COLLECTION 1948-58.** This 80 track, three-CD set includes all of the artist’s releases on the Bullet and RCA labels during this era. Songs include, Slow Poke; Tennessee Waltz; Tennessee Polka; Goin’ Back Home; Bonaparte’s Retreat; Silver; and Gold; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 22820102 ROY ACUFF: The Early Albums Collection.** This four CD set comprising 113 tracks feature ten of Acuff’s early albums including Old Time Barn Dance; Songs of the Smoky Mountains; Favorite Hymns; The Great Speckled Bird; Once More–It’s Roy Acuff; That Glory Bound Train; King of Country Music; The World Is His Stage; Star of the Grand Ole Opry; and many more. Enlightened.

**SOLD OUT**
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**CD 3840905** MISSISSIPPI HILLBILLIES. In the Golden Age of sound recordings (1920s-1930s) brilliant rural musicians and storytellers had to enjoy for the very first time these 94 tracks contain a snapshot of their inspiring musical styles and are performed entirely by Mississippi musicians who include the Nations Brothers, Ray Brothers, Leake County Revelers, and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $21.99

**CD 3792358** JANIE FRICKE-IT AIN'T EASY: The Complete Hits. Featuring forty-one tracks from this country music star these 2 CDs include: What're You Doing Tonight; Let's Try Again; Do Me With Love; He's a Heartache (Looking for a Place to Happen); Tell Me a Lie; Are You Satisfied; and more. Seventeen tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $13.95

**CD 6992307** WILLIE NELSON: At the Boarding House. Nelson performed a dynamic show at San Francisco's Boarding House on June 7, 1975. A show consisting of tunes from his recent albums, plus a number of well-chosen covers. Songs include Shotgun Willie; Funny How Time Slips; I Love You; God's Country; and Me and Priscilla; and more. New West Records. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3757366** ERIC JOHNSON: Live from Austin, TX. Fasten your seatbelts for an extraordinary ride with this live performance, recorded on December 14, 1988. Thirteen tracks, including I'm Gonna Live as I Please; Confusion; Steve's Boogie; Trail of Tears; and more. New West Records. Pub. at $14.99 $13.95

**CD 3754022** THE WILBURN BROTHERS COLLECTION. 1954-62. This 59-track, two-CD set comprises most of their A & B sides for Decca during this era, plus selected titles from their albums, Teddy and Doyle; Side by Side; Livin' in Color; The Wilburn Brothers; and more. City Limits. Includes Top 10 hits, such as Away/Crazy Night Life; and more. Seventeen tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $13.95

**CD 3957953** THE MERLE TRAVIS SINGLES COLLECTION 1946-66. Eighty-four track. 3 CD set, comprising most of Travis' Capitol A & B sides from the '40s & '50s. Songs include No Vacancy; Cincinnati Lou; Sweet Temptation; That's All; and many more. Crockett. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3959511** BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS: Riding Your Way. Recordings from 1946 and 1947 represent Bob Wills' lost transplant to Southern Music. This two-CD set captures over 50 vintage performances including Put Another Chair at the Table; I Can't Begin To Tell You; Yellow Rose of Texas; Travellers Blues; Goodnight Little Sweetheart; Lovin' Letters in the Sand; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**CD 391979X** STEVE EARLE AND THE DUKES: The Hard Way. Thirteen tracks from the country rock band, including The Other Kind; Promise You Anything; Esmeralda's Hollywood; Billy Austin; Close Your Eyes; Country Girl; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

**CD 3914607** ROY DRUSKY: The Singles & Album's Collection 1955-62. Two CD set, capturing Drusky's A and B sides for the Columbia and Decca labels during this time period. Songs include Alone With You; Country Girl; Anytime; I'd Rather Loan You; Another Time I'd Be There; Come On Back and Love Me; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5760704** THE BOB WILLIS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS COLLECTION 1935-50. A collection of Swing style of the 1930s and 40s, Bob Willis' distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of recordings including more than 20 top country hits from the period. New San Antonio Rose; Sweet On You; Sugarman; and more. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3937496** GEORGE JONES: Gold. Collects 48 tracks from one of Country music's greats: White Lightning; Fender Bender Years; Burn; Out of Control; Door; The Grand Tour; He Stopped Loving Her Today; I'm a Survivor; What My Woman Can't Do; and more. Three CDs. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 391858** THE BEST OF FREDDY FENDER: 20th Century Masters. Freddy could sing a grocery list and make your heart melt by doing so. This CD collects 12 songs, including Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Secret Love; I Love My Rancho Grande; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $6.95

**CD 3888694** LYNN ANDERSON: Live at the Renaissance Center. Anderson is captured here giving a sparkling performance at the Renaissance Center in Tennessee in August of 2004. Sixteen tracks, including Rose Garden; Cash on the Barrehead; When I Stop Dreaming; Running Wild; I Don't Believe You've Met My Mommie; and more. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**CD 3950336** THE AL DEXTER COLLECTION 1936-49: Al Dexter & His Troopers. This two CD, 54 track set from the country "Honky Tonk" star features such hits as Honky Tonk Blue; Car Hoppin' Mama; Bring It on Home to Me; Bar Hotel; Diddy Wah Diddy with a Blur; When We Go a Honky Tonk; I'll Wait For You; Dear Texas; Waltz Barrel Boogie; and much more from this twenty year period. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5923255** THE TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD COLLECTION 1949-61. Fifty-eight tracks bring together every A and B side that Ford released from his 1951 debut through 1962, featuring 30 pop and country hits that charted both in the U.S. and the UK: Mule Train; Shotgun Boogie; Sixteen Tons; The Ballad of Davy Crockett. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3950669** THE JIMMY WAKELEY COLLECTION 1940-53. Wakeley was one of the last of the “singing cowboys,” personalitites who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. This three-CD, 54 track set comprises A and B sides for the Columbia label, including Sing Me a Song; My Name (the Other has my Heart); I Love You So Much it Hurts; Slippin’ Around; and many more. Crockett. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2947040** DON GIBSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1952-62. The influential country singer and songwriter is at his best in this 58 track selection, bringing together such memorable favorites as I Can’t Stop Lovin’ You; Oh Lonesome Me; Sea of Heartbreak; and Blue Day, as well as many others. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
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- **3937666 BLUEGRASS 2020.** Collects ten great Bluegrass instrumentalists: Foggy Mountain Chimes; Five & Dime; Kentucky Mountain Yodeler; Pickaxe; Bluegrass Blues; Sunday Drive; Storm and Desire Valley Forge; Shenandoah Breakdown; Vanleer; and By Stealth. Packaged in a cardboard folder sleeve. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.95. [Link](#)

- **3888408 BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions.** Includes all of Bill Monroe’s recording sessions from 1950 and 1951, when the Bluegrass Boys represented bluegrass at its zenith and whose influence has lasted from their time to ours. This 14 CD, 181 track collection includes Bob Wills, Roy Acuff, Lefty Frizzell, Red Foley, the Delmore Brothers, the Carter Family, and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $249.99. [Link](#)

- **668079 ANITA CARTER: Ring of Fire.** The youngest of the Carter Sisters, Anita goes solo for 26 classic country tracks, recorded between 1962 and 1964: (Love’s) Ring of Fire; Fair and Tender Ladies; Satan’s Child; Fly Pretty Swallow; Voice of the Bayou; A few Short Years Ago; Running Back; No, My Love, No, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. [Link](#)

- **585338 MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME.** Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs inspired by great western adventures on the big and small screen: My Rifle, My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson; The Sons of Kate Elder by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by the Everly Brothers; The Lonely Little Blonde by Roy Rogers; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. [Link](#)

- **3874850 KRIS & RITA: Natural Act.** Eleven songs are collected from this talented duo, including Blue as I Do; Not Everyone Knows; I Fought the Law; Number One; Silver Satellite; Hoola Hoop, and more. PolyGram Records. [Link](#)

- **1947263 GENNETT OLD TIME MUSIC: Classic Country Recordings 1927-1934.** Venture back to a time when country’s sound was just being developed with this huge set of remastered classics. Four CDs and nearly 100 tracks bring together important contributions from pioneers like Fiddlin’ Doc Robert Johnson, Big Bill Broonzy, Leadbelly, Stoney Edwards, and others. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. [Link](#)

- **3866289 A TRIBUTE TO OUTLAW COUNTRY: Live from the Country Music Cruise.** Live from a Country Music cruise, these fourteen tracks are a tribute to Outlaw Country and include: Whiskey River; Crazy Love; The Yellow Rose of Texas; I Love You A Thousand Ways; If You’ve Got the Money (I’ve Got the Time); Hello, Good Morning; I’ll Still Alot You; Back Up; 100 Years From Now; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $24.99. [Link](#)

- **5942942 PRIZZELL-COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND: Selected Sides 1950-1959.** Head to the country for 100 selected sides by a king of country music, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Four CDs include vintage tunes like I Love You A Thousand Ways; If You’ve Got the Money (I’ve Got the Time); Cold Feet; Lost Love Blues; I’ve Been Away Too Long; I’ll Still Alot You; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. [Link](#)

- **2817551 JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters.** To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, the brothers took the control of creating their own label, and this box set highlights the first eight releases that appeared on Old Dominion during the ’70s. Includes four CDs with over 100 tracks, and a 16 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass icon. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $29.95. [Link](#)

- **397108 GARY FJELLAARD: Under Western Skies.** This Canadian singer/songwriter bridges the gaps between yesterday and today. Part folk, part country, these 12 tracks touch the heart. Titles include: On The Range; Queen Of Pines; How Far From Home; No End To This Road; I Wanna Go Back; Swing for the Fences; One Way Rider; I’m Gonna Make It After All; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $14.99. [Link](#)

- **91450X J & JAMIE DAILEY: Step Back in Time.** Collects 13 songs from the father and son duo, including Ashes of Love; White Oak on the Hill; It Was Only a Phase; I Lost You Love for Me; Meat; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99. [Link](#)

- **3887197 TOM DARBY & JIMMY TARTLON.** This duo’s songs and style influenced a generation. Eighty-eight songs are collected here, including Down in Florida on a Hog; Slow Wicked Blues; Pork Chops; Born in Hard Luck; Birmingham Town; Lonesome in the Black Jack Moonshine; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. [Link](#)

- **3872947 DALE ANN BRADLEY: Pocket Full of Keys.** Collects 12 songs from the bluegrass legend, including The Stranger; Till I Hear it From You; Pocket Full of Keys; Ain’t It Funny; Hard Times Road; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99. [Link](#)

- **3872955 DALE ANN BRADLEY: The Redbird River.** This collection compiles 10 poems from five-time Female Bluegrass Vocalist of the Year, including Hard Way Every Time; Pretty, Dark Hearted Emma Brown; The Redbird River; The Likes of You; Ripple; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99. [Link](#)

- **3868834 DALE ANN BRADLEY.** Eleven tracks from this American Bluegrass performer include: Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine To Lose; Over The Mountains Of Blackberry Summer; This is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Me. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99. [Link](#)

- **4654579 BOBBY BARE SONGS SHELD SILVERSTEIN PLUS.** This Bear family collection gathers more than 100 Bare recordings of Silverstein songs, including 25 previously unissued tracks. Six albums appear intact. Among Silverstein’s wry sagas about winners, losers, and lonely all-night cafes, you’ll discover charming country ballads. This collection’s set also includes 137 CDs, with 127 page hardcover illustrated volume. Boxed, Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $249.99. [Link](#)

- **3905994 THE RUSTY DRAPER COLLECTION 1939-82.** This 60 track, two CD set compiles A & B sides of Bluebird with the Sons of the Ozarks, for Coast with Rusty Draper & The Dreamers, for Cavalier with Ozark Red, and solo recordings for Mercury. Songs include: Knock on Wood; I Love to Jump; Are You Satisfied; Devil of a Heart; Just Because; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. [Link](#)

- **3763048 THE BAKERSFIELD SOUND.** This boxed set is the first sprawling anthology of Bakersfield’s country music heritage. This collection gathers more than 100 tracks from across 1940s field recordings of migrants all the way through 1974. Includes Merle Haggard, Buck Owens, Bob Wills & The Texas Playboys, Bill Woods and many others. An accompanying hardcover volume with 222 pages includes hundreds of photos and profiles on 10 CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $249.99. [Link](#)

- **4653076 PHIL LEADBEATER AND THE ALL STARS OF BLUEGRASS: Swing for the Fences.** Collects ten songs any fan of the genre would want. Includes: No End To This Road; I Wanna Go Back; Swing for the Fences; One Way Rider; I’m Gonna Make It After All; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99. [Link](#)

- **908844 BILLY LARKIN: Country Masterworks.** Twenty tracks of the best from country and western vocalist Billy Larkin include: Sunshine Lady; Blue Light Lady; Come Jonny; Lonely Woman; Save Some Love; Takes Two; Never Never Never; Love Me; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99. [Link](#)

- **3913988 DARYL MOSLEY: The Secret of Life.** Collects 11 songs from the bluegrass singer/songwriter, including A Few Years Ago; The Secret of Life; In a Country Storm; H-Bachet; Moving On; On the Range; Some Day I’ll Write to You; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99. [Link](#)

- **3881199 BRADLEY & ADAIR: Oh Darlin’.** Features ten tracks from this Bluegrass duo: Mommy Needs to Stay Home With Me; Send Me; Wicked Twisted Road; The Log Train; Singing Waterfall; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99. [Link](#)
**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD 3714969 BEST OF THE BEST OF THE DUOS.** Ten tracks from 3 country western duos, the Louvin Brothers, Johnnie & Jack, and York Brothers (including "I Don't Believe You've Met My Baby; Cryin' Heart Blues; River of Tears; My Baby's Gone; Kentucky;" and more. Highland Music. Published at $14.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3720446 COMMANDER CODY AND HIS REBELS. ARMS LIVE FROM ELECTRIC CITY.** From the live performance Electric City, Washington on September 8, 2018 come these eleven tracks including One of Those Nights; House of Blue Lights; Hello Jet Engine; Wine; Don't Let My Love Grow Cold; and more. Liberator Music. Published at $14.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3820580 EARS OF STONE: 1960s Folk, Country, Pop from the Nashville Indies.** A unique collection of ultra rare gems from the vaults! Twenty songs, including Think Twice by Buddy, Woody & Bertha; It's Another World by Bobby & Bergen; Too Much Too Soon; by Him & Her; Don't Ever Tell Me by Christopher Jordan; and more. T-Bird Records. **$3.95**

**CD 3778680 THE BEST OF THE MAVERICKS.** This full video collects five tracks from this outlaw country band: Q What a Trinket; What a Crying Shame; All You Ever Do Is Binge Me Down; Missing You; and Dance the Night Away. Universal Music. **$5.95**

**CD 7455121 WILLIE NELSON: Live at the US Festival 1983.** Fullscreen. Held over two weekendss in 1982 and 1983, the U.S. Festival brought together an exoception for technology and some of the greatest acts in rock. June 16th, "Country Day," and the headliner was none other than the legendary Willie Nelson, performing such classics as Whiskey River; Crazy; On the Road Again; Always on My Mind; and 19 others. His performance is captured here. **80 minutes. Shout! Factory. **$7.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6701310 THE GREAT JIM REEVES ANTHOLOGY.** Fullscreen. From humble beginnings in early 1950s East Texas to holding the Beatles off the top of the charts in 1964, this revised DVD anthology charts the progress of one of America's biggest musical achievements. Collects 30 TV performances by Gentleman Jim, including rare Grand Ole Opry appearances and more. 90 minutes. H&H Pub. at $13.95 **$9.95**  **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3915042 FREDDY FENDER LIVE.** Fullscreen. The Tex-Mex Freddy Fender as he wows the audience with fifteen sets at the riverside Casino in Laughlin, Nevada. Country, Rock 'N Roll and a dash of spice from south of the border proves to be a potent mix as Freddy turns out hit after hit. Includes 90 minutes. Pegasus Entertainment. **$4.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3803511 LEGENDS OF COUNTRY: Classic Hits of the 50s, 60s & 70s.** Country's stars perform classic country with 25 hit recordings, including: Hello, I Must Be Dreaming; In the Ghetto; Goodnight; Long Day's Journey Into Night; and more. 45 Tracks. Fullscreen. This collection is complemented by a bonus disc Volume 2, featuring: Country Boys; Country Roads; The South Is Beautiful; Country Fever; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. **$11.95 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 4567691 THELONIOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete Riverside Recordings.** For a brief, magical period in 1955-57, the legendary saxophonist Thelonius Monk and John Coltrane worked together every night as part of a quartet at the now-legendary Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the stunning music of this brief recording studio. Two CDs. Concord Music Group. **$5.95 **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 5812690 JOHNNY MATHIS, 1957-62: The Complete US Singles As & Bs.** Running from his 1957 debut through to 1962, this collection highlights the foundations of Mathis's monumental career, including classic hits like Wonderful Wonderful; Misty; Teacher Teacher; The Twelfth of Never; A Certain Smile; Someone; Chances Are; It's Not for Me to Say; Gina; and much more. Over 50 tracks, including: A Certain Smile; Someone; Chances Are; It's Not For Me To Say; Gina; and much more. **$7.95 **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 7553161 THE MILLS BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1931-52.** The Mills Brothers were one of the most important and influential vocal groups in 20th century music, bringing together gospel, doowop, jazz, and more. This 54-track set showcases their unmatched talent, ranging from their earliest recordings of 1931 to their final hit 10 top 10 in 1952. Two CDs. Acrobat Publishing. **$9.95 **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 385583X BRENDAAAA LEE: Music Legends.** Get an in-depth look at an icon of country music with a collection of fantastic live performances. Spanning her full storied career, this collection includes live renditions of Corinna Corinna; When I Get You Alone; I Want: I'll Fly Away; and much more. 47 minutes. One Media. **$4.95 **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 6771742 GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001.** The country icon brings all his hits to the stage with this CD/DVD combo. Spanning nearly 30 years, the 140-minute DVD features stars like I Get to Phoenix; Try a Little Kindness; True Grit; and more, plus 20 bonus tracks including duets with Waylon Newton, Anne Murray and others. The CD offers 22 live tracks, from Nashville to Hollywood to Cowboy to Gentle on My Mind. MVD Video. **$14.95 **SOLD OUT**
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**CD 3840662** BEST OF TOMMY DORSEY; 20 Songs. A nostalgic collection delivers 20 tracks including I'm Getting Sentimental Over You; Boogie Woogie; Moonlight in Vermont; In a Little Spanish Town; Silk Stockings; On the Sunny Side of the Street; Anchors Aweigh; Whistle Stop; Mood Indigo; I'm Getting Sentimental Over You; I'll Walk Alone; Louisiana; Someone to Watch Over Me; I Can't Give You Anything But Love; It's a Sin to Tell You; Rockin' Chair; I'll Be Seeing You; In a Little Spanish Town; Doll; and more. Delta Music. Pub. at $5.95

**CD 3840654** BEST OF ARTIE SHAW: 20 Songs. Features great old standards on 20 tracks including I'm Going to Live; Whistle Stop; I'm Getting Sentimental Over You; Bye Bye Blues; Struttin' Down Broadway; Easy Street; and more. Telarc. Pub. at $5.95

**CD 387477X** THE BEST OF BILLIE HOLIDAY: 20th Century Masters. Collects 12 songs, including Strange Fruit; Fine and Mellow; Lover Man; Don't Be That Way; Good Morning Heartache; and Bless the Child; and more. UMG Recordings. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 388899** PAUL DESMOND: The Complete Albums Collection 1953-1963. This wonderful four CD collection brings together the entire output of Desmond's quartet during this time period. The 62 tracks compiled include Over the Rainbow; Two of a Mind; Desmond Blue; I Jazzaellite; All the Things You Are; and many more. UMG Recordings. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 389267** CURTIS FULLENTON: Eight Classic Albums. This four CD set features music from the era during which this jazz artist was at his musical prime, and includes 47 tracks from eight albums including Seeing Red; Stormy Weather; Cashmere; A Lovely Way to Spend an Evening; In the Wee Small Hours of the Morning; and more. UMG Recordings. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 3797791** THE ESSENCE OF SWING. This two-CO set features 47 great recordings by many legendary musicians, such as Benny Goodman, Ella Fitzgerald, Duke Ellington, the Andrews Sisters, Artie Shaw, Jimmie Lunceford, Count Basie, Roy Milton, and many more. Delta Music. Pub. at $5.95

**CD 3888559** BENNY GOODMAN: 'Live' on the Coast. Collects 22 tracks of the big band's best including After You've Gone; Body and Soul; Slipped Disc; One O'Clock Jump; Swing a Little, Sing a Little; Stampin' at the Savoy; Room; Sweet Georgia Brown; and more. Star Line Productions. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3998509** BENNY GOODMAN: 'Live' Coast to Coast. Features twenty tracks of Benny Goodman's best including After You've Gone; Body and Soul; Slipped Disc; One O'Clock Jump; Swing a Little, Sing a Little; Stampin' at the Savoy; Room; Sweet Georgia Brown; and more. Star Line Productions. Pub. at $5.95

**CD 3998525** HARRY JAMES: 'Live' on the Coast. Collects 22 tracks of the big band's best including After You've Gone; Body and Soul; Slipped Disc; One O'Clock Jump; Swing a Little, Sing a Little; Stampin' at the Savoy; Room; Sweet Georgia Brown; and more. Star Line Productions. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3998287** BENNY CARTER: His Eight Finest Albums. Collecting eight albums, this 72 track, four CD set includes New Jazz Sounds (1955); Urbeane Jazz (1957); Giant Jazz (1958); Swingin' the 20's (1958); Aspects (1959); Sax Ala Carter (1960); Further Definitions (1961); and BBB (1963). Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4864280** BROTHER JACK MccOY TYNER: The Classic Album Collection 1960-1963. Collects eight classic albums: The Honeydripper; Goodnight, It's Time to Go; Screamin' 1962; Somethin' Slick; Brother Jack; McKuff; Brother Jack; the Jazz Workshop Live; Prelude; and Call! Fifty tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3957851** MILITARY CLASSICS. You'll strike up the band in this 15 track collection of the greatest military marches. Reach for your baton and listen to classics such as 633 Squadron; Ceremonial Occasion; Soldier's Chorus; Soldier's Farewell; Gael Force; Cwm Rhondda; Bring Him Home; Stout Hearted Men; Battle Hymn of the Republic; and more. Peggyfan Entertainment. Price: $8.95

**CD 2902563** DAVID BRUBECK QUARTET: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 02. These five albums recorded in 1958 are stand-out records for this Jazz group. Tracks include: Gone with the Wind; One Moment World Years; Someday My Prince Will Come; The Wright Grove; For All We Know; The Duke; Take the A-Train; Two Part Contention; I'm in a Dancing Mood; These Foolish Things; Drums Along the Thames; and St. Louis Blues. Two CDs. Moosic Records. Pub. at $21.95

**CD 4653084** PHILLY JOE JONES: Riverside & Atlantic. This set compiles eight classic albums: Westlake Bounce; The Music of John Graas; Blues for Dracula; Drum Around the World; Showcase; scenes from Joe's Beat; Together; Cookin' with the Miles Davis Quintet; and Kenny Drew Trio. Fifty-two tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3691780** WAYNE SHORTER: Early Albums. A Rare Groove. A true pioneer of jazz, this four-CO box set highlights the early, albeit crucial years of Shorter's solo career, both as a bandleader and as a contributor. Collects 59 tracks, including Blue in a La Boheme; In My Own Style; Scorn; Lady; Groovin' High; Moten Swing; Jody; Deluge; Black Diamond; and much more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2927659** VAUGHN MONROE'S GREATEST HITS. Forty-eight tracks illuminate the career of this popular mid-century trumpeter, bandleader, and baritone singer. Only his biggest hits could fit in this jam-packed set, taking listeners from 1940 through 1956 with numbers like There I'll Know!; Battlefield; Riders in the Sky; and Someday. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

---
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**CD 6938809 LIONEL HAMPTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1951-1958.** Features nine original albums on this CD set, including Lionel Hampton and His All-Stars with Milton Mezz Mezzrow; Crazy Horn; The Lionel Hampton Quartet; Happ; and Getz; Jam Session in Paris; Gene Krupa-Lionel Hampton-Trotsky; and Hampton's Big Four. Forty-three tracks in all. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**CD 3950409 THE GERRY MULLIGAN/CRET BAKER COLLECTION 1952-53.** This great 46 track, two CD set comprises most of the recordings Mulligan and Baker have made together during this time as part of Gerry Mulligan's quartet, initially comprising informal “live” recordings at The Haig Jazz Club in Los Angeles and at the house of recording engineer Phil Turetsky. Tracks include: Haig & Haig (Dinat); Bernie’s Tune; Lullaby of the Leaves; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3794485 JAZZ SCROLLS: The Classic Panorama Jazz Albums.** Collects the entirety of eight full albums including Frank Ricordi Sound; Lookin’ Ahead; At the Lighthouse; Tough Talk; Heat Wave; Jazz Waltz; Sound Barrier; HamBone; Consequences; Hoppin’; and More at Live Under the Sky. Yomiuri-Land Theatre East. Tokyo, Japan, in 1986. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Equinox. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


**CD 6793388 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Collaborations 1957-1963.** This collection brings together the very finest albums Coltrane recorded in collaboration with other jazz luminaries including Thelonious Monk, Duke Ellington, Milt Jackson, Red Garland and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs include Mating Call; Soutrane; On a Misty Night; You Leave Me Breathless; Dedicated to You; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5906765 THE CHARLIE BARNET COLLECTION 1946-50.** This 45 track, two CD set comprises recordings by The Charlie Barnet Orchestra released on Decca, Decca Apollo and Capitol Labels during the years 1946-1950. Songs include The New Redskin Rhumba; Cherokee; Atlantic Jump; At the Darktown Strutters Ball; Deep Purple; Charleston Alley and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3717372 HORACE PARLAN: The Classic Blue Note Collection.** This four CD set comprises Parlan's solo albums from the 1960s. Tracks include On the Spur of the Moment; Jam, Buck, Up and Down; Headin’ South; Speakin’ My Piece; Lady Bird; and many more. Fifty-three tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6711782 MILES DAVIS & BILL EVANS: Complete Studio & Live Masters.** During 1959 and 1962, two of the greatest luminaries in jazz history performed together in Miles Davis’ quintet and sextet. Collected here are all of their master takes, as well as their surviving live recordings together on three CDs. Over 30 tracks on 3 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $21.95

**CD 3822023 WEATHER REPORT: Tokyo 1978.** This radio broadcast was recorded on June 28, 1978 at Shinjuku Kosenkin Hall, Tokyo. Seven tracks are collected on two CDs, including Elegant People; A Remark You Made; Birdland; Noel; and many more. Equinox. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6807798 THE JIMMY DORSEY HITS COLLECTION 1935-57.** The ultimate collection of one of the most significant reed men in jazz history. Jimmy Dorsey's tracks encompassing many of his number one hits like Is It True What They Say About Dixie; Changing Partners, The Breeze and I, Amagolda, Green Eyes, My Sister and Mine, Lena, Blue Champagne, Tangorines, Besame Mucho, 5 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3753786 FRANK WESS: The Savory & Prestige Collection.** This four CD box set highlights some of Wess’s most notable work as bandleader, collaborator, and pioneering jazz flautist. The collection features eight albums: Flutes & Reeds; West; Sou’Wester; Opus in Jazz; The Revolution; Frank Wess Quartet, Southern Comfort; and Yo Ho! Poor You, Little Me. Forty-eight tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2959666 ARCHIE SHEPP: The Early Albums Collection.** This four CD set chronicles the early years of Shepp’s musical career, and his role as a pioneer of the early 1960s free-form movement. Collects 43 tracks, including Trio, Peace; When Will the Blues Leave; Love; Sound Barrier; Hambone; Consequences; Happin’, and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**CD 4652975** THE MACHITO COLLECTION 1941-52. Collects 40 tracks on two CDs, comprising studio recordings for the Decca, Roost, Mercury, Clef and Columbia labels as well as live broadcast performances. Songs include Intermezzo (Souvenir De Vienne); La Rumbantelita; Asia Minor; Jungle Drums; Manmbo Fortunado; and more. Acrobat. $12.95

**CD 3987123** JEFF HEALEY: Among Friends. Features 16 tracks from this Canadian folk and jazz artist including Would Do Anything for You; Bright Eyes; Lost; Star Dust; Where Are You?; Lighthouse Blues; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 3927327** THE BILLY MAY COLLECTION 1939-60. During the big band era, orchestral arrangers were among the most important elements of big band sound and Billy May was one of the most paragons of this coterie of master craftsmen, is celebrated in this massive collection. It offers some 100 tracks featuring Frank Sinatra, Peggy Lee, Nat King Cole, Glenn Miller, Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. $24.95

**CD 3994743** ART BLAKEY & THE JAZZ MESSMERS: The Best of the Columbia & RCA/Victor Years (1956-1959). Seventeen tracks collected on 2 CDs incorporate some of the best of this jazz ensemble: A Night in Tunisia; Minton; With Hal; Along Came Man; Cranky Spanky; The Sacrifice; Coubano Chant; Couldn’t It Be You? and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 6722369** CHICAGO: Down Home Blues. Presents 134 extraordinary performances from polka-era artists ranging from Windy City. Five CDs overview with rare and previously unreleased tracks, including multiple cuts from Billy Boy Arnold, Big Maceo, Dusty Brown, Leroy Frost, Pete Franklin, Howlin’ Wolf, Elmore James, and many more, while a detailed 87-page booklet explores each featured artist. Wiersenworld. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**CD 3945464** ELLA FITZGERALD: Swingin’ in the Starlight Hour. She was referred to as the First Lady of Song and the Queen of Jazz. You’ll see why with the ten songs collected here, including Moon Is Blue; Dry Martini; Skokiaan; Kiss, Crazy Baby; Chicken Hunchin’; No Greater Love; The Night Walkers) faced a situation not unlike many others in the wake of the Corona pandemic in March 2020: the loss of all upcoming gigs and audience. Felicite. $13.95

**CD 3937631** THE RALPH MARTERIE SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-62. Comprises 16 A & B sides from this trumpeter and bandleader from his Mercury and United Artists singles during the ’50s. Fifty five tracks on 2 CDs include I Only Have Eyes for You; Glue: Pawn; Iron: The Danger Zone; All Blues; Way Over Yonder; Sweet Low Sweet Chariot; Let It Be; and more. Jazzheads. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 3553701** THE RAY CONNIFF COLLECTION 1938-62. A veritable Renaissance man of big band music, this trombonist, bandleader, conductor, and arranger is featured in an incredible 113 tracks, comprising the first quarter-century of Conniff’s storied career from his recording debut in 1938 through to the early ’60s. On four CDs you’ll find his collaborations with Frankie Laine, Johnny Mathis, Peggy Lee, and much more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 3944361** THOMAS DAHL & COURT: Quilter. Features eight tracks from this jazz ensemble: Hermit; A Wall; Ballestrade; So and So; Dice; Rad 3130; Quietly and the Concession. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Lossen Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99

**CD 3886891** JOHNNY SUMMERS: Baker’s Dozen. An incredible tribute to Chet Baker from Summers is presented here with these tracks, including My Funny Valentine; Time After Time; Someone in Love; That Old Feeling; and more. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


**CD 3820572** DAVE BRUBECK: Legacy of a Legend. This two-CD, 21 track compilation was handpicked by Brubeck. It spans the generally recognized sources, from 1933 to 1973, this concert features Sonny playing with a band of old friends and new talents. Collects four tracks. Love Letters; Say, There Is No Greater Love; and Allie’s Theme. Equinox. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3887820** THE VERY BEST OF ACKER BILK. Known for his bowler hat and semi-clownish clarinet sound, Acker Bilk is a jazz musician unlike any other. Explore the top recordings of his career with these 50 tracks, including Stranger on the Shore; Fancy Pants; New Mambo Baby; So Near, So Far; and much more. Acrobat. $19.95 $14.95

**CD 3887308** AHMAD JAMAL AT THE PERSHING AND OTHER LIVE RECORDINGS 1958-59. This 57 track three-CD set compiles the remastered live recordings from the albums Ahmad Jamal Trio feat. Featuring the complete content of the albums At the Pershing: But Not for Me. At the Pershing; Vol. 2; Ahmad Jamal Trio Volume IV. Live at the Spolite Club; Jam at the Penthouse; his recordings in a one-of-a-kind Newport Jazz Festival. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 2996028** THOSE FABULOUS DORSEYS. Collectively and individually, the Dorsey Brothers were some of the biggest recording stars of the 1930s and ’40s. Their undeniable big band legacy is presented here on this massive three CD, 74 track collection. Tracks include Amalgam; I Hear a Rhapsody; Green Eyes; All of Me; Choo Choo Shoo; Am I Blue? and more. Dynamic. $29.95 $21.95

**CD 3866270** CONCERT IMPRESSIONS: The Stan Kenton Orchestra. These are eleven richly recorded treasures selected from 2004 and 2007 sessions at London’s Bush Hall Concert Hall, including Fringe Benefit; Artistry in Percussion; Chiapas; Malaga; Body and Soul; Inner Cresc and more. Tantara. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4646264** BOBBY WIENS: Talking Drums. What began as a camped-out Master’s recital during the ’19 pandemic turned into something far more valuable. Eight tracks include Springtime; Volumes; So Sorry; Please; A La Georgie; Doll of the Bride; Little Rascal on a Rock; Bill; So Near, So Far; and The Beehive. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 3950425** LOCKDOWN SESSIONS: The National Down Home Blues Recordings. Roger Wade (Little Roger & The Houserockers, The Night Walkers) faced a situation not unlike many others in the wake of the Corona pandemic in March 2020: the loss of all upcoming gigs and audience. Felicite. $13.95

**CD 3934361** THE ROADWARRIOR PRESENTS 134 extraordinary performances from bandmercury and United Artists singles during the ’50s. Fifty five tracks on 2 CDs include I Only Have Eyes for You; Glue: Pawn; Iron: The Danger Zone; All Blues; Way Over Yonder; Sweet Low Sweet Chariot; Let It Be; and more. Jazzheads. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 3938201** THE NATIONAL DOWN HOME BLUES RECORDINGS. Roger Wade (Little Roger & The Houserockers, The Night Walkers) faced a situation not unlike many others in the wake of the Corona pandemic in March 2020: the loss of all upcoming gigs and audience. Felicite. $13.95

**CD 3794563** THE FREDDY MARTIN BAND: Hits Collection 1933-36. This great collection comprises just about all Freddy Martin’s records which are listed and fact based. The generally recognized sources, from 1933 through 1953. Seventy-five tracks include Bless Your Heart; I Saw Stars; Be Still, My Heart; Reckless; Beside You; Moonlight in Manhattan; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**Jazz - Big Bands**

**CD 3691136 MUSIC TO FLY BY: Great Songs of Aviation**
16 tracks performed by the U.S. Air Force Band, including: "The Airplane Song" by John Philip Sousa; "Squadron Song" by Moore, Hall & Fitch; "The Copilot Song; Those Magnificent Men in their Flying Machines and Fly Me to the Moon by Burt Bacharach and his own composition Beneath My Wings. Pub. at $16.99

**★ DVD 2837471 THE JAZZ FROM U.N.C.L.E. LIVE IN CONCERT: The Summit Six Sextet**
A very special concert presented at the 50th anniversary celebration of the classic spy series featuring two tracks by Larry Henry, Jeff Silbar and more. Altissimo. Pub. at $16.99

**★ DVD 5760104 COUNT BASIE AT CARNegie HALL. One of jazz's greatest legends delivers a spectacular live show from Carnegie Hall with this televiewed performance. Includes the last features appearances by Sarah Vaughan, Tony Bennett, George Benson, and Joe Williams, and songs like "Sweet Georgia Brown; Fascinating Rhythm; O One O'Clock; and more. 120 minutes. More Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**Blu-ray 2974266 MAx RAABE & PALAST ORCHESTER.**
Wide-screen. Max Raabe and his Palast Orchester perform original hits and old favorites from the twenties and thirties at the Waldbuhne in Berlin. Selections include, "Abendrot," "Her Ober, Zwei Mokka;" "Vivend; Paddin'; Maderin' Home;" "Am Anf'Zehn Crack;; Fo' De Nummer;" "Mein Shoulder; Ein Freund; Ein Guter Freund; You're the Cream;" and more. In German subtitles. 115 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $25.99

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**★ DVD 5795729 SAM COOKE: The Complete Solo Singles As & Bs, 1957-62.**
Explore the solo output of a pioneer in soul music with nearly 60 tracks, representing 16 of his sides on his singles on Specialty, RCA and SAR labels. Includes You Send Me; Only Sixteen; Wonderful World; Chain Gang; Cupid; and more. 11 discs. Pub. at $19.99

**★ DVD 4652819 HEADIN' FOR THE CHRISTMAS BALL.**
Collects 31 swing and R&B Christmas crooners on one CD. Songs include "Jingle Bells" by Knuckle's O'Toole & the Brigadiers, "Christmas in New Orleans" by Louis Armstrong, "Silver Bells" by Lennox Anderson & His "Pops" Concert Orchestra. 1CD. Pub. at $11.99

**★ DVD 3778975 STANLEY TURRENTINE: The Classic Blue Note Collection.**
This four-CD set includes Turrentine's album as a leader—across the earliest part of his lengthy musical career. Eight classic albums are presented here Look Out!; Blue Hour; Comin' Your Way; Up at Minton's; Vol. 1 & Vol. 2. More. In Color and B&W. Pub. at $14.99

**★ DVD 4552881 FATS DOMINO: The Complete Hits, 1950-62.**
Relive the hits of a rock and R&B pioneer. Eighty-five tracks collect all of his chart entries in the U.S. pop and R&B charts between 1950 and 1962, with number one hits. Rediscover landmark favorites like "Blueberry Hill; Blue Monday; I Walkin'" and more. Three CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99

**★ DVD 5872634 CENTURY OF THE BLUES: The definitive Country Blues Vocalists' 100 track collection. A comprehensive collection starts in the birthplace of blues folklore, the Mississippi Delta, then spreads out across the south, exploring by electricized sounds of the renowned British jazz cornetist. Songs include There'll Be Some Changes Made; She's Funny That Way, Samba D'Orfeu; That's Where It's At.**

**★ DVD 4484088 FATS DOMINO: The Complete Hits, 1950-62.**
Relive the hits of a rock and R&B pioneer. Eighty-five tracks collect all of his chart entries in the U.S. pop and R&B charts between 1950 and 1962, with number one hits. Rediscover landmark favorites like "Blueberry Hill; Blue Monday; I Walkin'" and more. Three CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99

**★ DVD 6909818 SHAPES OF THINGS: The Best of the Yardbirds.**
A definitive collection of the Yardbirds' music, this two CD set collects 40 tracks, including "Shapes of Things"; "Over Under Sideways Down"; "Hearted You; Got to Hurry;" and many more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

**★ DVD 3887030 MOTOWN: The Early Years 1959-62.**
This 80 track, three-CD set comprises early singles on the Motown, Tamla, Gordy, Miracle and Divinity labels, and features over 30 chart entries, with early pop and R&B hits on those labels by Mary Johnson, The Miracles, Mary Wells, The Marvelettes, The Temptations, Marvin Gaye, and others. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.99
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- **3717518** THE TEXAS ALEXANDER COLLECTION 1927-51. Collects 66 songs on three CDs, comprising all the recordings Alexander made at various sessions in New York, Fort Worth and San Antonio, plus two titles made in 1951 on the Freedom label. Tracks include Levee Camp Moan Blues; Keepin’ the Home Scene; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **3771211** THE PAPA CHARLIE JACKSON COLLECTION 1924-34. One of the first country blues artists to emerge from the minstrel, vaudeville and medicine show circuit, Papa Charlie became a successful recording artist during the 1920s. This three CD set comprises almost all his recordings released on the Paramount, Vocalion and Okeh Labels during this era. Some titles are Sassy Dog Blues; Collie Pot Blues; Drop That Sack; and many, many more. Seventy-two tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **3918076** BETTY HARRIS: The Lost Soul Queen. Twenty-one tracks from the soul queen include Cry To Me; I Don’t Want To Hear It; The Trouble With My Lover; I’m Evil Tonight; Man; Lonely Hearts; Sometime; Bad Luck and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99

- **3887553** B.B. KING: Confessin’. Collects 40 original blues classics on two CDs, including 3 O’Clock Blues; Everyday I Have The Blues; Bad Case of Love; Sugar Mama; You Done Lost Your Good Care; Little by Little; and more. Not Now. Pub. at $14.99

- **2980797** THE BEST OF JAMES BROWN, VOLUME 2: The ‘70s. Collects ten songs from the Godfather of Soul, including, Get Up (I Feel Like Being a Sex Machine); Super Bad; Don’t Take No Mess; Get Up Offa That Thing; and more. JSP. Pub. at $11.95

- **3960757** THE CHARLES BROWN COLLECTION 1947-57. Fifty tracks. Two CD set contains some of Brown’s later recordings with Johnny Moore and Three Blazers on the Exclusive label where he was specifically credited on the record label. Includes New Orleans Blues; A Long Time; Honey, Keep Your Mind on Me; Tormented; Don’t Fool With My Heart and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

- **3720489** DOWN HOME BLUES: Detroit. This three CD set from Detroit blues masters from the post war period up to 1962 is complemented with a 48-page booklet on the Detroit blues researcher Mike Rowe. Eighty-two tracks by 21 different artists such as Martee Bradley, Eddie Burns, Bobo Jenkins, Little Sonny and more. The definitive collection of down home blues from the Motor City. Wienerworld. Pub. at $31.95

- **3886840** JAY WILLIE & JAMES MONTGOMERY: Cadillac Walk. Collects 10 tracks from this pair of blues legends, including Three Cool Cats; Cadillac Walk; Neighbor; Neighbor; Mean Town Blues; Deedle Blues; and more. JSP. Pub. at $16.99

- **3889993** AMOUR: Colin Linden & Luther Dickinson. Collects ten tracks from the Blues Brothers duo including Careless Love; Don’t Let Go; Honest I Do; Crazy Arms and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stone Records. Pub. at $18.95

- **3945774** ROB TOGNOZI: Catfish Cake. Collects 12 tracks from Australian blues musician, including New Set of Rays; Dealin’ at the Crossroads; Captain Magic; She Waited; Outback; Full Recovery; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99

- **3914429** FENTON ROBINSON: On the Road. Compiled from recordings collected on this CD were recorded from two shows—Burley Blues Festival, 1989 and Eauxclaiennes Festival, 1992. Songs include You Don’t Know What Love Is; I Had a True Love (Stormy Monday); Going to Chicago; and more. JSP. Pub. at $18.99

- **4652711** EDDIE FLOYD: Knock on Wood. Collects nine songs from the American soul-R&B singer, including California Girl; Knock on Wood; Bring Rome Home to Me; Raise Your Hand; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

- **4648110** KIM WILSON: Take Me Back! Collects sixteen tracks from the blues musician featuring You’ve Been Golfing; Fine Little Woman; Slow Down; The Last Time; Take Me Back to My Room; Rumble; and more. Red Lightnin’ Records. Pub. at $12.99

- **3918092** BROOK BENTON: Fools Rush In. Collects sixteen of Benton’s top hits including the title track and She Wasn’t Cooked; Many Ways; Kiddio; Lie to Me; Endlessly; The Same One; What a Kiss Won’t Do; Think Twice; Rainy Night in Georgia and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99

- **3887855** THE VERY BEST OF BROOK BENTON. Benton’s rich, soulful sound permeates 50 essential classics: Rainy Night in Georgia; Baby (You’ve Got What I Take); It’s Just a Matter of Time; So Many Ways; Miami; Endlessly; The Same One; and many, many more. Two CDs. Not Now. Pub. at $16.95

- **3887744** PURE RAW BLUES: Buddy Guy & Junior Wells. Presents 40 outstanding classics from the dynamic blues duo, remastered on two CDs. Buddy Guy performs songs like First Time I met the Blues; That’s All Right; I’m a Man; Endless Love and more. Junior Wells offers Junior’s Will You Don’t. Two CDs. Not Now. Sold Out.

- **3775895** RICK JAMES: Icon. Get freaky with 12 classics that made James one of the best R&B artists. Includes Super Freak; Bustin’ Out; You and I; Mary Jane; Ebony Eyes; Smokey Robinson; Give It to Me Baby; Dance Wit’ Me; Cold Blooded; 17; Born Again; and Shes the One. Two CDs. Universal. Sold Out.

- **2980797** THE BEST OF JAMES BROWN, VOLUME 2: The ‘70s. Collects ten songs from the Godfather of Soul, including, Get Up (I Feel Like Being a Sex Machine); Super Bad; Don’t Take No Mess; Get Up Offa That Thing; and more. JSP. Sold Out.

- **6956130** THE STAPLE SINGERS COLLECTION 1952-82. This 3 CD anthology brings together just about all the records this celebrated group released on both singles and albums during these years. Fifty seven tracks include It Rained Children; Uncloudy Day; Let Me Be; I’ll Be With You Since He Lightened My Heavy Load; Sail Away; Downtown Revive Us Again; Somebody Saved Me; Day Is Passed and Gone; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

- **3786593** THE NAPPy BROWN: Singles Collection, 1954-62. Contains the A & B sides of Brown’s Savvy singles from the years between ‘54 and ‘62, including two titles recorded at the beginning of his recording career as a member of the Heavenly Lights gospel group. Fifty-two tracks include Jesus Said It; Just a Little Love; Two Faced Woman; Little and more. Two CDs. Not Now. Pub. at $14.99

- **3702766** DOWN HOME BLUES: Chicago, Volume 2. This 2 CD anthology presents five CDs with forty six different artists that capture the essence of Chicago Blues on 135 tracks. Includes No Money Down by Chuck Berry; I Got a Woman by B.B. King; A Five Dollar Bill by Stevie Ray Vaughan; and much more. Two CDs. Not Now. Pub. at $14.99

- **3702715** BILL DICEY: Fool in Love. Enjoy the cool sounds of Bill Dickey’s harmonica and vocals in the 9 tracks that includes Fool in Love; Whooopin’ and Hollerin’; America; Sleeping with the Devil; Too Poor to Die; Wheeling & Dealin’; Raining in My Heart; Limbini Gun; and Sail on Chicago. Records. Pub. at $18.99

- **3746909** THE BUTLER TWINS: Not Gonna Worry About Tomorrow. The 1995 complete sessions of classic electric downtown blues from Detroit blues legends. Twelve tracks, including, My Baby’s Crying Home; I Finally Found Me a Girl, Inner City Blues, Going Back to Chicago and much more. JSP. Sold Out.

---
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★ CD 3868958 PEPPERMINT HARRIS: Texas on My Mind. A byproduct of that genre of blues singer whose stylings bridged the gap between the country blues and R&B. Here are twelve tracks comprising his hits including Sinner’s Prayer; Cherry Red; Cadillac Funeral; I’m So Lonesome, Talk to Me. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 4648072 JAY GEILS PLAYS JAZZ! Twelve tracks performed by the guitarist and singer/songwriter include Wholly Cats; There Will Never Be Another You; I Don’t Know Enough about You; Honey Boy. Mission to Moscow; Red Gypsy and Straight Bluff. Record Plats. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3848973 LOUISIANA RED: Dead Stray Dog. Collects 12 tracks of blues, which include Louisiana Red; Baby; When It’s Cold Outside and more. New Jersey Women; Held Up In One Town; Bad Case of the Blues; Caught My Man and Gone; My Heart’s a Loser; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $9.95

★ DVD 2884432 JOHNNY WINTER WITH DR. JOHN: Live in Sweden 1987. Blues legend Johnny Winters is joined by the equally legendary Dr. John on Swedish TV. The performance includes Sound the Bell; I Don’t Take Advantage of My Mob Boogie; You Lie Too Much; Sugar Sweat; Love Life & Money; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and Prodigal Son. 59 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 3850862 BIG FISH BLUES. Reveals a genre and a host of incredible performances by a variety of blues greats, and through their personal stories, you’ll also learn about their journeys to success. So sit back, relax and let your hair down, and simply have some fun as you experience the “Blues way of life.” In celebration of that generation of blues singers whose stylings bridged the gap between the country music and R&B. Comes Santa Claus; Frosty the Snowman; Santa Baby; Deck the Halls; We Wish You a Merry Christmas and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99

★ DVD 3981966 BILL WYMAN’S RHYTHM KINGS: Let the Good Times Roll. This film captures Bill Wyman’s Rhythm Kings on the road, in the studio and onstage during their current European tour. Featuring a host of talented musicians, the Rhythm Kings perform some of the great hits of the year alongside original material. 149 minutes. Concert One. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ DVD 2959836 JIM REEVES: Gospel Favorites. Reeves was one of the biggest recording artists of the 1950s and ‘60s. This collection centers on his most beloved gospel offerings. Collects 29 tracks, including I’ll Fly Away; There Was Once a Royal; It Is Secret; How Long Is It Been; Oh, Gentle Shepherd; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3957004 BIG BAND CHRISTMAS. Two CDs celebrate the season and toast the New Year on 35 tracks. Swingin’ instrumental renditions of Christmas favorites are performed by a jazz horn section. Includes Here Comes Santa Claus; Frosty the Snowman; Deck the Halls; We Wish You a Merry Christmas; Winter Wonderland; Sleigh Ride; Jingle Bells; and many more. Somerset.

★ CD 3991008 CAROLS & HYMNS: 100 HITS. Collects 100 festive classics including Away in a Manger; Christmas Time Is Here; Winter Wonderland; The Holly and the Ivy; Little Drummer Boy; Abide with Me; Come Down, O Love Divine; All My Hope in God Is Founded; Once in Royal David’s City; Christmas Came; Emmanuel; O Holy Night; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $9.95

★ CD 3892777 FRANK SINATRA CHRISTMAS. Celebrate the Season with Frank Sinatra on this 11 track collection. Includes Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; Mistletoe and Holly; The Christmas Waltz; What ever Happened to Christmas; Jingle Bells, The Christmas Song; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Christmas Memories; and Silent Night. Capitol Records.

★ CD 3982769 CHRISTMAS WITH THE RAT PACK. The Rat Pack celebrates the holidays on 16 tracks of seasonal favorites. Davis Jr. rocks with his hits including Let’s Sing; Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow!; and I’ve Got to Keep Me Warm. Frank Sinatra croons these tunes Mistletoe and Holly; and The Christmas Waltz. Sammy Davis Jr. rocks with Jingle Bells and Christmas Time All Over the World and more. Capitol Records.

★ CD 3783235 BING CROSBY: White Christmas. Collects sixteen tracks of classic holiday music from this beloved performer including White Christmas; The Christmas Waltz; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; The Little Drummer Boy; Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas; Jingle Bell Rock; Silver Bells; Silent Night; and more. LaserLight. Pub. at $11.95 $2.95

★ CD 3775887 PEGGY LEE: Icon Christmas. The incomparable Peggy Lee, with her sultry voice, rings in the holiday season on this 11 track CD. Includes favorites such as: Do You Hear What I Hear?; O Come All Ye Faithful; It Came Upon a Midnight Clear; Hark the Herald Angels Sing; We Three Kings; Deck the Halls; Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas; We Wish You A Merry Christmas; I Want for Christmas; I Saw Mama Twistin’ with Santa Claus; An Angel for Christmas; and so many others. Gold Label. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

★ CD 3785847 BLINK BEFORE CHRISTMAS. Features thirty unusual rock Christmas tracks compiled by Little Victor—the mo j man—and remastered by Black Shack recordings. Tracks include White Christmas by James “Sugar Boy” Crawford; Santa Claus Boogie by The Voices; Cowbow Santa Claus by Bill Lacey; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 3792447 GREAT SONGS OF CHRISTMAS: Classic Carols and Pop Favorites. Twenty tracks of great holiday music are performed by a variety of artists. Performers include such songs as: O Come, All Ye Faithful by Percy Faith; God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen by Andre Previn; The Christmas Song by Johnny Mathis; Christmas Medley by Peter Nero; and many more. Capitol. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 4657160 CORKY HALE: Have Yourself a Jazzy Little Christmas. Collects 12 holiday favorites, including Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Silver Bells; Jingle Bells; Silent Night; Winter Wonderland and more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.99

★ CD 3744928 CHRISTMAS: Favorite Holiday Concerts celebrate this most joyous season with 18 tracks of beautiful Christmas music. Includes King Jesus hath a Garden; Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring; Angels from the Realms of Glory; The Lindern Tree Carol; There Shall a Star Come Out of Galilee; The First Noel; Joy to the World; O Holy Night; Hallelujah Chorus from Handel’s Messiah; and more. Naxos.

★ CD 3783277 ANNE MURRAY: My Christmas Favorites. Collects ten tracks of Christmas favorites from the country singer and features such holiday classics as: Winter Wonderland; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; We Three Kings; The Little Drummer Boy; White Christmas; Do You Hear What I Hear? O Come All Ye Faithful; It Came Upon a Midnight Clear and Silent Night. MCA Records. Pub. at $9.95

★ CD 3759241 TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. These forty tracks of classic Christmas carols feature music by The St. Paul’s Choir and St. John’s Choir; and songs performed by vocalists including Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, Peggy Lee, Pat Boone, Perry Como, Shirley Bassey and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95
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- **CD 3952349 STANLEY BLACK AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Christmas Holiday for Romance.** Beautiful holiday music for romantics is collected on this welcomed collection with songs including: Santa Natale; Cinderella (Stay in My Arms); Lullaby; White Christmas; Dreaming; Silent Night; Holy Night; and more. At $13.97

- **DVD 22176302 BING CROSBY’S WHITE CHRISTMAS AT A SHOW.** Produced by the USC for the shows, this concert film features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Lana Home, George Burns, Jimmy Stewart, Shirley MacLaine, and many others. 90 minutes. Masterprint. At $7.97

**Beads**

- **CD 3957083 ENCORE! The Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber.** Ignite your senses with the power and passion of contemporary stage favorites from such acclaimed musicals as The Phantom of the Opera; Jesus Christ Superstar; Evita; and Cats, as performed by the stars of London’s West End. Compiles 30 tracks on three CDs. Mood Entertainment. At $4.95

- **CD 6941095 PORGY AND BESS: An Original Sound Track Recording.** The original sound track recording of the film version of George Gershwin’s beautiful unique folk opera is complete on 19 tracks. Overture; Summertime; I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’; It Ain’t Necessarily So; and just some of the classic pieces. With powerful lyrics by DuBose Heyward and music by Porgy and Bess. Frenia. Band: Sonora. At $11.95

- **CD 3937122 TAP YOUR TROUBLES AWAY! The Words & Music of Jerry Herman.** Twenty-nine tracks include It’s Today by Karen Morrow; You I Like by Jason Collins; He’s Dolly/Mamie by Angela Lansbury; I Won’t Send Roses by Rita Moreno; Time Heals Everything by Bernadette Peters; and many more. Two CDs. LML Music. At $7.99

- **CD 3796582 SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN LINDA.** The original soundtrack from the classic motion picture starring Jane Powell and Howard Keel. Twelve tracks, including Wonderful, Wonderful, Day; Barn Dance; Spring, Spring, Spring; Bless Your Beautiful Hide; and CD. The Mancini Touch. At $3.95

**Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway**

- **CD 6940935 HENRY MANCINI: The Classic Soundtrack Collection 1958-1963.** Features eight complete film scores plus bonus cuts including A Few of My Favorite Things. The Music from Peter Gunn; Music from Mr. Lucky; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; Experiment in Terror; Hatari; The Pink Panther; and The Mancini Touch. Ninety-eight tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. At $11.95

- **CD 2348854 THE MARLENE DIETRICH COLLECTION 1930-62.** This two CD set comprises film, and “live” recordings from across her career, including the classics Falling in Love Again; Lili Marlene; Naughty Little Lark; Anything for Money; Time for Love; Too Did I Cut the Mustard; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; and more. Fifty-one tracks. Acerbat. At $4.95

- **CD 6992013 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: The Classic Soundtrack Collection.** With a total of over 50 full length film titles to his name, Alfred Hitchcock remains one of the most influential movie directors in cinema history. This four CD set includes 140 tracks, bringing together five original, full soundtrack albums for Hitchcock films, along with numerous themes for others of his classic creations. Enlightenment. At $14.99

- **CD 3961437 MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.** Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Twin Peaks; Flashdance; Dr. Zhivago: Breakfast at Tiffany’s; The Deer Hunter; The Godfather: Gone With The Wind; and many more. Thirty CDs. Acerbat. At $11.95

- **CD 3957128 MUSIC OF THE NIGHT.** Fifteen of the most romantic songs from Andrew Lloyd Webber’s repertoire are celebrated in this enduring orchestral collection. Includes unforgettable anthems from all of the most renowned shows; The Phantom of the Opera; Evita; Cats; Jesus Christ Superstar; Sunset Boulevard and more. Mood. At $4.95

- **CD 3866626 THE GREATEST BROADWAY HITS: Essential Collection.** The classic hits, features 24 tracks on three CDs of songs from some of the greatest Broadway hits sung by the original artists including: Oh What a Beautiful Mornin’ from Oklahoma; Almost Like Being in Love from My Fair Lady; Brigadoon; You’re the Top from Babes in Arms; Kismet; and so much more. Dynamic. At $29.99

- **CD 3957085 MATRIX RELOADED: The Album.** A must-have for any fan of the Matrix movie franchise. Nineteen tracks from Linkin Park, Marilyn Manson, Rob Zombie, Dave Matthews Band, Don Davis, Deftones, and more. Two CDs. Maverick. At $3.95

- **CD 3797805 MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.** Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Twin Peaks; Flashdance; Dr. Zhivago: Breakfast at Tiffany’s; The Deer Hunter; The Godfather: Gone With The Wind; and many more. Thirty CDs. Acerbat. At $11.95

- **CD 3958456 ANN-MARGRET: The Definitive Collection.** Two CDs collect all the essentials from this cherished star of movies and music. Thirty tracks include Teach Me Tonight; It’s Impossible; Send For Me; I Know How to Handle A Man; Kiss Bang Bang; and more. Real Gone Music. At $21.99

- **CD 3950433 MONSTROUS MOVIE MUSIC.** The Habbo Symphony Orchestra of Copenhagen performs the soundtracks from some of the greatest movies: The Mole People (1956); Them (1954); It Came from Outer Space (1953), and It Came from Beneath the Sea (1955). Thirty-eight tracks. Music of the World. At $19.99

- **CD 3822410 THE JAMES DEAN STORY.** Before the tears were over, Dean received a posthumous Academy Award and had been the subject of two bizarre documentaries, both called The James Dean Story. The soundtracks to both are gathered together here. Forty-five tracks featuring music from including Theme from East of Eden; The Ballad of James Dean; Return Home; Jimmy; and more. Righteous. At $5.95

- **CD 3796585 THE BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN.** The D’Oyly Carte Opera Company & Glyndebourne Festival Opera perform the best of Gilbert & Sullivan featuring favorites from Trial by Jury; The Sorcerer; The Pirates of Penzance; H.M.S. Pinafore; Trial by Jury; The Mikado; The Yeomen of the Guard; and The Gondoliers. Three CDs. Includes a bonus DVD of live performances of their greatest hits. H&M. At $24.99

- **CD 3955376 SCIENCE FICTION’S FINEST, VOLUME ONE.** Set your CD player for two hours of cosmic fantasy and space travel. Some of the genre’s most well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone; Star Trek; Buckaroo Bonzai; Avatar; The Terminator; Dune; Fringe; Star Wars; The Clone Wars; Tron; Stargate: SG-1; Futurama; Red Dwarf; Doctor Who; and more. BSX Records. At $11.99
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**CD 3794601 GOLDEN VOICES FROM THE SILVER SCREEN: Hollywood Singers.** A collection of 75 tracks from the greatest musicals: From classic film scores to music from the movies, all performed by the original artists including Hoey for Hollywood by Francis Langford, Blue Skies by Bing Crosby, Just One of Those Things by Ginny Sim: We're in the Money by Ginger Rogers; and much more. Delos. Pub. at $29.99 **$17.95**

**CD 3794588 COLE PORTER: Easy to Love.** Whether contributing to Broadway stage musical productions or providing songs for movies, Cole Porter’s compositions continue to provide pure enjoyment to millions. This two CD set collected 40 tracks sung by performers such as Frank Sinatra and Ethel Merman that include: Just One of Those Things; Don’t Fence Me In; Easy to Love; and more. Start. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3945669 MAX VON ESSEN: Call Me Old Fashioned–The Broadway Standard.** This Tony nominated leading man is joined by Grammy winning composer and famed musical director, Billy Stritch, breathing new life into thirteen classic songs, including I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; Fly Me to the Moon; Show Me; Seventeen tracks on 3 CDs. Mosaic. Pub. at $59.95 **$46.95**

**CD 4652789 GENEVIEVE: Songs from “Can-Can” and More.** This is the first ever CD of Genevieve’s recordings. Twenty-eight tracks, including I Love Paris; Pigalle; All on Our Own; Heart of the City; Can-Can; Cherie, Cherie; I’m Never Gonna Kiss You; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 **$9.95**

**CD 4648064 STEVE ROSS—I REMEMBER HIM WELL: The Songs of Alan Jay Lerner.** This selection of twenty two tunes from the scores of these shows features I’m on My Way from Paint Your Wagon; I Never Met a Rose from Little Prince; My Last Love from What’s Up?; With a Little Bit of Luck from My Fair Lady; Another Time, Another Place from Brigadoon and more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.95 **$5.95**

**CD 3796590 SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN.** The original soundtrack from the classic motion picture, starring Gene Kelly, Donald O’Connor and Debbie Reynolds. Eleven tracks, including Singin’ in the Rain; You’re My Lucky Star; Fill a Fiddle (And Ready for Love); Beautiful Girl; and many more. LML Music. Pub. at $10.99 **$7.95**

**CD 3847896 LADY AND THE TRAMP.** Collects 22 songs from the Disney movie classic, including Peace on Earth; It Has a Ribbon/Lady to Bed/A Few Mornings Later; Sundays/The Rain Morning Paper; Countdown to 60; Lady and the Tramp; and many more. Walt Disney. Pub. at $5.95 **$4.55**

**CD 5861005 UNFORGETTABLE MOVIE THEMES.** Feel the action, passion, and emotion of your favorite films with timeless classical compositions that graced their soundtrack. Features pieces by Bizet, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Mozart, Bach and others, drawn from films like There’s Something About Mary; Misery; The Spy Who Loved Me; The King’s Fanfare; The Harbour of Baghdad; Just as I Used to Say; Not too Long; Heaven; Fortune; and many more. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $15.99 **$10.99**

**CD 4467809 WILD WEST HEROES.** Rounds up 15 huge Western themes, including The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly; The Big Country; The Magnificent Seven; Dances with Wolves; Hang ‘Em High; A Fistful of Dollars; Two Mules for Sister Sara; Once upon a Time in the West; and many more. Delos. **$6.95**

**CD 6920411 MIKLOS ROZSA: Jungle Book/The Thief of Bagdad.** Conducted by Miklos Rozsa, eight tracks include The King’s Fanfare; The Harbour of Baghdad; The Isle of the Dead; Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini; Prelude No. 1; and many others. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $15.99 **$11.99**

**CD 3885186 LAWRENCE FERLINGHETTI: Pictures of the Gone World.** A wonderful collaboration between composer David Amram and the renowned poet. The poet’s words and the composer’s music that they sing directly from the paper captured including these works: Away Above a Fauna; L’Isle joyeuse; and many others. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $15.99 **$11.99**
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CD 3986140 THE HANDEL EXPERIENCE. This two CD collection presents a royal sampling from the King of Baroque. Includes selections from Water Music (Allegro, Andante, Air, Minuet in F; Bourree, Rigaudon, Hompe in G); Music for the Royal Fireworks (Overture, Part I, II, III); La Rejouissance, Minuettes, & Aria from Messiah (Ev'ry Valley, For Unto Us a Child is Born, Hallelujah Chorus); and much more. Warner Music. Published at $19.99.  **SOLD OUT**

CD 3985434 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION. Sit back, close your eyes, relax and indulge in the incredible selections on this two CD collection such as Pachelbel's Canon in D major; Chopin's Piano Concerto No.1 in E minor, Op.11 (II; Romance); Mozart's Piano Concerto No.21 in C major. Each CD presents the works of an array of composers such as Bach, Faure, Chopin, Satie, Gershwin, Dvorak, Bernstein, and many others. EMI Classics. Published at $12.99.  **SOLD OUT**

CD 4567764 THE SCHUBERT EXPERIENCE. Two CDs. Features music from Schubert's life including many of his best-known songs. Features arias from Der Fliegende Holländer; Eine kleine Nachtmusik, D813; Ave Maria! Jungfrau Vorzüglich from A Minor, Op.15; and much more. Warner Classics. Published at $19.99.  **SOLD OUT**

CD 3986424 THE TCHAIKOVSKY EXPERIENCE. Presents the soaring melodies and musical passion of Tchaikovsky in this two CD collection. Includes selections from Symphony No.1 (Winter Daydreams); Symphony No.4 (Scherez); 1820 Overture; Romeo and Juliet (excerpt); Eugene Onegin (Polonaise); Swan Lake (Waltz; Pais de quatre; Scene), Symphony No.6 (Pathetique); and much more. Warner Classics. Published at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

CD 4567780 VERDI: Rigoletto. Featuring Sherrill Milnes as Rigoletto; Beverly Sills as Gilda; Samuel Ramey as Sparafucile; Mignon Dunn as Maddalena; and Ann Murray as Giorgianna. Accompanied by the Philharmonia Orchestra, and John McCarthy Chorus Master. EMI Records Limited. Published at $16.99.  **SOLD OUT**

CD 3964239 THE BEST OF ROSSINI. This two CD compilation is made up of a good cross section of Rossini's work with selections from some of his best known operas The Barber of Seville; The Thieving Magistrate; and many others. Also includes Petite Messe Solennelle and Stabat Mater. Also includes a few selections from his Sins of old age. EMI Classics. Published at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3964221 THE RUSSIAN EXPERIENCE. Presents the best of Russian Folk Dances and Polovtsian Dances; and Stepanov’s Dance from The Season Autumn; and many others. Warner Music. Published at $18.99. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3964259 VOICES OF RUSSIAN OPERA. Featuring composers whose names are synonymous with Russian opera, including Borodin, Mussorgsky, Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich, and Prokofiev, this collection showcases the breadth and variety of Russian opera at its best. Features recordings by both Russian and non-Russian vocalists. 5 CDs. EMI Records Limited. Published at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3964256 TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812. Overture. Presents Tchaikovsky's great masterpieces. Includes Romeo and Juliet (Fantasy Overture); None But the Lonely Heart; Concerto Italiano; Op.45; Lanskys & and Eugene Onegin; and 1812 Overture, Op.49. Featuring Placido Domingo. EMI Classics. Published at $4.95. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3964175 THE MOZART EXPERIENCE. Two CDs present the sheer musical genius of Mozart. Includes selections from Le nozze di Figaro (Overture); Piano Concerto (Elvira Madigan); Piano Sonata in A minor; String Quartet No.23; Piano Concerto No.20; Piano Sonata in A major; Ave verum corpus; 3 Masses; and more. Warner Music. Published at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**


CD 3964124 THE FRENCH EXPERIENCE. Spend hours listening to samplings of French sparkle and wit in this two CD collection. Includes Faure’s Elegie; Offenbach’s Gaite Parisienne; Ravel’s Miroirs; Dukas’ L’apprenti Sorcier; Schumann’s Capriccio Italien, Op.70; Massenet’s Werther; Couperin’s Les Baricades Mistereuses; Debussy’s Clair de Lune; and others. Warner Music. Published at $14.99. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3952077 THE MARIO LANZA COLLECTION. Her voices of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-too-brief career, including many of his best-known songs, from movies, as well as most of the A and B sides of his singles for RCA. Four CDs. Published at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3937275 MY PLAYLIST FOR GARDENING. These cultivated classical pieces are the perfect accompaniment to working amid the flowers and foliage. Hear the sun rise in Grieg’s Morning Mood from Peer Gynt; watch the sparkling Fountain Dance with Elgar and shelter from the rain with Debussy. These and other works will bring you gardening joy. Naxos. Published at $19.99. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3937227 MY PLAYLIST FOR PAINTING. This playlist of inspirational and relaxing classical works provides the perfect background to time spent drawing and painting. From the iconic first notes of Promenade from Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition, these works spark a multitude of hues and tones’ from Higdon’s Pale Yellow to Bliss’ Purple and many other inspiring works. Naxos. Published at $19.99. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3936284 THE WAGNER OPERA EXPERIENCE. Presents the powerful and romantic music of Richard Wagner in this two CD collection. Each opera includes some selected music. Experience Tannhauser; The Flying Dutchman; Lohengrin; Tristan und Isolda; Die Meistersinger; Götterdämmerung; and Die Walküre. Naxos. Published at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

CD 395904X THE MERRY WIDOW. Remastered recording from 1962. The Merry Widow stars Lisa Delta Casa and is sung beautifully in English. Additionally, Franz Lehar’s gorgeous score helps it retain its timeless appeal. Collect 12 tracks from the acclimated opera and includes two bonus tracks, Ave Maria and Ave Maria! J. S. Milne, Sepia. Published at $13.99. **SOLD OUT**
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**Blu-ray 466650X**

ALICE IN WONDERLAND. Widescreen. Korean composer Unsuk Chin wrote this opera based on the famous and fascinating fantasy novel by Lewis Carroll. Achim Freyer’s direction and designs brilliantly capture the spirit of the story and the music, while a team of singers positively shines. Conducted by Kent Nagano. 123 minutes. EuroArts. $7.95

**Blu-ray 2974228 LA BOHEME: Giacomo Puccini.** Widescreen. This new version of La Bohème superimposes the modern over the traditional. With Diego Torre as Rodolfo, Vasilij Lajic as Marcel, Maria Khachatrian as Musetta, and Jennifer Rowley as Mimi, Eindiv Gulberg Jensen conducts the Norwegian National Opera Orchestra. In Italian with English subtitles. 127 minutes. EuroArts. Blu-ray: $33.99 DVD: $39.95

**Blu-ray 4666518 ANTONIN DVO RAK: Rusalka.** Widescreen. Antonin Dvorak’s last opera draws its substance from the underwater world of little mermaids, Undines and Melusines: Rusalka, a water nymph, wishes to become human in order to be loved by the young prince. Adam Fisher and Stefan Herheim masterfully present this ‘lyric fairytale’ at La Monnaie. March 2012. 152 minutes. EuroArts. Blu-ray: $34.95 DVD: $39.95

**Blu-ray 2974320 RICHARD STRAUSS: Der Rosenkvaller.** Widescreen. This most successful opera of Richard Strauss is a story of love, lust and human frailty. With Cheryl Baecker as The Tragical Lady, Catherine Carby as Count Octavian Roftano, Mantled Hemm as Baron Ochs Auf Lerchenau, and Emma Pearson as Sophie Von Faninal. Andrew Litton conducts the Australian Opera and Ballet Orchestra. In German with English subtitles. Over three hours. Arthaus Musik. $65.95

**Blu-ray 2974304 RICHARD STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra, Till Eulenspiegel, Macbeth.** Widescreen. Andris Nelsons conducts the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra in an all Richard Strauss program. Selections include Also sprach Zarathustra, Op.30; Eulenspiegel’s Deryaenadig; Das Gabinett; an den Freud und Leidenschaften; Von der Wissenschaft: Das Tanzlied; Macbeth Op.23; Till Eulenspiegel lustige Streiche Op. 28; and more. 80 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $41.99. Blu-ray: $5.95 DVD: $7.95

**Blu-ray 3810674 GEORGE FRIEDRIC HANDEL: Admeto.** Widescreen. Axel Kohler has brought Admeto into the modern era in timeless style by the skillful application of imaginative theatrical digressions. Kohler’s production at the Halle Opera renews a work that encompasses comedy and almost absurd grotesquesness, coaching it in the convincing metaphor of a modern hospital. In German with English subtitles. Over three hours. Arthaus Musik. $7.95

**Blu-ray 2974401 VERDI: Simon Boccanegra.** Widescreen. Presents a monumental production of Verdi’s overwhelming work. Daniele Callegari leads the Orchestra E Corpo Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. With Leo Nucci as Simon Boccanegra; Roberto Scandiuzzi as Simon Boccanegra; Roberto Scandiuzzi as Paolo Alibian; Tamar Iveri as Amelia; and Francesco Meli as Gabriele Adorno. In Italian with English subtitles. 137 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99. Blu-ray: $5.95 DVD: $7.95

**Blu-ray 2974398 VERDI: Oberto.** Widescreen. Presents an unforgettable performance of an early work by Verdi. Antoreno Allemandi leads the Orchestra Del Teatro alla Scala di Milano. With Riccardo Penta Shield as Count D’Elboio; Elisabeth Fuchs as Cuniza; Piaf Sortori as Riccardo; Giovanni Battista Parodi as Oberto; and Francesca Sasso as Imelda. In Italian with English subtitles. 124 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99. Blu-ray: $5.95 DVD: $7.95

**Blu-ray 297438X VERDI: Il Corsaro.** Widescreen. This operatic masterpiece for its skirmishes between Christian pirates and the Ottoman Empire, the action centers on complex love affairs of all which end badly. Bruno Ribalet as Conrado, Irena Lunga as Medora, Silvia Dalla Benefici as Lucia Salsi and Alessandra Marciano conducts the Orchestra E Corpo Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. In Italian with English subtitles. 119 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99. Blu-ray: $7.95 DVD: $9.95

**Blu-ray 4666565 GIACOMO PUCCINI: La Fanciulla Del West.** Widescreen. Exactly 100 years after the first performance of the New York’s Metropolitan Opera, Stockholms Royal Opera House presents a brilliant modern-day interpretation of this rarely played opera with an outstanding cast. Singing the lead role is Nina Stemme. She is joined by the tenor John Lundgren and the Italianate tenor Aleksander Antonenko. 140 minutes. EuroArts. Blu-ray: $39.95 DVD: $34.99

**Blu-ray 4666559 MUSSORGSKY: Khovanshchina.** Widescreen. Dmitri Tcherenkov’s fascinating production emphasizes the timeless quality of this somber tale of intrigue and power struggles reminiscent of a Greek tragedy, reflecting Mussorgsky’s own manifest “The past in the present—this is my task.” Recorded live at the Nationaltheater, Munich, Germany, July 10 & 14, 2007. 174 minutes. EuroArts. Blu-ray: $7.95

**Blu-ray 4666542 HERBERT BLOMSTEDT: Bach Mass in B Minor/Beethoven Symphony No. 5.** Widescreen. Conductor Herbert Blomstedt pays homage to J.S. Bach and his city of Leipzig. In 2005 he bade farewell to Leipzig in his final official performance as the 18th Generalmusikdirektor with a Te Deum Mass in B Minor. In addition there is a recording of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5 performed by Blomstedt and the Gewandhaus Orchestra. Over three hours. EuroArts. $7.95

**Blu-ray 4666534 GARRICK OHLSSON: Chopin Piano Concertos Nos. 1 & 2.** Widescreen. Antunovic and Garrick Ohlsson of the Warsaw Philharmonic to play both of Chopin’s piano concertos. This concert is followed by the documentary film The Art of Chopin. If not only tells the story of his brief life, but also brings together some of the world’s greatest pianists playing excerpts from a collection of his best known works. Blu-ray: $10.95

**Blu-ray 4666593 GIUSEPPE VERDI: Falstaff.** Widescreen. This surprising and imaginative stage thought up by the Italian director Damiano Michieletto moves the action of Verdi’s late, great masterpiece into a special care home, the Casa Verdi. A place rich in memories of great masterpieces from a fictitious London to an old people’s home. Presented in an imaginative theatrical digression. Kohler’s has brought Falstaff into the modern era in timeless style by the skillful application of imaginative theatrical digressions. Kohler’s production at the Halle Opera renews a work that encompasses comedy and almost absurd grotesquesness, coaching it in the convincing metaphor of a modern hospital. In Italian with English subtitles. 125 minutes. EuroArts. Blu-ray: $9.95

**Blu-ray 4666526 CELEBRATING STRAUSS.** Widescreen. Brings into focus the greatest interpreters of Richard Strauss’ compositions. These jewels of music broadcasting have been salvaged from various archives and been made accessible for home viewing audiences uniting performances by the world’s greatest interpreters from legendary artists such as Irmgard Seefried, Hetha Toppert, Rita Streich and Elisabeth Schwarzkopf. 60 minutes. Medici. Blu-ray: $24.95

**Blu-ray 4666577 NOBUYUKI TSUJI AT WHITE NIGHTS.** Widescreen. The blind Japanese Nobuyuki Tsui is playing the piano for the first time ever under the Russian conductor Valery Gergiev at the Mariinsky Theatre in Saint Petersburg. He interprets works by the Russian composers Rachmaninov, Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov and Shostakovich, including Tchaikovsky’s famous Piano Concerto No. 1 and Shostakovich’s 14, 2007. Blu-ray: $9.95

**Blu-ray 3691837 MOZART: La Finta Giardiniera.** Widescreen. A stage performance of the Zurich Opera House, recorded live February, 2006, featuring Rudolf Schaschin, Eva Mei, Christoph Streli, Isabel Rey, Liliana Nikiteanu, Julia Kleiter, and Gabriel Bermudez. In Italian with English, German and French subtitles. It includes some of the world’s best musicians, three hours. TDK. Pub. at $39.99. Blu-ray: $3.95
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**Blu-ray**

**Classical - Opera**

**RICHARD STRAUSS: Ariadne auf Naxos.** Widescreen. Christoph von Dohnanyi conducts the Orchestra of the Zurich Opera House in Richard Strauss’ Ariadne auf Naxos. With Emily Magee as Ariadne/Primadonna; Elena Mosuc as Zerbinetta; Roberto Sacca as Tenor/Bacchus; Michael Volle as Konter Subscribe; and Annette Bregt as Konzertmeister. In German with English subtitles. 127 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $39.99

**CD**

**3749584 STRIKE UP THE BAND.** Presents on 10 tracks a collection of great American military band music brought to you by the finest musicians in the world. Includes Gershwin’s Strike Up the Band; performed by the US Army Band; Sousa’s The Fairest of the Fair; performed by the U.S. Navy Band and more. Shawnee.

**CD**

**3808169 THE BEACH BOYS: Summer Fun.** This 10-track vinyl collects the hits by the Beach Boys featuring: *Good Vibrations; Fun Fun Fun; Catch a Wave; Surfin’ U.S.A.; Little Deuce Coupe; In My Room; When I Grow Up, Ten Little Indians; and Don’t Worry Baby.* Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $7.95

**VINYL**

**3881652 THE RAT PACK.** This remastered vinyl collects 14 songs, including ‘I’ve Got You Under My Skin’ by Frank Sinatra; ‘Volare’ by Dean Martin; ‘Come Rain or Come Shine’ by Sammy Davis Jr. And ‘That a Kick in the Head by Martin; Three Coins in the Fountain by Sinatra; and more. MCPS. 12¼x12¼.

**VINYL**

**3875202 ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME LIVE, VOLUME 2.** Presents a wonderful collection of performances from music legends in this ten track vinyl album. Includes Whole Lot of Shakin’ Go On by Jerry Lee Lewis; Big River by Johnny Cash and the Rock Hall Jam Band; Green River by John Fogerty; and Friends. Let It Be by Paul McCartney and the Rock Hall Jam Band; and more. TIME LIFE. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $29.99

**VINYL**

**3898490 IGGY AND THE STOOGES: Ready to Die.** This 10-track vinyl album from the punk rock band includes Burn; Sex & Money; Job; Gun; Unfriendly World; Ready to Die; DDS; Dirty Deal; Beat That Guy; and The Departed. Fat Possum Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.99

**VINYL**

**3848965 JOHN LEE HOOKER, VOLUME 1: Alone.** This eight-track vinyl album contains some of the blues singer’s best: Miss You So; Jesse James; Dark Room; I’ll Never Get Over These Blues Alive; Boogie Chillum; When My First Wife Left Me; Boom Boom; and One Bourbon, One Scotch, One Beer. Fat Possum Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.99

**VINYL**

**3849554X BUDDY MOUNTAIN PICNICS.** Presents the Stones’ very best in this 14 track vinyl collection. Bear Mountain Picnic Masacre Blues.

**VINYL**

**3884775 AL GREEN: Greatest Hits.** This ten-track vinyl record collects Tired of Being Alone; Call Me; I’m Still in Love with You; Here I Am; Love and Happiness; Let’s Stay Together; I Can’t Get Next to You; You Ought to Be with Me; and Let’s Get Married. Fat Possum Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.99

**VINYL**

**3878282 BOB DYLAN: CONCERT: Brandeis University 1963.** Recorded live at the Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusetts on May 10, 1963. This vinyl collects seven songs: Honey, Just Allow Me One More Chance (Incomplete); Talkin’ John Birch Paranoid Blues; Ballad of Hollis Brown; Masters of War; Talkin’ World War III Blues; Bob Dylan’s Dream; and Talkin’ World War III Blues. Fat Possum Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.99

**VINYL**

**387666X THE ROLLING STONES: Early Hits.** Presents the Stones’ classic hits in this 11 track vinyl collector’s edition. Includes Time Is On My Side; Not Fade Away; I Wanna Be Your Man; If You Need Me; Around and Around; Can I Get a Witness; Route 66; Roll Me; Honest I Don’t; and Maloney’s March. Fat Possum Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $11.95

**VINYL**

**3876651 JOHNNY CASH: Greatest Hits.** The Man in Black shares the very best in this 14 track vinyl collection. Includes I Walk the Line; Folsom Prison Blues; Understand Your Man; Give My Love to Rose; God’s Gonna Cut You Down; and Ring of Fire. Fat Possum Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.99
VINYL 3881598 ARETHA FRANKLIN: The Greatest. Presents a classic vinyl album of 16 songs from the music legend, including: That Lucky Old Sun; Today I Sing the Blues; Over the Rainbow; All Night Long; It Ain’t Necessarily So; and more. MCPS. 12”x12¼”. $11.95

VINYL 3881636 JAMES BROWN: The Original Soul Brother. This 180 gram vinyl pressing collects 18 songs from the “Godfather of Soul,” including Please, Please, Please; Night Train; Good Good Lovin’; Bewildered; I Want You So Bad; Try Me; and more. MCPS. 12”x12¼”. $11.95

SOLD OUT

VINYL 3881660 ROCK ‘N ROLL CLASSICS. This remastered vinyl collection 20 of your all-time favorites, including That’s All Right by Elvis Presley; Ain’t That a Shame by Fats Domino; Great Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison; That’ll Be the Day by Buddy Holly & the Crickets; and more. MCPS. 12”x12¼”. $11.95

VINYL 3881626 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Hymns of Melody. This 180 gram vinyl collects 18 songs from the iconic duo, including Bye Bye Love; All I Have to Do Is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; This Little Girl of Mine; Bird Dog; Walk Right Back; and more. MCPS. 12”x12¼”. $11.95

VINYL 3768643 JOHNNY CASH: Christmas Favorites. Johnny Cash puts his spin on holiday favorites in this 12 track vinyl collection. Includes: Blue Christmas; I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day; The Christmas Spirit; The Gifts They Gave; Who Kept the Sheep; Christmas as I knew It; Silent Night; The Drummer Boy; Ringing the Bells for Him; We Are the Shepherds; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12”x12¼”. $11.95

VINYL 3768635 THE FRANK SINATRA CHRISTMAS COLLECTION. Sinatra gives a festive flair to the holidays with this 12 track vinyl collection of favorite holiday season. Includes: Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; O Come All Ye Faithful; Jingle Bells; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Light a Candle in the Chapel; Christmas Dreaming; Winter Wonderland; Ave Maria; Silent Night; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12"x12¼". $3.95

VINYL 384481 THE BLACK KEYS: Thickfreakness. Featuring eleven tracks, along with the title song this rock band’s vinyl album includes Hard Row; Set You Free; Midnight in Her Eyes; Have Love Will Travel; Hurt Like Mine; Everywhere I Go; No Trust; If You See Me; Held Me in Your Arms; and I Cry Alone. Fat Possum Records. 12”x12¼”. Pub. at $9.99. $11.95

VINYL 3849007 MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT: Necessarily So. One of the rarest and most important bluesmen, Mississippi John Hurt was a master of the twelve-string guitar; he influenced many generations of blues musicians, including Elvis Presley, Buddy Holly, and The Rolling Stones. This vinyl release features Hurt’s second album from the dynamic soul duo that includes: Ain’t That a Shame; All Right; Gotta Go; No回头; and more. Capitol’s vast catalog. Artists include Elvis Presley; Buddy Holly; and more. Universal Music. 12”x12¼”. $13.95

SOLD OUT

VINYL 3849008 JOHN HURT: Survive. Of all the bluesmen, Mississippi John Hurt was the perhaps the most beloved. This vinyl album includes sixteen tracks, Slight Delta; Louis Collins; Steppin’ Home; Joe Turner; Trouble Blues; Worried Blues; and all. Fat Possum Records. 12”x12¼”. Pub. at $9.99. $14.95

VINYL 3689050 THE ROLLING STONES ON AIR. This vinyl release features 32 classic tracks on two 180 gram LP’s! Songs include Come On; (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction; Memphis, Tennessee; Everybody Needs Somebody to Love; I’m Moving On; and more. MCPS. 12”x12¼”. $23.95

SOLD OUT

VINYL 3728412 POWER OF PEACE: The Isley Brothers & Santana. This vinyl, lead by the legendary Isley Brothers and Santana covers songs first made familiar by the Chamber Brothers Are You Ready to Love, Peace, Happiness; Stevie Wonder Higher Ground; Marvin Gaye Mercy Me (the Eo’s); Leon Thomas Let the Good Times Roll; Melody. 12”x12¼”. $11.95

SOLD OUT

VINYL 3728404 DEADPOOL 2. This vinyl collects 12 songs from the blockbuster movie soundtrack. Tracks include Ashes by Celina Dion; In Your Eyes by Peter Gabriel; (I’ll Turn) Time by Cher; to 9 to 5 by Dolly Parton; We Belong by Pat Benatar; and more. 20th Century Fox. 12”x12¼”. $7.95

VINYL 368895X CARPENTERS. This 180 gram vinyl collects 10 songs from the iconic group. Tracks include Rainy Days and Mondays; Saturday; Superstar; One Love; For All We Know; and more. Universal Music. 12”x12¼”. $13.95

VINYL 3689042 LADIES & GENTLEMEN...MR. B.B. KING. A double 180 gram vinyl LP pressing that celebrates the life and work of the great B.B. King. Collects 17 songs, including How Blue Can You Get?, I Wanted My Love, Sweet Sixteen; California, When Love Comes to Town; and more. Universal Music. 12”x12¼”. $13.95

VINYL 3689043 SAM & DAVE: Hard Row; Set You Free; Midnight in Her Eyes; Have Love Will Travel; Hurt Like Mine; Everywhere I Go; No Trust; If You See Me; Held Me in Your Arms; and I Cry Alone. Fat Possum Records. 12”x12¼”. Pub. at $9.99. $11.95

VINYL 3689069 ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome. This double vinyl collects 12 songs from the legendary rock band, including Just You & Me; Commit a Crime; Ride ’em on Down; All Of Your Love; Little Rain; Everybody Knows about my Good Thing; Blue and Lonesome; and more. Universal Music. 12”x12¼”. $13.95

SOLD OUT

VINYL 3849007 MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT: Survive. Of all the bluesmen, Mississippi John Hurt was the perhaps the most beloved. This vinyl album includes sixteen tracks, Slight Delta; Louis Collins; Steppin’ Home; Joe Turner; Trouble Blues; Worried Blues; and more. Fat Possum Records. 12”x12¼”. Pub. at $9.99. $14.95

VINYL 3689050 THE ROLLING STONES ON AIR. This vinyl release features 32 classic tracks on two 180 gram LP’s! Songs include Come On; (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction; Memphis, Tennessee; Everybody Needs Somebody to Love; I’m Moving On; and more. MCPS. 12”x12¼”. $23.95

SOLD OUT

VINYL 3689941 A CAPITAL CHRISTMAS. Celebrating 75 years of Capitol Records, this vinyl collection features 24 Christmas classics from Capitol’s vast catalog. Artist include Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Peggy Lee, Ella Fitzgerald, Dean Martin, and more. Two LP set in a gatefold package. Capitol Records. 12”x12¼”. $13.95
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